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The thesis entitled " Spectroscopic Studies of Moderately 
Ionized Cesium Atoms: Cs III- VI" comprises of six chapters, dealing 
with four different spectra, namely, Cs III, Cs IV, Cs V and Cs VI. The 
spectra analyzed in this thesis are quite complex. The energy structures of 
these ions are predicted using Relativistic Hartree-Fock multi-
configuration interaction calculations. A total of 1166 lines have been 
identified to establish 535 energy levels. Besides that more than six 
hundred energy levels have been predicted based on above-calculations. 
The ionization potential of Cs III, Cs IV and Cs V has also been 
determined. 
The first chapter briefly describes the basic theory of atomic 
structure and spectra. Starting from Bohr's theory it discusses several 
approximations made to solve Schrodinger's wave equation for many-
electron system, like Central-Field approximation, Hartree's Self-
Consistence Field method, Hartree-Fock method and Slater-Condon 
theory. Cowan's approach to solve these complicated integro-differential 
equations using his computer code is discussed. A brief description of 
Cowan's code has also been included. 
The second chapter discusses the experimental techniques of 
recording the spectra of ionized atoms, used in the present analysis. The 
spectrographs used for recording the spectrum, different types of light 
sources used in producing the desired spectra and procedural details of 
recording, are described. Measurement of the plates, calibration of the 
wavelengths and ionization separation of different ions are discussed. 
The third chapter provides a detailed theoretical and 
experimental interpretation of the structure of doubly ionized cesium (Cs 
III). The analysis is considerably extended to complete the Ss^ Sp"* (5d + 
6d + 7d + 6s + 7s + 8s) configurations. The configurations 5p'*( 6d + 7d + 
7s + 8s ) have been analyzed for the first time. Two levels of 5p'*5d and 
one level of 5p'*6s, reported earher, have been revised. Seventy-two 
energy levels have been established based on the identification of 105 
spectral lines. The ionization potential of Cs III was found to be 267560 
±300 cm"'or 33.17 ± 0.04 eV. 
The fourth chapter is devoted to the description of the fourth 
spectrum of cesium (Cs IV). The earlier reported analysis of Ss^Sp^, 
5s5p and 5 s 5p (5d+6s) has been confirmed, except one level, namely, 
5p 5d (P) D3, which has been revised. The analysis has been further 
extended to include four new configurations viz. 5p^  (6d + 7d + 7s + 8s) 
in the odd parity system. 
Transitions between the excited configurations were studied by 
considering the even parity configurations 5s^ 5p^  (6p +4f) together with 
other interacting configurations. The 5p^4f transitions were out of our 
region, hence, only 5p 6p configurations with 28 energy levels could be 
analyzed. This helped in establishing six unknown levels of 5p^5d (in J=4 
& 5) thus completing 5p 5d configuration. A total of 168 energy levels 
have been established experimentally and 411 lines have been identified 
in this spectrum. The ionization energy has been calculated to be 354850 
± 500 cm"' or 44.0 ± 0.05 eV. 
The fifth chapter deals with the description of the four-time 
ionized cesium (Cs V). The levels of 5s^5p^ 5s5p^ and 5s^5p (^5d+6s) 
configurations, published in 1993, have been confirmed. All the levels 
were found to be satisfactory. The analysis was extended to include four 
more configurations, namely, 5s^ 5p^ (6d + 7d + 7s + 8s ) in even parity 
system. In odd parity system, 5 s 5p (4f+6p) resulting fi*om the 
0 0 0 0 
excitations of 5 s 5p 5d and 5 s 5p 6s configurations is studied. Other 
interacting configurations have also been considered. However, 5p 4f 
could not be established £is it lay outside the region of investigation, but 
all the levels of 5p 6p has been established. This pave the way to find the 
unknown levels of 5p 5d with J=9/2. This study comprises of 142 energy 
levels and 299 classified lines. The ionization limit was found to be 
456550 ±500 cm"' or 56.6 ± 0.06 eV. 
The last chapter contains the spectral information of the sixth 
spectrum of cesium (Cs VI). All the reported levels,in odd parity matrix, 
namely, 5s^ 5p ,^ 5s5p^ and 5s^5p(5d+6s) were confirmed and two new 
0 O 
configurations viz. 5s 5p6d and 5s 5p7s were also studied. Extensive 
work was done to study the doubly excited configurations 5s5p^5d , Sp"*, 
5 s 5p (6p + 7p + 4f + 5f), and 5s5p 6s, for even parity system. However, 
5p4f was again out of our region of investigation, so it was left out. All 
the remaining configurations were studied and this gave the opportunity 
^ O 1 
to locate the missing level F4of 5s 5p5d at 199043 cm'. One hundred 
fifty-three energy levels are now established in this spectrum and 351 
lines have been classified. 
The variation of the configuration energies along the isoelectronic 
sequences 11, Te I, Sb I and Sn I are shown in the related chapters. In 
order to see the configurations interaction effect of various 
configurations, necessary to be incorporated into the C.I. calculations, the 
energy spread and their overlaps have been shown. 
In appendix sample spectra of cesium recorded on 3-m normal-
incidence spectrograph as well as on grazing-incidence spectrograph are 
reproduced. The plate factor for normal-incidence recording is 
1.385A/mm. The plate factor for grazing-incidence recording, in 300 A 
region, was 0.351 A/mm. Strong impurity lines of aluminum, oxygen, 
nitrogen and carbon are marked on the plate. A few lines of cesium, 
showing different ionizations are also marked on it. 
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In the spring of 1860 when Robert Wilhelm Eberhard Bunsen 
and Gustav Robert Kirchhoff examined with the flame of a spectroscope a 
drop of Durkheim mineral water, two remarkable blue lines became visible, 
which no substance was known to emit. They proposed to give this new 
metal the name Caesium (in Latin Caesius means sky blue). They went on to 
say that: "Spectrum analysis should become important for the discovery of 
hitherto unknown elements. If there should be substances that are so 
sparingly distributed in nature that our present means of analysis fail for 
their recognition and separation, then we might hope to recognize and to 
determine many such substances in quantities not reached by our usual 
means ..." 
Along with Cesium, they also discovered another element, 
namely, Rubidium. For these discoveries they bagged the Nobel Prize. The 
World Year of Physics (2005) has also seen two spectroscopists, John L. 
Hall and Theodor W. Hansch, being awarded the Nobel Prize. It shows that 
the youth and vibrancy of spectroscopy still continues. 
From discovering new elements to producing Lasers, from 
Space Science to Nanotechnology, from Astrophysics to Pharmaceutics, 
atomic spectroscopy has come a long way indeed. But as Dr. R.D. Cowan, 
pointed out in his book, 'The Theory of Atomic Structure and Spectra' that, 
out of five thousand four hundred and sixty possible spectra for 104 known 
elements, only 1002 had been partially analyzed till 1979. It means that we 
still need to travel a long journey ahead. 
Spectroscopists have always been fascinated by the spectra of 
elements in the first group of periodic table. Having a stable core and only 
one outer easily excitable electron, the alkali metals, not only give coloured 
flames but also emit very sharp spectral lines. The heaviest and most stable 
among them is 'cesium'. This largest naturally occurring element is highly 
reactive and used in hydrogenation of organic compounds. Having 32 
isotopes, more than any element, cesium makes world's most accurate clock. 
Also considered as future fuel in ion engine for space vehicles, cesium calls 
in for special attention. 
As far as its spectral information is concerned, the neutral and singly 
ionized cesium, were analyzed much earlier but doubly ionized cesium was 
reported only in 1976 and fragmentary information on trebly ionized cesium 
was published in 1983. No information on Cs V and Cs VI existed in 
literature until 1991. Since many optical, chemical and other properties of 
matter depend upon the electronic structure of the constituting ions, 
therefore, the spectral study of cesium in ionized form was highly desirable. 
The astronomers had always been prime users of spectroscopic data. 
The advent of space-based observatories intensified this application, 
especially on account of the pressing need for extensive data in the vacuum 
ultraviolet region. Many unidentified spectral lines of astrophysical interest 
offer no clues. They may be originating from the transitions between the 
excited configurations. In recent years, extensive work has been done to 
study the transitions to the ground configuration, but the survey of literature 
reveals that very little effort has been done to study the transitions between 
the excited configurations. In order to provide complete and accurate data 
for astrophysical, as well as, other industrial uses, tiie study of transitions 
between the excited configurations is necessary. In the present study we 
have tried to analyze such transitions in cesium ions. 
Undoubtedly, serious difficulties exist, both theoretical as well as 
experimental, in studying such complex spectra. However, the availability of 
fast computers and various computer codes capable of handling huge 
amounts of data, and above all the sophisticated spectrometers and 
spectrographs with high resolution, covering large spectral regions, makes it 
possible to take up such challenging work. The spectra of cesium ions which 
have been studied here are in fact very complex, making three-electron or 
four-electron systems. We have tried to investigate some of them to pave the 
way for future studies in the other members of the sequence. 
In the first two chapters, a brief description of the theoretical 
approach and experimental arrangements required for such studies are 
presented. The following four chapters are devoted to describe the third, 
fourth, fifth and sixth spectrum of cesium, respectively. Finally, the 
reproduction of a few sample spectra of cesium, used for the present 







1.1. Theoretical background 
The previous century has seen great advances in science particularly 
in the atomic field. The leading names linked to the discoveries of twentieth 
century are Plank (for suggesting quantum theory), Einstein (for giving the 
theory of relativity), Rutherford (for discovering nuclear atom), Bohr (for 
producing the theory of hydrogen atom), Heisenberg (for his uncertainty 
principle), and Schrodinger (for providing precise mathematical foundation 
to quantum theory). They rank with the great physicists of history. 
The postulates of Bohr's theory laid the foundation stone for the basic 
theory of atomic structure. He suggested that the electrons revolve around 
the nucleus only in certain specified orbits, having fixed energies. The 
energy loss (by emitting photon) or gain takes place only when it makes a 
transition fi"om one state to other state, permitted by the selection rules. 
Schrodinger described the initial and final states of the electron by electron 
wavefimction. The more closely these wavefonctions overlap (product) the 
more likely are the transitions to take place. Schrodinger's wave equation 
gave a much better explanation for the theory of atomic structure and its 
spectra. The fimdamental task, therefore, lies in the calculation of the 
wavefimction for each quantum state. 
We would like to give a very brief description of the process. For 
numerical calculations, R.D. Cowan's computer code has been used 
rigorously, which will be described later on. 
Systems where only single electron is present (e. g. in hydrogen 
atom), making a two-body problem, is rather easy to deal with. An exact 
solution of Schrodinger's wave equation for such a system can be obtained, 
with total agreement with the experiment. The normalized wavefimction 




and Pni is normalized so that 
PAr) 
l[PMdr=l 
The addition of just one more electron in the system e.g. helium atom, 
makes it quite complex. However, very elaborate approximate solution of 
Schrodinger's wave equation have been set up, which give results agreeing 
with experiment within experimental error. This agreement has convinced 
physicists that Schrodinger's equation for many-body problem provides the 
correct starting point for the study of more complicated atoms. But the 
methods used for helium are too complicated to apply to atoms with more 
than two electons, and we need to rely on simpler approximations for their 
treatment. Fortunately, we have approximations which are good enough to 
give us good qualitative and quantitative agreement with experiment, though 
with far larger errors. These approximations can be divided into two parts. 
The first one is the Central Field Approximation.. This approximation 
explains the spectrum of neutral alkali atoms in fair detail. The second part 
of the approximate theory deals with complex multiplet structure which is 
the feature of spectra of all atoms more complicated than the alkalies. It 
arises on account of torques exerted by one electron on another, which are 
neglected in the central-field-model. We would like to give here a very brief 
description, the detailed theory of atomic structure and spectra can be found 
in references [1-9] . 
1.2. Central Field Approximation 
Under this approximation "each electron moves in a central force 
field, produced by the nucleus and the other electrons. Since each electron is 
assumed to be acted on by the averaged charge distribution of each other 
electron, averaged by takmg the product of the corresponding wave function. 
The potential arising fi-om this spherically averaged charge distribution and 
fi-om the nucleus itself is spherically symmetrical i.e. central field. This 
symmetry makes the problem simple in order to solve the Schrodinger's 
wave equation for an electron moving in that potential. In this assumption 
only attractive coulomb interactions between the electrons and the nucleus 
and the coulomb repulsion between the electrons are considered [ 1 ]. The 
electron spin and Pauli's exclusion principle is not being considered so far. 
1.3. Self-Consistent-Field Method 
We know that for any stationary quantum state of interest k we need 
to solve the Schrodinger's equation 
Where H is the Hamiltonian, E is the energy and T is the 
wavefunction. 
The wavefunction for an atom with N-electrons can be constructed by 
taking the product of wave functions of all the electrons as 
... ^ n,l„^, ('•^,6 ^,<l)^) (HI) 
The solution to equation (II) cannot be obtained at all for atoms 
having more than two electrons, and approximations of one sort or another 
are required. Hartree found that he could set up a manageable procedure for 
determining his self-consistent field, based on a method of iteration, or 
successive approximations. He used the final function of one step as the 
starting fimction of the next step. Fortunately he found that this process 
converged, by carrying through a number of cycles, he came out with 
wavefunctions which were self consistent, to a very good approximation. 
The wavefimction of an electron in such a spherical field is very similar to 
the hydrogenic function given in equation ( I ) with only difference in the 
radial function. 
The trouble with the product function in equation (III ) is that it does 
not reflect the physical distinguishability of electrons which requires that 
when two electrons are interchanged, the probability density should be 
unchanged. Since the wavefimction Y does not include the spin quantum 
number mj so far. Fock developed Hartree's equation fiirther by using a 
wavefimction that is antisymmetric upon interchange of any two electrons 
coordinate by taking the linear combination of product functions. The 
antisymmetrized function has the property that if two orbitals are identical 
then P^ is identically zero, satisfying Pauli's exclusion principle. 
The antisymmetrized wavefimction may be written in the form of a 
determinant as: 
'¥=]sn/^ 
Ui(i) Ui(2) Ul(^ o 
U2(l) U2(2) U2(N) 
UN(1) UN(2) UN(N) 
- ( I V ) 
The linear combination of determinantal function will also satisfy tiie 
condition. However, tiiis type of function will be very complicated to 
handle. 
The Hamiltonian H for an atom can be written in general 
as: 
n 
^ ^ T^ Kjfh ^JKL Tplf 
( VI) 
Where the first term represents the K.E. of the electrons involved, 
second that of the nucleus, the third one is the interaction between electrons 
and protons, fourth among protons and fifth among electrons, Hss represents 
spin-spin interactions and Hso represents spin-orbit interactions (it has a 
pronounced effect on energy level structure). lAbSs is the hyperfine structure 
Hamiltonian and Hctc stands for all additional effects left out so far. 
The Hartree-Fock equation can then be obtained by applying the 
variation principle to minimize the energy. It gives fairly accurate results for 
light atoms. However, obtaining good results for more complex systems 
with atoms or ions containuig much higher number of electrons (heavy 
atoms), one has to apply relativistic corrections. Making relativistic 
corrections in H-F equation and getting its solution is not an easy task. The 
integro-differential equations involved in Hartree-Fock method become 
highly complicated and convergence is not obtained. It is, therefore, 
desirable to apply appropriate approximations. 
Slater [1] proposes an approximate method in self-consistent 
calculations. The theory was later developed by Condon and Shortly [ 2 ] 
and is known as Slater^Condon Theory. The basic procedure consists of 
expanding the unknown wavefunction ^^ in terms of a set of known basis 
functions '-Pb • The basis function essentially be of an appropriate type and 
should, therefore, be chosen judiciously. Once the diagonalized Hamiltonian 
matrix is computed, the calculations of energy levels and eignfunctions of 
the atom become much easier. All we have to do is find the eigenvalues of 
the matrix. To economize time and effort, the integro-diffrential equations 
are divided into smaller manageable integrals known as "Slater 
Parameters" denoted by E av. F^ G'', ^i, and ^. 
The Eav represents the average energy or the centre of gravity of the 
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The integral F'', G^ ^ i are electrostatic and spin-orbit parameters and 
give the term structure of a single configuration. These coefficients are 
independent of chosen configuration. 
F''(n€ n'£') represents that part of the electrostatic energy which 
depends on orientation of I vectors and is responsible for the separation of 
terms with different L values with same spin in LS coupling. 
2K«/ i^=f f i?;/,(^ fe(^ 2K/,('iK'/^ 2)^ 'iV '^f^ ^2 
lU 
G^(ni n'£') give energy due to exchange forces which depend on the 
spm orientations. They cause splitting terms with equal L but different total 
spin S. In case of equivalent electron like p^, p^ etc G'' parameters vanish. 
The mathematical expression for G*' is given below: 
^i represents spin-orbit interaction energy. The magnetic spin-orbit 
interaction does introduce perturbation and gives the fine structure splitting 




1 1 dv Urh ,2^2 2m c r dr 
R"* parameters; it is found that levels of one configuration interact 
with those of tlie other, this intra-configuration interaction can be introduced 




The description about the parametric theory and the variation of the 
parameters can be found in reference [10]. 
1.4. The Hartree-Cowan Method 
In the Hartree-Fock-Slater (HFS) scheme, the potential energy 
function tends to zero at large radii. Therefore, the above theory could not be 
applied easily in predicting the structure of the complex systems where 
many electrons are involved. This difficulty was partially solved by 
Hermann and Skillman [ 4 ] by using potential cut offs. Later R. D. Cowan 
developed the Hartree-Cowan method which is sufficiently simple and gives 
wavefunctions of reasonable accuracy. Dr. Cowan developed a computer 
code involving the basic theory behind the structure of the atoms and 
incorporating some of his own suggestions to solve these complicated 
equations [5 - 7]. Cowan's approach was to solve essentially the Slater 
parameters (E av, F'', ^i, G'' and R''). The code consists of four sets of 






The first program RCN calculates single configuration radial wave 
function Pni(r) for spherically symmetrized atom via any of the following 
homogeneous differential approximation to Hartree-Fock method: 
Hartree (H) 
Hartree-Fock Slater (HFS) 
IZ 
Hartree plus Statistical Exchange (HX) 
Hartree Slater (HS) 
Hartree-Fock (HF) 
Nonnally the HX method or the centre of gravity HF method is used 
most frequently. Therefore, the primary information is always given to RCN, 
then each program automatically provides input information to the next 
program in succession. A typical example of the input file containing the 
configurations from both parities which is being used to calculate the spectra 
of four-times ionized cesium (Cs V) atoms is given in Table 1.1 
Beside calculating Pni(r), RCN program also calculates the various 
radial mtegrals R^ F^ G^ ^i and Eav for each configurations mvolved with 
approximate relativistic and correlation energy corrections. 
RCN2 
The next commanding program is RCN2, which accepts the output of 
the radial wave fimctions from RCN program, in order to calculate the 
various multiple configuration radial integrals, overlap integrals. 
The configuration-interaction Coulomb integrals R'', the spin-orbit 
mteraction integrals ^i and the radial electric dipole and electric quadruple 
integrals are then calculated. RCN2 also calculates automatically all the 
quantities required by the next program for the calculation of the energy 
levels and spectra of an atom and prepares the input file for RCG. The 
procedural details and the theory behind all this can be found in R.D. 
Cowan's book on " The Theory of Atomic Structure and Spectra" [7]. 
RCG 
The third part of the Cowan's program uses Racah-algebra techniques 
to compute the angular factor of various matrix elements in the above 
13 



















































































































































Note: The first line is a control card; 
55 represent the atomic number; 5 represent the fifth spectrum; next is the ioi 
identification followed by the configuration label. 
4D10 5S2 5P3 etc represent the orbital specification i.e. 10 electrons in 4d 




described theory. It calculates the energy eigenvalues of each individual 
energy level, transition wavelength, its wave number and the transition 
probabilities of each transition involved in the system. It also has a provision 
to calculate the electric quadruple E2 as well as magnetic dipole Ml 
transitions. Beside this RCG also calculates the LS percentage composition 
of the mixed levels when the system is complex. Finally, the average purities 
of all the configurations of both parities in LS as well as in jj coupling 
scheme given by RCG, helps to decide the suitable coupling scheme to be 
used. In addition to all this, it also calculates the lifetime of the excited 
states. In fact RCG provides the main output of the ab initio calculations. It 
has a provision to recalculate the whole things by using more appropriate 
Slater Parameters which are finally obtained fi-om the last part of the code 
i.e. by running the least squares fitted parametric calculations. 
RCE 
This is basically a least squares fitting program. When sufficient 
number of levels (more than 50%) are experimentally known, then these 
known levels are used as an input for the RCE programs to recalculate the 
Slater Parameters by making them fi*ee and adjust themselves in accordance 
with the observed energy levels in the iteration process. These parameters 
are naturally much closure to the real value and, therefore, the unknown 
levels are predicted more precisely by these new parameters. It helps greatly 
to locate the missing levels. This newly found level is fed back into the 
input of the RCE program and the next run gives even better value of the 
energy parameters. Finally, when almost all the levels are found, these 
parameters are used to recalculate the transition probabilities, by RCG 
program, of few missing levels. These levels, mostly based on only one good 
transition, are then established. The final run of the RCE gives the exact LS 
15 
percentage composition of the various levels and the least squares fitted 
parameters. 
1.5. Isoelectronic Sequences 
There are various techniques v^ h^ich can be employed to check the 
regularities of the same observed levels found in different ions having 
exactly similar electronic structure. Such a system with identical electronic 
structure and having different nuclear charges Z exhibits a number of 
relationships that are of great interest both for the practical analysis of 
spectra and for the systematic description of the experimental results and 
their extrapolations. These ionic systems are termed as isoelectronic 
sequences. For instance in our case, neutral atoms of iodine will have 
exactly the same number of electrons outside the nucleus as singly ionized 
Xenon , doubly ionized cesium, triply ionized barium, etc. All exceeding by 
one nuclear charge from their predecessor, will therefore, have same number 
of electrons as singly ionized xenon , doubly ionized cesium, triply ionized 
barium, four-times ionized lanthanum and so on. As a nomenclature neutral 
atoms of Iodine will be denoted as 11 and singly ionized xenon by Xe II 
and doubly ionized cesium as Cs III and trebly ionized barium as Ba IV etc. 
The number written after the symbol of each element gives the net charge of 
the core ie. Z - (N-1) where Z is the atomic number and N is the total 
number of extra nuclear electrons. This number Z - (N-1) is denoted by C, 
which is often called as spectrum number. For example ^ = 1 for II, C,=2 
for Xe II, ^ = 3 for Cs III etc. If the emphasis is on a particular highly 
ionized member of a sequence, the sequence might be denoted by this 
particular member, for instance 11 sequence may also be called as Xe II or 
Cs III sequence. 
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In the study of isoelectronic sequence the graphical methods are of 
great help. When we plot the term T or more appropriately E (the energy 
value of the level in cm"') vs Z we find an approximate trend because E 
increases very rapidly with Z and this plot is not sensitive enough to show 
irregularities. This problem was solved by Prof. Bengt Edlen [ 11 ]. He 
studied the dependence of Z on energy levels in many ways and also the 
other atomic regularities. Energy may be plotted against ^ or some fimction 
of term value, for instance V T, T/( ^ +c), T/( C, +cf , etc where c is an 
arbitrary constant. The most useful and convenient expression is T/( ^ +c) or 
E/ ( ^ +c). When a curve between T/( C, +c) and ^ is plotted, a steep upward 
trend of T vs C, plot is replaced by a downward slope and this also permits 
the use of larger scales. By choosing the suitable value of constant c these 
curves can be made horizontal and smooth. This constant is in fact more 
effective at the beginning of the sequence than for higher members. It may 
be guessed from the equation Ei/( i^ + c) = Ej/i ^ +c) where Ei is the 
energy of the lower member of the sequence while E2 is the energy of the 
higher member of the sequence. Once a horizontal trend is obtained, more 
and more sensitive scale may be chosen for desired precise comparison. This 
kind of representation is utilized generally for ground configuration or for 
configuration having same n values as ground. 
For the case where n of the configuration concerned is different from 
that of the ground the above mentioned representation fails to give 
horizontal curves. E /( ^ +c) vs C, plot then gives rather an upward rising 
trend for higher members of the sequence. This upward slope is reduced by 
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Here R is the Rydberg constant and ni, n2 are principal quantum 
numbers of the ground and the other shell involved in the configuration 
concerned, respectively, a being the fine structure constant. This subtraction 
of ^OH fi*om E/(^ +c) affects more the higher members of the sequence and 
consequently the plots give appreciably better results. 
Beside these few methods, as mentioned-above, tiiere are many more 
ways to check the regularities along the sequence using simple isoelectronic 
extrapolations. Further details on isoelectronic sequences can be found in ref 
[10]. This technique has proved very effective even to check the regularities 
of the energy parameters (Slater parameters) of Hartree-Fock calculations 
for complex spectra. The variation of the least squares fitted parameters are 
also checked along the isoelectronic sequence. A good example of the 
parameter's variation is shown in Figs 1.1 & 1.2 [12]. 
1.6. Rydberg Series and Ionization Potential 
It is known for long that within the same spectrum, separation 
between lines and their intensities decrease more or less regularly towards 
the shorter wavelengths, causing convergence to a definite limit. Out of 
these, the lines, that are transitions between a fixed lower level and the upper 
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Fig. 1.1.The scaling factors of F*, G* and C parameters of 5s5p^ (a), Ss^SpSd 
(b) and 5s^5p6s (c) configurations of Sn I sequence from I IV to Ba VII (the 
spectra studied in our laboratory) cG* parameter in Xe V was fixed at the 
extrapolated value. The scaling factors vary quite regularly. Wherever there 
is a slight irregularity, it is well within the standard deviation of the param-
eter. Since Te III spectrum is still under investigation, the corresponding 














Sbl TeM I E XeX Cs3ZI Ba3ZII 
Fig. 1.2. The scaling factors of F and ^parameters of the 5 s 5p 
configuration in Sn I isoelectronic sequence from Sb II to 
Ba VII. The variation for both parameters is quite smooth. 
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quantum number n, constitute a Rydberg series. A set of such upper energy 
levels also constitutes a Rydberg series, and can be taken into account by 
writing their term values empirically as: 
where n* = n - §„, and 5n is called the quantum defect. For example in a 
single-electron system, every 'n' corresponds to (2n - 1) levels, so we can 
write a different term value: 
nm 
for each of these levels and assign a different 6nm to every level separately 
(m=l ,2 , 2n-l). 
The theoretical term Tnm is measured from the corresponding series 
limit, whereas the experimental energy Enm of a level is measured from the 
lower-most or ground level. In order to connect Tnm with Enm> we must know 
the precise difference between the two extreme levels, which is nothing but 
the ionization potential of the system. 
The suflBx 'nm' may be replaced by *i' to represent a level of a one or 
many electron system in general. 
Ti = Ee-Ei 
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The value of the effective quantum number n* and the quantum defect 
6i can be calculated if the limit Ei is determined. This fact amply 
demonstrates the importance of determining the ionization potential with 
spectroscopic precision. 
1.7. Edlen's Polarization Formula 
Edlen observed in the study of the variation of the quantum defect 
against the reduced term value t in Mg II [11], that the curves for the 
penetrating orbits, ns and np exhibit opposite slopes to the non-penetrating 
nd, nf, ng and nh. For the hydrogenic f, g, h etc terms the quantum defect 8 
does not arise due to the penetration of the outer-most electron into the 
electronic core, but it exhibits a striking regularity in its dependence on £ 
which is coimected with the fact that for these series 6 is determined almost 
entirely by the polarization of the atomic core in the field of the outer 
electron. The variation of 5 of such levels with increasing n is, therefore, 
observed to be in the opposite sense (increasing) than in case of penetration 
(decreasing). Edlen has developed his polarization formula to deal with these 
cases and thereby obtained a more accurate ionization potential ( to the 
extent of ±0.5 cm"') if a number of such hydrogenic levels are observed. 
For the case, outer-most electron causes a simple dipole polarization 
to the atomic core, the contribution 'Ap' of this effect to the term value T is 
given by: 
4^ = T-T„ = a,R{r^} = A(Z)Pin,l) 
where 
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The general form of Edlen's formula is given as : 
A p = A (Z) P (n,t) [ 1+ k(Z)q (n,£)] 
where k(Z) stands for 
k(Z) = 
and 
The values of q(n,£), p(n,£) are calculated by Edlen. The above 
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The most suitable device for recording the spectrum 
photographically is the spectrograph. It is a powerful tool for the 
investigation of the nature and properties of the material emitting radiations, 
and for determining the structure of the radiating or absorbing atoms, ions or 
molecules. Various types of spectrographs [1-3] are used for this purpose. 
Medium quartz, constant deviation, three prism, etc. are the low dispersion 
spectrographs used for recording visible spectrum. Better resolution 
spectrographs are gratmg vacuum spectrographs like 3-m at Antigonish, 
Sweden, Moscow, Aligarh etc and 10.7-m at NIST. A variety of 
spectrographs are available for recordings in air at various laboratories 
including 21 feet and 35 feet grating spectrographs at Aligarh Muslim 
University. Typically the dispersion of some spectrograph is as good as 0.2A 
per mm on the plates. Depending on the region of investigation, the choice 
of appropriate spectrograph is made. If the investigation Ues in very short 
wavelength region then the use of grazing-incidence spectrograph is better, 
which can record spectrum up to a few Angstroms. For wavelengths above 
300 A, the normal-incidence vacuum spectrograph is chosen. For the present 
investigation, the region was vacuum ultraviolet, from 200 A to a little 
above 2000 A. We have made use of the recordings from both the 
spectrographs (G.I & N.I) and they will be described here briefly. 
2.2. Normal Incidence Vacuum Spectrograph 
Since most of the data have been used from the recordings of the 
Antigonish laboratory of Canada, we would like to describe the 3-m 
normal- incidence set-up of that laboratory shown in photogrph (PI). 
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The general features of the 3-m normal-incidence vacuum 
spectrograph at St. Francis Xavier University, Antigonish (Canada), shown 
in the photograph P-1 are very similar to the vacuum spectrograph of the 
Lund Institute of Technology (Sweden), which is very well described by 
Minnhagen [4]. The Antigonish's spectrograph is indigenously made of 
cylindrical chamber of slightly greater than 30 inches in diameter. The 
vacuum tank is shaped like a grand piano and is made of steel sheets bolted 
together with rubber gaskets in groves along the joints. Proper arrangements 
are made to prevent the deformation of the vacuum tank by supporting thick 
aluminium plates with appropriate aperture for the passage of light. The 
optical components i.e. slit, plate holder and grating are mounted on the rigid 
frame of the tank. The mounting of grating can be adjusted with several 
screws and focusing can be achieved from the outside even when the 
instrument is evacuated (this is the feature of the Sweden's Spectrograph). 
However, the Antigonish spectrograph differs slightly and focusing is 
achieved manually by adjusting the plate holder when the tank is open. 
Spark chamber is attached with the openings so that spark gap between the 
electrodes is exactly in front of the slit. Sometime a He-Ne laser is used to 
achieve perfect alignment of the electrode gap with the slit. The radius of 
curvature of, osmium coated holographic concave grating, of the Antigonish 
laboratory is very close to 3-m. The ruling of grating is 2400 grooves/mm 
over a ruled surface of 65x150 mm ,^ giving a plate factor of 1.3 85A/mm in 
the first order. The dispersion remains ahnost constant in the entire region, 
varying less than half a percent from 280 to 2080 A. The plate holder is 
designed in such a way that it forms part of the Rowland circle and matching 
the radius of curvature of the grating. Rowland mounting of the spectrograph 
is shown in Fig 2.1. Plate holder can be moved in the direction perpendicular 
to the plane of Rowland circle with the lever attached outside. This 
m 
enmental Set-up for 3-m Normal Incidence Spectrograph 
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arrangement gives the opportunity to adjust the plate at several positions 
without disturbing the vacuum system. But for loading or unloading the 
plates, one has to destroy the vacuum of the chamber entirely. The vacuum 
is protected by the valve present in between the spaik chamber and the slit. 
About five to six hours of pumping is required to produce the pressure of 
10'^  to 10"^  Torr. The slit is 3mm long and its width is set about 20-25^ by 
using known thickness of Al foil strips. The length of the plate holder is 
about 76 cm, therefore, three 10" plates can easily be fitted against the 
circularly cylindrical surface of the plate holder. It can also hold two 15" 
long plates, thus covering the spectral region 280 A to 1240 A in one setting. 
By changing the grating orientation at a different angle, the spectral region 
changes to higher wavelength. In the second set up it covers approximately 
1040A - 2080A region, thus giving a fakly good overlapping region about 
200 A to normalize the intensities and to find the correspondence for 
establishing ionization separation characteristics in two sets of recordings. 
The slit is mounted on the end wall beside the plate holder tank. This 
can also be removed without altering the vacuum system. The window is 
fitted in the tank wall at a position which allows the zeroth order light beam 
to emerge. Thus the slit can be visually inspected during the exposure. The 
light fi-om the source passes through this horizontal slit and falls on the 
grating with an angle of about 9.5° and diffracted light is received on the 
photographic plate in the first set up. While for the second set up the angle 
of the incidence is about 17.5°. Further details can be found in ref [5]. 
2.3. Grazing Incidence Spectrograph 
As mentioned earlier for wavelengths which are shorter than 400A, 
the reflectivity of the grating in normal-incidence set-up becomes very low 




Fig.2.1 .Normal-incidence spectrograpli 
700 
Concave 
Grating OA 100 A 
Fig.2,2. Layout of NIST 10.7 m grazing-incidence spectrograph. 
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In order to overcome this problem the recording of the plates are done using 
grazing incidence spectrograph. In this angle of incidence on the grating is 
increased, as it is known that the rays striking tangentially on a surface 
undergo total-reflection. A diagram of the concave-grating mounting with 
high angle of incidence, focused along the Rowland circle is shown in 
Fig. 2.1. The choice of angle depends upon the wavelength range to be 
investigated e.g. 60° angle is suitable to obtain the spectra below 300 A up 
to 160 A and 80° angle for 75 A. With increase in the angle of incidence, the 
astigmatism of the grating increases rapidly. To maintain the resolvmg 
power of the grating, the optimum width is much smaller than for the usual 
grating mounts. The useful length of ruling is also small at high angle of 
incidence, therefore, it is customary to reduce the exposed area of the 
grating. The shorter distances between slit-to-grating and grating-to-image, 
makes the grazing-incidence spectrograph very compact as shown in the 
photograph (P2). Accurate leveling of the grating, adjustment of rulings in 
parallel to the slit, fitting the plate accurately in the focal curve and focusing 
accurately for large angle of incidence and diffraction, makes the grazing-
incidence spectrographs more difficult to adjust. 
2.4. Light Sources 
The information that can be gained by use of spectrograph 
depends to a considerable extent on the proper choice and use of the 
available light sources. Different excitation sources that are conventionally 
used for obtaining the line spectra of chemical elements are, flame, arc and 
sparks, discharge of low pressure (high frequency discharge, hollow-cathode 
discharge and vacuum spark discharge), radio frequency torches, plasma jets 
and laser produced plasma. Each term, flame, arc, spark etc represent a 
different source class. The principal difference between flames, arcs and 
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sparks is the manner in which the excitation energy is suppHed, for instance 
in the flame, the energy is suppHed by combustion. In arc and sparks, an 
electrical current supplies the energy. 
Light sources can be classified according to the spectrum they 
emit, as continuous or discontinuous, although the distinction between the 
two is not absolutely sharp. A continuous spectrum is characterized by an 
uninterrupted range of wavelengths over a considerable region, and by the 
absence of sharp lines or bands. In the visible region this spectrum appears 
as unbroken series of colours changing imperceptibly fi"om one to the next. 
On the other hand discontinuous sources, show a number of sharp, narrow 
bright lines in the spectrum. Individual atoms or molecules in the light 
source, which are usually in a vapour or gaseous state, emit the radiation. 
Normally for neutral atoms and single ionization a hollow-cathode discharge 
is more suitable. The detailed description of various sources can be found in 
ref [1&2] However, the cesium plates used for the purpose of studying 
multiply ionized spectra i.e. Cs III - Cs VI, were recorded using the 
triggered spark and the sliding spark light sources. They are being described 
here briefly. 
2.5. Triggered Spark Light Source 
The light source used for the present spectral recordings was a 
modified spark source called triggered spark. The source is some what 
similar to a vacuum spark source which is very well described by Bockasten 
[6], Svensson and Ekberg [7]. The only difference is that one can have a 
much better control over the spark for very low voltage (~ 2kV) as well as 
for very high voltages (~ 10 - 20 KV ) by using a 30 kV pulsed trigger 
module TM -11 A. Its arrangement in the spark chamber is shown in picture 




capacitor chargeable up to 20 KV. Some times a parallel combination of 
14.5 [iF capacitors is also used for obtaining higher ionizations. A big 
condenser bank of 120 |iF which is an assembly of three capacitors, is used 
to obtain a very high degree of ionization. The trigger module TM -11 A is a 
compact versatile instrument from EG & G, designed to provide a high 
voltage trigger pulse of fast rise time. The TM-11 A, as shown in the picture 
(P4), provides a trigger pulse of 30 KV that can be utilized for initiating 
communication in triggered spark gaps, xenon flashtubes or to provide an 
ignition type for other special devices requiring a high impedance source. It 
is an integrated package consisting of a line voltage to D.C. power supply, a 
primary triggering circuit, a krytron switch tube and a pulse output 
transformer. The output is provided through ceramic high voltage bushing at 
the rear of the cabinet. The bushings provide limited d-c isolation between 
the pulse output and the ground of the cabinet. The pulse transformer is 
housed in an oil filled case. 
The trigger module can be operated by push button control 
from the panel, remotely by an accessory push button cable assembly, or by 
a low impedance pulse generator connected through the front panel 
oscillator input jack. A voltage control provides variable output. 
2.6. Sliding Spark Source 
This is a different type of source and it operates at low voltages but 
very high current. Very fast charging capacitors are used to discharge 
through the electrodes where a suitable spacer is introduced in between the 
electrodes and spark actually slides through the spacer. The alumina spacer 
can be seen in picture (P5). The sparks are controlled by a motor in the 
circuit. The motor works like a circuit breaker. It has an attachment which 
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rotates in a gap. When it fits into the gap the circuit is complete and 
discharge takes place. During this rotation of the attachment the capacitor 
charges again and the cycle continues. The peak current in the discharge 
ranges from about 200 amperes to 2000 amperes or even more. Different 
exposures are taken at different peak currents to achieve ionization 
separation. Usually low currents like 200-300 amps but long time exposures 
like one to two hours are chosen for the recording of the spectra of low 
ionization. The charging potential is less than 1 kV. For higher ionization 
800 - 1200 amps (30 minutes exposure time) are suitable for recording 
spectra of five or six times ionized atoms and obviously much higher 
currents for even higher ionizations but in no case charging potentials 
exceed 2 kV. Over-all ionization of the atoms in this source is lower than 
triggered spark light source. However, the variation of peak current in 
different exposure gives a fine ionization separation. The lines are much 
sharper than triggered spark. 
2.7. Recording of Cesium Spectra 
The spectra of cesium for the present work were mainly 
recorded on the 3-m normal-incidence vacuum spectrograph at Antigonish 
(Canada) by Dr. A. Tauheed. The light source used was a triggered spark. 
The cavity of the aluminum electrodes was filled by cesium carbonate 
(CsCoa) or cesium nitrate (CsNos) powder. Sometimes, the upper electrode 
was a pure Al electrode. Both electrodes were then connected to a fast 
charging, 14.5 pF capacitor. The capacitors are charged to varied voltages 
through Sorensen (20 kv, 30 mA) power supply. The capacitor needs to be 
protected against back current in case of a misfire of the spark. Therefore, 
after charging the condenser to the desired voltage, the circuit is broken 
through electronic circuit breaking arrangement. The discharge is initiated 
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using TM-11 trigger, giving a 30 kV fast pulse. As the discharge takes place, 
the voltage between the electrodes falls to zero. The process is then repeated 
all over again. The number of shots (sparks) needed for an adequate 
exposure depends on several parameters viz. the charging potential, the 
wavelength region of interest, etc. Several exposures are taken on each plate 
at different conditions. There are three ways for varying the recording 
conditions, as follows: 
(a) By varying the charging potential as the electrical energy is 
proportional to V . 
(b) By introducing an inductance coil' in the circuit, as higher 
induction quenches the higher ionizations. 
(c) The field gradient across the electrodes introduces spatial 
distribution of various ionization stages in the plasmas. The higher 
ionization ions are concentrated towards the anode whereas the lower 
ionized ions are uniformly distributed in the gap between the two 
electrodes. As the spectrograph is stigmatic, the lower stages are 
imaged as complete length of the slit whereas the lines fi-om other 
stages appear shorter and shorter in length as their ionization stage 
enhances. This normally referred to as "pole effect" which becomes a 
very reliable method of discriminating lines of different ionization 
stages. The sample spectra of cesium are reproduced in the appendix. 
The plates used for recording the wavelength region 280A-
2080A are Kodak short wave radiation (SWR) plates. On a particular 
track, due to the introduction of higher number of turns of the inductance 
coil in to the discharge circuit, only singly and doubly ionized cesium 
lines could be recorded and the higher ionization lines could be 
completely eliminated. After giving sufficient numbers of shots, the 
plates are developed in Kodak D-19 developer and fixed in F-5 Kodak 
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rapid fixer. The SWR plates needs two to three minutes time for 
development at 20 ^C. 
For very short wavelength regions below 400A, the sample used 
was CsBr and the plates used are Kodak 101 - 105 type, so that very 
weak lines may also get recorded, as these plates are very sensitive for 
grazing incidence wavelengths region. The 101-105 type plates needs 
chilling in cold water for about 10-15 minutes before developing in 50% 
diluted solution at 5 to 10 °C. 
The plates are then washed in tap water and fixed for 15-20 
minutes in the fixer and then transferred in a tray of running water for 
about an hour. Finally it is left to dry for 30-40 minutes. Then the 
marking is done on the plate for its identification. 
Some of the plates used in this analysis were recorded by Prof 
Y.N. Joshi, on the grazing incidence spectrograph of NIST (USA) and 
Zeeman Lab (Amsterdam). 
2.8. Establishment of the Line List 
Most of the spectrograms are measured at Aligarh on the Zeiss 
Abbe comparator. This can measure the line position of sharp lines to 0.0005 
mm (0.001 A). The relative position and intensity of each spectral line on the 
plate is noted down. The intensity of a line is the relative visual darkening of 
the plate. These relative values are valid over a short distance on the plate. 
Also, the character of each line is recorded for instance the shape, its length, 
sharpness, broadness, polarity or any other specialty the line might be 
showing. This is often marked by numerals between 1 and 9. Impurity lines 
of nitrogen, oxygen and carbon get recorded on the plates due to the sample 
used in the form of CO3 and NO3, Also Aluminum lines appear on the plates 
due to the choice of the electrodes. All these lines of C, O, N and Al are 
Automatic Grant's Comparator 
f. 
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used as good internal standards [8] to calibrate the observed spectrum by 
fitting the data with a polynomial of several degrees of freedom. The fit is 
obtained by a computer program called MOSFIT developed by G. J. Van 
Het Hof of Amsterdam [9]. The number of standards which can be used to 
fit the polynomial are virtually unlimited say, for example, more than 100 
standards can be used to fit the data. The maximum degree of fi-eedom can 
be up to 9. The accuracy of the wavelength measurements for sharper luies 
is ± O.OOSA or better, which gives an uncertainty (AA/A,^ ) of 0.5 cm'' in the 
established level values at 1000 A while at 2000 A uncertainty is only 
0.125cm-\ 
Our line-list also includes a set of measurements made on 
automatic Grant's comparator of Antigonish laboratory. The comparator set-
up can be seen in picture (P6). 
2.9. The Ionization Separations 
After calibration of the wavelengths, the most important part 
is, the ionizatioii separation of the spectral lines. Since the entire analysis is 
based on the correctness of the ionization assignment, extreme care has to be 
taken in deciding the ionization of each individual line. There are many 
cases where single transition is used to establish the energy level, the 
ionization assignment in that case needs to be 100% accurate. We, therefore, 
look very carefiilly on various plates and study the intensity variations of 
previously known lines of cesium on different tracks. As mentioned earlier 
the gradual introduction of the inductance coil in the discharge circuit for 
different tracks discriminates the lines of different ionizations. For example 
the singly ionized cesium (Cs II) showed enhance intensity on second track 
as compared to first track and remain intense on every other track. The 
intensity of doubly ionized (Cs III) was reduced on second track as 
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compared to first track whereas the intensity of trebly ionized cesium(Cs IV) 
remained almost constant on all the tracks. Cs V lines show gradual decrease 
in intensity, while Cs VI lines were showing sharp fall in the intensity with 
increasing inductance. 
Besides the intensity variation of the lines, the polarity effect of 
the line is also a very good criteria for determining the ionization character 
e.g. the lines of Cs IV were recorded as full length of the slit with evenly 
distributed blackening of lines, Cs V showed a slightly shorter length of the 
line at some tracks whereas the length of Cs VI lines were only half of the 
size of the slit and Cs VII lines were even shorter. This identification of the 
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The neutral Cesium atom has atomic number 55, therefore, the complete 
electronic distribution of doubly ionized Cesium will be as follows: 
ls^ 2s^ 2p\ 3s^ 3p^ U^\ 4s^ 4p^ 4d'°, 5s^ 5p^  
Thus 5p is its ground configuration with P3/2 as the ground most level. The 
excited configurations are of the type 5p'*n£ making a three - electron system which 
is quite complex system involving quartets and doublets as its energy levels. 
The first work on Cs III was reported by Fitzgerald and Sawyer in 1934 [1]. 
They classified 17 lines in the wavelength region 529- 878 A as combinations of the 
ground term with higher energy levels thereby establishing nine levels of the excited 
configuration. Later on Finkinburg and Humbach [ 2 ] estimated the ionization 
potential of Cs III as 34.6 ± 0.7 volts. Epstein and Reader [3] published an elaborate 
analysis of Cs HI and La V covering the configurations 5s 5p , 5p (5d + 6s) and 
5s 5p ,^ establishing a total of 32 energy levels including two doubtfiil ones. 
Surprisingly no match of the levels could be seen fi-om the previous analysis 
compiled in AEL [ 4 ] except one level at 138453 cm"' with a difference of about 12 
wave numbers. The ground interval differed by 37 cm"'. To the best of our 
knowledge no paper published on Cs III after this, except a Ph.D thesis by Craig 
Sansonetti [5] which is not available to us. 
In recent years the published analysis of Cs IV has been extended 
significantly by Tauheed and Joshi [6] and further by Tauheed, Joshi and Jabeen [7]. 
During this investigation, we saw a number of unclassified Cs III lines present on 
the plate giving beautiful ionization separation. This tempted us to look into this 
spectrum. Preliminary calculations suggested us tliat these lines could be 
5p^  - (5p'* 6d + 5p'* 7s) transitions. We therefore started the extension of Cs III 
analysis. 
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3.2. Energy Level Structure of Cs III 
Since the ground configuration of Cs III is 5s^ 5p^, it gives an inverted 
doublet P wliile its internal excitation constitutes 5 s 5p configuration with a single 
level as S1/2. 
The regular excitation of 5p^ to various permitted shell is of the type 
5s 5p n€. Thus 5s 5p ns gives 8 levels, 5s 5p np gives 21 levels, 5s 5p nd 
constitutes 28 levels, and 5s 5p nf gives 30 energy levels .The detailed structure 
has been derived as follow : 
5s'5p' : ' P3 /2 , 'P 1/2 
5s 5p^ : 'S,/2 
5s'5pVs : ( ' P ) 'P1/2 ,3/2.5/2 
P 1/2 J 3/2 
( ' D ) 'D3/2,5/2 
( • S ) 'S,/2 
5s'5p'np : ( ' P ) 'S3/2 
P 1/2 J 3/2 ,5/2 
D 1/2 > 3/2 ,5/2 > 7/2 
2, S 1/2 
P 1/2 J 3/2 
D 3/2 > 5/2 
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( D ) P 1/2 > 3/2 
2-D 3/2 » 5/2 
5/2 > 7/2 
( S ) P 1/2 , 3/2 
-2c_4 3x1 \ 4 i Ss^Sp'^nd : ( ^P) ' *P 1/2 ,3/2.5/2 
D 1/2 , 3 / 2 , 5 / 2 , 7 / 2 
3 / 2 , 5 / 2 , 7 / 2 , 9/2 
P 1/2 , 
' D 3 / 2 , 








G 7/2 , 9/2 
( S ) D 3/2,5/2 
5 s ' 5 p % f : ( ' P ) ' D , / 2 ,3/2,5/2.7/2 
F 3/2 , 5 / 2 . 7 / 2 , 9 / 2 
5 /2 ,7 /2 , 9/2,11/2 ^G 
D 3/2 , 5/2 
F 5/2 , 7/2 
G^ 




D 3/2 , 5/2 
F 5/2 > 7/2 
G 7/2 J 9/2 
H 9/2 , 11/2 
( S ) F 5/2 , 7/2 
The variation of various configuration energies in the isoelectronic sequence 
can be seen in Fig 3.1. 
3.3. Analysis and Discussion 
In order to carry out a comprehensive study of Cs III, multi-
configuration interaction Relativistic Hartree-Fock calculations were performed 
using R.D. Cowan's computer code. Configurations 5s ,^ s 5p ,^ 5s 5p^  4f, 5s 5p' 6p, 
and 5p'* (5d + 6d + 7d + 6s + 7s + 8s) were incorporated for even parity system, 
while 5s^  5p ,^ 5s 5p^  (5d +6s) and 5s^  5p* (4f + 5f + 6p + 7p) configurations for odd 
parity matrix, as shown in Fig 3.2 & 3.3, respectively. This gave us a very reliable 
prediction of energy eigenvalues, wavelengths, as well as the probabilities of the 
transitions involved. 
The analysis started with the verification of the published results [ 3 ]. Since 
ground configuration is a doublet with J = 1/2 and 3/2, therefore, all the levels of the 
excited configurations with J =1/2 and 3/2 can give pairs in principle. However, the 
calculated transition probabilities showed that not all pairs are possible. We did 
observe transitions in pair for 18 levels belonging to 5s 5p ,^ 5p'* (5d + 6s) 
configurations, of which 8 levels were for J = 1/2 and 10 levels for J = 3/2 thereby 
confirming the ground interval. But we could not confirm the highest level of 5p'* 6s, 
namely ('S) ^Sm. This level was established through the transition 5s 5p^  ^ P Y2 - 5p'* 




^ — • 
X 
LU 
I I Xell Cslll BalV LaV CeVl 
fig 3.1 E^/C of 11 isoelectonic sequence where filled circles 
represent the even parity & hollow circles the odd parity 
f^m 
Sp^ Bp 
Sp-Td * ' 8 » 
X 
ILI 
ap-sd * * » 
5«5p 
Fig 3.2:Energy spread of different configurations in the 
even panty system of Cs 111, filled blocks 






Fig.3.3: Energy spread of various configurations in the 
odd parity system of Cs III. 
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very strong line of 10,000 intensity. Its pair was missing which was expected to be 
much stronger than this transition. This ambiguity became further apparent from 
reference [ 3 ] as the author had reported this level with a question mark as a 
doubtful level. 
The second discrepancy was observed in the highest Sp'* 5d level of J = 3/2 
reported at 179562.2 cm"' also with a question mark. Here too the strongest 
transition with gA value 1.2 x 10 *' s"' was missing and the level was established by 
Q 1 
the other transition with much weaker gA value of 5.2 x 10 s" . Moreover, when 
these levels were tried in the least square fitted calculations it was noticed that not 
only the parameters were unsatisfactory but the deviations of the fitted levels were 
also very large. The alpha of 5p'* 6s was found to be positive while in the sequence 
[ 8, 9 ] it was observed to be having negative values. This lead us to re-assign the 
levels reported in reference [ 3 ]. Further, it was noticed that one more level, namely, 
( 'D) ^D5/2 at 164515 cm"' was also showing large deviation in the least squares fit. A 
careful investigation of this level revealed that the line used to establish this level 
was not as strong as expected. Its gA value was calculated to be 2.0 X 10 " S"'. In 
fact it had the strongest transition probability among all J = 5/2 levels and the line 
used was having only 600 intensity. While the second strongest transition of J = 5/2 
was established using a line of 2000 intensity. Moreover the second multiplet 
('D)^D3/2 was established through a line of 1000 intensity. This ambiguity created a 
doubt about the identification of this level. 
To look thoroughly into these three levels we compared it with the next 
member in the iso-electronic sequence i.e. Ba IV. Using the recently published 
parameter scaling of Ba IV [ 8 ] and using all three lines already published in 
reference [ 3 ], these three levels were reassigned as : 
179562.0 cm * for 5s^  5p^  ^ P 3/2 - 5s ^  5p* (*S ) ^ S 1/2 , 
164514.8 cm* for 5s^ 5p^ ^Pi/2-5s^5p'* ^Dj/z , and 
162862.7cm-* for 5p* ^P3/2-5s^5p* ( *D)^05/2, 
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Although this did not change the level value 179562 cm"', but it turned out to 
be a level of J = V^  instead of 3/2. The other two new level values are 178362 cm "' 
for J=3/2 and 162863 cm"' for J = 5/2. With these new level assignments we got 
very satisfactory least square fit. The standard deviation of the fit was found to be 
reasonable with a negative value of alpha (-188) and parametric scaling ratio as 
expected. 
Once 5p'* 5d and 5p'* 6s configurations were analyzed satisfactorily, we 
applied the same parametric scaling for 5p^ (6d + 7d) and 5p'* (7s + 8s ). Amazingly 
the levels of 5p'* (6d + 7s) were found very close to the predicted level values, with 
lines of reasonably good intensity in accordance with the predicted transition 
probabilities. Hence we could establish all possible levels of 5p'* (6d + 7s) 
configurations. 
Towards the shorter wavelength region, we noticed that some weak 
unclassified lines exhibiting Cs III characteristic were still present on the plates. 
This tempted us to look further into the 5p'* (7d + 8s ) transitions. Since these lines 
were much weaker, we could find only four pairs belonging to 5p'* (7d + 8s) levels. 
For rest of the levels only stronger transitions were observed. We established 17 out 
of 29 possible levels. The final least squares fitted parametric calculations showed 
very nice fit with standard deviation of 224 cm"\ 
The calculated average purities in LS and jj coupling schemes were found to 
be 63yo and 66%, respectively. However, we have adopted LS designation to 
conform to the earlier published work in the sequence. It is worth pointing out that 
almost all the levels have been assigned LS designation without any ambiguity as 
their leading component from least squares fit file, except five levels, namely, 
5s^5p* 5d ( ' D ) ^Dsa (142068 cm'') , 5s^5p^ 6d ( ¥ ) ^Ds/z (202106 cm"'), 
5s25p^ 6d C?) %ri (211900 cm"'), 5s25p'* 8s (^P) %a (237732 cm"') and 
5s 5p 6d (^ P) ^Pi/2 (200983 cm"') which have been assigned as their second leading 
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component. We should point out that in running least squares fitting, R*' parameters 
have been linked together in two groups in such a way that their variations maintain 
the same ratio. In this case the ratio of the first group turn out to be 70.9% while for 
the other it came out to be 74.9% of the HF value. For unknown configurations 
5s5p^ (4f<-6p), the energy parameters Eav & ^ are fixed at 100%, F*' at 85%, G'' and 
R'^  have been fixed at 75% of the calculated HF value. 
One hundred and five lines have been classified in this spectrum and they 
are given in table 3.1. The least squares fitted levels along with their LS percentage 
composition are given in table 3.2 and the corresponding energy parameters are 
given in table 3.3. 
3.4. Ionization Potential 
Since the present extension of Cs III analysis covers three 5p* nd and three 
5p* ns series, therefore, it was possible for us to determine the series limit. Although 
the mixing of the levels was quite strong but a few levels still maintained more than 
50 percent purity in all three members of the series viz. 5p'* 6s, 5p'* 7s and 5p'* 8s. 
Incidentally, we could find such levels only in 5p* ns series. We determined the 
series limit by applying Edlen's formula [ 10 ] with four sets of 5p'* ns series. The 
first set of levels in ns series, namely, 5p* 6s ( T ) T3/2 at 138544 cm', for 7s at 
199299 cm"' and for 8s at 225146 cm"' gave the series limit 267840 cm"'. The 
second set of levels 5p'* 6s (^  P) ^Fsn at 133344 cm"', 7s at 198343 cm"' and 8s at 
224734 cm"' gave 267495 cm"'. The third set 5?^ * 6s ( 'D ) ^D 5/2 with energy values 
156698, 219179, and 245277 cm"' for 6s, 7s and 8s, respectively, determined the 
limit 288033 cm"'. Finally, the last set of levels 5p'' 6s ( 'D) ^DJ/J at 156820, 7s at 
219466 and 8s at 245602 cm"' gave the ionization limit 288387 cm"'. It was very 
interesting to see the two different values of ionization limit of Cs III as 267668 ± 
175 cm"' and 288210 ± 177 cm"'. In fact the later one is converging at 5p'' ( 'D) of 
Cs IV ground level whose value is 20754 cm"' higher than the 5p'' ^ P2 (0.00 cm"') the 
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ground most level. Thus subtracting the level value of 5p'* 'D2 of Cs IV, the third and 
fourth sets gave the values 267279 and 267633 cm"', respectively, which are quite 
consistent with the first two values 267840 and 267495 cm"'. Hence we adopt the 
average value 267560 + 300 cm "^  or 33.17 + 0.04 eV as the ionization potential of 
Cs III. As mentioned-above the first estimate of ionization potential of Cs III by 
Finkinburg and Humbach [ 2 ] was 34.6 ± 0.7 eV which corresponds to 279066 ± 
5646 cm''. This limit is more than 11500 cm'' higher than our value. Epstein and 
Reader [3] also calculated the ionization limit by estimating the quantum defect 
5p'*6s (^ P2, 1/2)5/2 employing the method described in ref [11] and gave the value 
269200 ± 2000. Surprisingly our value is in agreement with ref [3] within their 
quoted uncertainty of ± 2000 cm''. Our value of the ionization limit is 1640 cm"' 
lower than the ref [3] but with much lesser uncertainty of only 300 cm"' or 
+ 0.04 eV. 
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Table 3.1: Classified lines of Cs III. 
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>.(A) 
4 0 5 . 7 5 7 
4 0 6 . 4 3 3 
4 0 7 . 2 6 4 
4 1 3 . 1 4 6 
4 1 9 . 1 7 6 
4 2 0 . 2 9 9 
4 2 0 . 6 4 2 
4 2 6 . 5 3 6 
4 2 9 . 9 1 3 
4 3 1 . 4 9 0 
4 3 6 . 7 4 6 
4 4 0 . 0 3 6 
4 4 0 . 9 0 7 
4 4 1 . 6 4 7 
4 4 4 . 1 5 6 
4 4 4 . 3 5 6 
4 4 4 . 9 7 0 
4 4 6 . 2 5 7 
4 5 0 . 3 1 2 
4 5 2 . 7 1 0 
4 5 3 . 5 8 5 
4 5 4 . 3 0 4 
4 5 4 . 5 1 6 
4 5 5 . 6 5 1 
4 5 6 . 2 4 6 
4 6 7 . 2 4 6 
4 6 9 . 0 8 5 
4 7 0 . 3 2 9 
4 7 0 . 4 1 6 
4 7 1 . 4 6 9 
4 7 1 , 9 2 3 
4 7 3 . 2 6 3 
4 7 3 . 2 7 0 
4 7 4 . 6 2 4 
4 7 8 . 2 3 8 
4 7 9 . 5 1 7 
4 7 9 . 7 3 6 
4 7 9 . 9 5 9 
V (cm"^) 
2 4 6 4 5 3 . 0 
2 4 6 0 4 3 . 0 
2 4 5 5 4 1 . 0 
2 4 2 0 4 5 . 0 
2 3 8 5 6 3 . 0 
2 3 7 9 2 6 . 0 
2 3 7 7 3 2 . 0 
2 3 4 4 4 7 . 0 
2 3 2 6 0 5 . 0 
2 3 1 7 5 5 . 0 
2 2 8 9 6 6 . 0 
2 2 7 2 5 4 . 0 
2 2 6 8 0 5 . 0 
2 2 6 4 2 5 . 0 
2 2 5 1 4 6 . 0 
2 2 5 0 4 5 . 0 
2 2 4 7 3 4 . 0 
2 2 4 0 8 6 . 0 
2 2 2 0 6 8 . 3 
2 2 0 8 9 2 . 0 
2 2 0 4 6 6 . 0 
2 2 0 1 1 6 . 9 
2 2 0 0 1 4 . 4 
2 1 9 4 6 6 . 2 
2 1 9 1 7 9 . 8 
2 1 4 0 2 0 . 0 
2 1 3 1 8 1 . 0 
2 1 2 6 1 7 . 0 
2 1 2 5 7 7 . 8 
2 1 2 1 0 3 . 0 
2 1 1 8 9 9 . 0 
2 1 1 2 9 9 . 0 
2 1 1 2 9 6 . 0 
2 1 0 6 9 3 . 1 
2 0 9 1 0 1 . 0 
2 0 8 5 4 3 . 0 
2 0 8 4 4 7 . 8 
2 0 8 3 5 1 . 0 







































5 8 ^ 
5 s 2 
5 8 ^ 
5 8 ^ 
5 8 ^ 
58^ 
5 8 ^ 
5 8 ^ 
5 8 ^ 
58^ 
5 8 ^ 
5 8 ^ 
5 8 ^ 
5 8 ^ 
5 8 ^ 
5 8 ^ 
58^ 
5 8 ^ 
5 8 ^ 
5 8 ^ 
5 8 ^ 
5 8 ^ 
58== 
5 8 ^ 
5 8 ^ 
5 8 ^ 
5 8 ^ 
5 8 ^ 
5 8 ^ 
5 8 ^ 
5 8 ^ 
5 8 ^ 
5 8 ^ 
5 8 ^ 




o d d 
5p^ 2^3/2 -
5 p P3/2 ~ 
5p^ ^P3/2 -











5 p ^ ^P3/2 -
5p^ ^Pi/2 -
5 p ' ^P3/2 -
5 p ' 2p3/2 -
5 p ' ^P3/2 -
5 p ' ^P3/2 -
5 p ' ^P3/2 -
5 p * ^P3/2 -
5p^ 2p3/2 -




5 p ' ^P3/2 -
5 p ' ^Pi/2 -
5 p ' ^P3/2 -
5 p ^ ^P3/2 -
5p= ^Pl/2 -
5 p ' ^P3/2 -
SP *^ ^P3/2 -
5p^ ^P3/2 -
5?=^ ^P3/2 -
5 p ' 'P3/2 -



























































































































































- 0 . 0 0 1 
0 . 0 0 0 
0 . 0 0 0 
0 . 0 0 0 
0 . 0 0 0 
0 . 0 0 0 
0 . 0 0 0 
0 . 0 0 0 
0 . 0 0 1 
0 . 0 0 0 
0 . 0 0 0 
0 . 0 0 0 
0 . 0 0 0 
0 . 0 0 0 
0 . 0 0 0 
0 . 0 0 0 
0 . 0 0 0 
0 . 0 0 0 
- 0 . 0 0 1 
0 . 0 0 0 
- 0 . 0 0 2 
0 . 0 0 2 
0 . 0 0 0 
0 . 0 0 0 
0 . 0 0 0 
0 . 0 0 1 
0 . 0 0 0 
0 . 0 0 0 
0 . 0 0 0 
0 . 0 0 0 
0 . 0 0 2 
0 . 0 0 0 
0 . 0 0 4 
- 0 . 0 0 3 
0 . 0 0 0 
0 . 0 0 0 
0 . 0 0 3 





















































































































































5s2 5p= 2pi/2 -
5s^ 5p= 2Pi/2 -
Ss^ 5p^ ^Pi/2 -
58^ 5p^ ^Pl/2 -
5s^ 5p= 2p3/2 -
5S^ 5 p ' ^P3/2 -
58^ 5p'' ^P3/2 -
58^ 5p= 2PV2 -
58^ 5p= 2p3/2 -
5s2 5p= 2p3/2 . 
58^ 5p= 2Px/2 -
58= 5p= 2PV2 -
5s^ 5p^ ^P3/2 -
5s^ 5p^ ^Pi/2 -
58^ 5p^ ^Pl/2 -
5s^ 5p^ ^Pi/2 -
5 s ^ 5p^ ^Pi/2 -
58^ 5 p ' ^Pl/2 -
58^ 5p^ ^P3/2 -
58^ 5p^ ^P3/2 -
5s^ 5p^ ^P3/2 -
5s^ 5 p ' ^P3/2 -
5s^ 5p* ^P3/2 -
53^ 5p'' 2px/2 -
58^ 5p= 2p3/2 -
5s^ 5 p ' ^P3/2 -
58^ 5p'' 2p3/2 -
58^ 5p^ ^Pi/2 -
5s^ 5p^ ^p3/2 -
5 s * 5p^ *P3/2 -
5 s * 5p= *Pi/2 -
5 s * 5p^ *Pi/2 -
58* 5p^ *P3/2 -
5 s * 5p^ *P3/2 -
5 s * 5p* *P3/2 -
5 s * 5 p ' *Pi/2 -
5 s * 5p^ *P3/2 -
58 5 p p3/2 -
58* 5 p ' *Pi/2 -
5 s * 5p= *P3/2 -
58* 5p^ *P3/2 -
58* 5p^ *P3/2 -
5 s * 5p^ *P3/2 -
5 s * 5p^ *P3/2 -
5 s * 5p= *Pi/2 -
5 s * 5p= *P3/2 -
5 s * 5 p ' *P3/2 -
5 s * 5 p ' *Pi/2 -
5 s * 5p^ *P3/2 -
5p* 6d (^D) *Pi/2 0 . 0 0 1 
5p* 6d (^D) *Si/2 0 . 0 0 2 
5p* 6d (^D) *P3/2 - 0 . 0 0 2 
5p* 7 8 (^D) *D3/2 0 . 0 0 0 
5p* 6d (^P) *D5/2 0 . 0 0 0 
5p* 6 d (^P) *D3/2 0 . 0 0 0 
5p* 6d (^P) ^Pi/2 0 . 0 0 0 
5p* 6d (^P) *P3/2 - 0 . 0 0 1 
5p* 78 (^P) *P3/2 0 . 0 0 0 
5p* 78 (^P) *P5/2 0 . 0 0 0 
5p* 78 (^P) *Pi/2 0 . 0 0 0 
5p* 6d (^P) *p3/2 - 0 . 0 0 1 
5p* 6 d (^P) *D3/2 0 . 0 0 0 
5p* 7 s (^P) *p3/2 - 0 . 0 0 4 
5p* 6 d (^P) *Di/2 0 . 0 0 3 
5p* 7 s (^P) *Px/2 0 . 0 0 0 
5p* 6d (^P) *F3/2 - 0 . 0 0 3 
5p* 6d (^P) *Pi/2 0 . 0 0 0 
5p* 6 s (^S) *Si/2 0 . 0 0 0 
5p* 5 d (^S) *D3/2 0 . 0 0 0 
5p* 5 d Os) *D5/2 0 . 0 0 0 
5p* 5 d (^D) *Si/2 - 0 . 0 0 1 
5p* 5 d (^D) *Pi/2 0 . 0 0 0 
5p* 5 d (^S) *D3/2 0 . 0 0 0 
5p* 5 d (^D) *D3/2 0 . 0 0 1 
5p* 5 d (^P) *D5/2 0 . 0 0 0 
5p* 5 d (^D) *P3/2 0 . 0 0 2 
5p* 5 d (^D) *Si/2 0 . 0 0 1 
5p* 6 s (^D) *D3/2 0 . 0 0 0 
5p* 68 (^D) *D5/2 0 . 0 0 0 
5p* 5 d (^D) *Pi/2 0 . 0 0 0 
5p* 5 d ( b ) *D3/2 - 0 . 0 0 1 
5p* 6 s (^P) *Pi/2 0 . 0 0 2 
5p* 5 d (^D) *F5/2 0 . 0 0 0 
5p* 68 (^P) *P3/2 6 . 0 0 1 
5p* 5 d (^D) *P3/2 - 0 . 0 0 2 
5p* 68 (^P) *Pi/2 0 . 0 0 2 
5p* 5 d (^P) *F5/2 0 . 0 0 0 
5p* 6 s (^D) *D3/2 0 . 0 0 0 
5p* 5 d (^D) *D5/2 0 . 0 0 0 
5p* 5 d (^D) *P3/2 0 . 0 0 0 
5p* 6 s (^P) *P3/2 0 . 0 0 0 
5p* 5 d (^P) *P5/2 0 . 0 0 0 
5p* 5 d (^D) *D3/2 0 . 0 0 0 
5p* 68 (^P) *Pi/2 - 0 . 0 0 1 
5p* 5 d (^P) *F3/2 0 . 0 0 2 
5p* 5 d (^P) *F5/2 0 . 0 0 0 
5p* 6 8 (^P) *P3/2 0 . 0 0 0 
5p* 68 (^P) *P5/2 0 . 0 0 0 
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7 5 0 . 3 7 6 
7 5 5 . 1 7 3 
7 5 8 . 8 2 3 
7 5 9 . 8 9 7 
7 8 7 . 7 2 5 
8 0 1 . 9 4 5 
8 1 4 . 0 2 2 
8 1 7 . 3 4 8 
8 2 0 . 3 3 6 
8 2 5 . 9 9 4 
8 3 0 . 3 8 7 
8 3 7 . 3 8 9 
8 4 3 . 3 6 9 
8 4 7 . 9 2 0 
9 2 0 . 3 5 0 
9 2 1 . 6 5 8 
9 3 2 . 6 7 2 
1 0 5 4 . 7 8 7 
1 3 3 2 6 6 . 5 
1 3 2 4 2 0 . 0 
1 3 1 7 8 3 . 0 
1 3 1 5 9 6 . 8 
1 2 6 9 4 7 . 8 
1 2 4 6 9 6 . 8 
1 2 2 8 4 6 . 8 
1 2 2 3 4 6 . 9 
1 2 1 9 0 1 . 3 
1 2 1 0 6 6 . 3 
1 2 0 4 2 5 . 8 
1 1 9 4 1 8 . 8 
1 1 8 5 7 2 . 0 
1 1 7 9 3 5 . 7 
1 0 8 6 5 4 . 3 
1 0 8 5 0 0 . 1 
1 0 7 2 1 8 . 8 
9 4 8 0 5 . 9 
1 8 0 
1 8 0 
5 0 
10 
3 0 0 b 









1 5 0 
3 2 
2 



















5 p ' ^P3/2 -
5 p ' ^P3/2 -
5 p ' 'P3/2 -
5p^ ^Pi/2 -
5p^ ^Pi/2 -
5 p ' ^Pi/2 -
5 p ' ^Pi/2 -
5 p ' 'P3/2 -








5 p ' ^Pi/2 -





























5 s 5p'' 
5p* 
5p* 







































- 0 . 0 0 2 
- 0 . 0 0 3 
0 . 0 0 0 
- 0 . 0 0 2 
0 . 0 0 0 
0 . 0 0 0 
0 . 0 0 0 
0 . 0 0 2 
- 0 . 0 0 1 
- 0 . 0 0 1 
0 . 0 0 0 
0 . 0 0 1 
0 . 0 0 2 
0 . 0 0 0 
- 0 . 0 0 6 
- 0 . 0 0 1 
0 . 0 0 1 
0 . 0 0 5 
int: visual estimate of the photographic blackening on the plates. 
Ch: line character^ b: blended line. 
AX= X(observed) - X(calculated wavelength from levels in table 3.2) 
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Table 3.2: Observed and least squares fitted levels for 































































































































































































































































































































































5s 5p' 6p ( 
58 5p* 4f ( 
58 5p* 6p ( 
58 5p' 6p ( 
5s 5p' 6p ( 
58 5p' 6p ( 
58 5p^ 6p ( 
5s 5p^ 6p { 
5s 5p^ 6p 1 

















































































































































































































































5s 5p' 6p 
5s 5p* 6p 
5s 5p* 6p 
5s 5p* 6p 
5s 5p* 6p 
5s 5p° 6p 
5s 5p* 5p 






















































































































































































































































5s 5p 6p 
5s 5p' 6p 
5s^ 5p* 5d 
5s* 5p* 5d 
5s* 5p* 5d 
5s* 5p* 5d 
5s* 5p* 5d 
58* 5p* 5d 
58* 5p* 5d 
58* 5p* 5d 
5s* 5p* 6s 
5s^ 5p* 68 
58* 5p* 5d 
58* 5p* 5d 
5s* 5p* 6s 
5s* 5p* 5d 
5s* 5p^ 68 
5s* 5p* 5d 
58* 5p* 5d 
58* 5p* 5d 
5s* 5p* 5d 
58* 5p* 5d 
5s* 5p* 5d 
58* 5p* 6d 
58* 5p* 6d 
58* 5p* 78 
58* 5p* 7s 
5s* 5p* 6d 
5s* 5p* 6d 
58* 5p* 6d 
5s* 5p* 6d 
5s* 5p* 78 
58* 5p* 6d 
58* 5p* 6d 
58* 5p* 6d 
58* 5p* 6d 
58* 5p* 6d 
58* 5p* 78 
5s* 5p* 7s 
58* 5p* 6d 
5s* 5p* 6d 
58* 5p* 6d 
58* 5p* 7d 
5s* 5p* 7d 
5s* 5p* 7d 
58* 5p* 8s 
5s* 5p* 88 
58* 5p* 7d 
58* 5p* 7d 
58* 5p* 7d 
5s* 5p* 7d 
5s* 5p* 88 
5s* 5p* 7d 
5s* 5p* 7d 
58* 5p* 8s 
58* 5p* 7d 
5s* 5p* 7d 
58* 5p* 6d 
58* 5p^ 7d 
58* 5p* 7d 
58* 5p* 7d 
5s* 5p* 8s 
5s* 5p* 7d 
5s* 5p* 7d 
5s* 5p* 7d 
5s* 5p* 7d 
(^ P) *S + 5% 58 5p' 6p 
(^ P)*P + 5% 5s 5p' 6p 
«2>^P)*D + 9% 5s* 5p* 5d 
«2>^D)*D 
«2>^P)*P + 17% 58* 5p* 5d 
«2>^D)*D + 11% 58* 5p* 5d 
«2>^P)*P + 8% 58* 5p* 5d 
«0>^S)*D 
«2>^D)*D + 23% 5s* 5p* 5d 
«2>^P)*D + 14% 5s* 5p* 5d 
«2>^P)*P + 25% 58* 5p' 5d 
«2>^D)*D + 10% 58* 5p* 68 
«2>b)*P + 27% 58* 5p* 5d 
«2>^P)*P + 13% 5s* 5p* 6s 
«2>^P)*P + 24% 5s* 5p* 6s 
«2>^P) *P 
«2>*D)*D + 13% 5s* 5p^ 6s 
«2>^D)*P + 24% 5s* 5p* 5d 
«2>^P)*P + 4% 5s* 5p* 5d 
«2>^D)*D + 21% 5s* 5p* 5d 
«2>'P)*P + 9% 58* 5p* 5d 
«0>'S)*D + 31% 5s* 5p* 5d 
«2>'P)*P + 4% 58* 5p* 6d 
«2>^P)*D + 29% 58* 5p* 6d 
«2>*D)*D + 5% 5s* 5p* 6d 
«2>'P)*P + 17% 5s* 5p* 7s 
«2>*D)*D 
«2>'P)*P + 28% 5s* 5p* 6d 
«2>^P)*P + 9% 5s* 5p* 6d 
«2>^P)*P + 22% 5s* 5p* 6d 
«2>'P)*D + 8% 58* 5p* 6d 
«2>^P)*P + 15% 5s* 5p* 78 
«2>^P)*D + 4% 5s* 5p* 6d 
«2>'P)*D + 18% 5s* 5p* 6d 
«2>'P>*F + 15% 58* 5p* 7s 
«2>'P)*P + 19% 5s* 5p* 6d 
«2>^P)*F + 6% 5s* 5p* 6d 
«2>*D)*D + 21% 5s* 5p^ 6d 
«2>^P) *P 
«2>*D)*P + 26% 58* 5p* 78 
«2>'P)*P + 4% 5s* 5p* 78 
«2>^D)*D + 18% 5s* 5p* 6d 
«2>^P)*D + 5% 58* 5p* 6d 
«2>'P)*D + 36% 5s* 5p* 7d 
(<2>b)*D + 6% 5s* 5p* 7d 
«2>^P)*P + 15% 5s* 5p* 8s 
«2>^D)*D 
«2>^P)*D + 22% 5s* 5p* 7d 
«2>^P)*P + 8% 5s* 5p* 7d 
«2>'P)*P + 26% 5s* 5p* 7d 
«2>'P)*D + 9% 5s* 5p* 7d 
«2>^P)*P + 14% 5s* 5p* 88 
«2>'P)*D + 5% 5s* 5p* 7d 
«2>'P)*D + 20% 58* 5p* 7d 
«2>^P)*P + 14% 5s* 5p* 7d 
«2>^P)*P + 21% 5s* 5p* 7d 
«2>^P)*P + 7% 5s* 5p* 6d 
«0>^S)*D + 8% 5s* 5p* 6d 
«2>'D)*P + 6% 5s* 5p* 6d 
«2>'D)*P + 9% 58* 5p* 7d 
«2>*D)*D + 4% 58* 5p* 6d 
(<2>h))*D + 11% 58* 5p* 8s 
« 2 > ' D ) *P 
«2>^D)*D + 13% 5s* 5p* 7d 
«0>^S)*D + 12% 5s* 5p* 7d 






















































































































































































































5s 5p* 6p 
5 s 5p^ 6p 
5s 5p' 6p 
5s 5p^ 4f 
5s 5p^ 6p 
5s 5p* 4f 
5s 5p* 6p 
58 5p' 6p 
5s 5p' 6p 
5s 5p' 6p 
5s 5p' 4f 
5s 5p' 4f 
5s 5p* 4f 
5s 5p' 6p 
5s Sp' 6p 
5s 5p* 4f 
5s' 5p* 5d 
5s' 5p* 5d 
58* 5p* 6s 
58* 5p* 6s 
58* 5p* 5d 
58* 5p* 5d 
58* 5p* 6s 
58* 5p* 5d 
58* 5p* 5<1 
5s' 5p* 5d 
5s' 5p* 5d 
58' 5p* 5d 
58* 5p* 68 
58' 5p* 5d 
58' 5p* 5d 
58' 5p* 5d 
58' 5p* 5d 
Ss' 5p* 6d 
58' 5p* 6d 
Ss' 5p* 7s 
5s' 5p* 6d 
58* 5p* 6d 
58* 5p* 6d 
58' 5p* 6d 
58' 5p* 6d 
5s' 5p* 6d 
5s' 5p* 6d 
58* 5p* 6d 
5s' 5p* 78 
5s' 5p* 7s 
58* 5p* 6d 
Ss' 5p* 6d 
Ss' 5p* 6d 
Ss' Sp* 6d 
Ss' Sp* 7d 
Ss' 5p* 7d 
Ss' 5p* 88 
Ss' Sp* 7d 
Ss' Sp* 7d 
Ss' Sp* 7d 
Ss' Sp* 7d 
Ss' Sp* 7d 
5s' Sp* 7d 
Ss' 5p* 7d 
Ss' Sp* 7d 
Ss' Sp* 6d 
Ss' 5p* 6d 
Ss' Sp* 7d 
Ss' Sp* 7d 



























« 2 > ^ D ) ' D 
« 2 > ^ D ) ' F 
« 2 > ^ D ) ' D 
« 2 > ^ P ) ' D 
« 2 > ^ D ) ' F 

















« 2 > ^ D ) ' F 
« 2 > ^ P ) ' D 
«2>'P)*D 










« 0 > ^ S ) ' D 
«2>^P>*P 
« 2 > ' D ) 'D 






Ss Sp^ 6p 
58 Sp* 6p 
Ss 5p* 6p 





+ 38% Ss Sp* 6p (^ P) *D 
+ 38% Ss Sp* 6p (^ P) *P 
+ 30% Ss Sp* 6p (^ P) *P 
(^ P)'P + 10% Ss Sp' 6p 
+ 35% Ss Sp* 4f (^ P)*F 




6% 5s 5p* 
6% Ss Sp* 

































Ss' Sp' 5d 
SS' Sp* Sd 
5s' Sp* Sd 
Ss' Sp* 5d 
5s' Sp* Sd 
Ss' Sp* Sd 
Ss' Sp* 5d 
Ss' Sp* 5d 
Ss' 5p* 5d 
Ss' 5p* Sd 
Ss' Sp* Sd 
Ss' 5p* 6s 
Ss' Sp* Sd 
Ss' Sp* 6d 
Ss' Sp* Sd 
5s' Sp* Sd 
Ss' Sp* 6d 
5s' 5p* 6d 
Ss' Sp* 7s 
5s' Sp* 6d 
Ss' 5p* 6d 
Ss' 5p* 6d 
Ss' Sp* 6d 
Ss' 5p* 6d 
Ss' Sp* 6d 



























+ 18% Ss' Sp* 6d « 2 > ^ D ) ' D 
+ 21% Ss' Sp* 7s « 2 > ^ D ) ' D 
















Ss' Sp* 7d 
Ss' Sp* 7d 
Ss' Sp* 8 s 
Ss' Sp* 7d 
Ss' Sp* 7d 
Ss' Sp* 7d 
Ss' Sp* 7d 
5s' Sp* 7d 
Ss' Sp* 7d 
Ss' Sp* 7d 
Ss' 5p* 6d 
5s' 5p* 6d 
Ss' 5p* 8s 
5s' Sp* 8s 
5s' 5p* 7d 
«2>^P) *P 























































(^ P) *P 
(^ P)*P 
{^P)*D 
(^ P)^ D 
(^ P)*G 
(^ P)*P 






+ 46% 5s 5p^ 6p 
+ 6% 5s 5p* 4f 
+ 32% 5s 5p* 6p 
+ 6% 5s 5p* 4f 
+ 10% 5s 5p" Uf 
+ 29% 5s 5p^ 4f 
+ 13% 5s 5p* 4f 
+ 19% 5s 5p* 4f 
+ 5% 5s 5p* 4f 






(^ P)^ F 
(^ P)*6 
(^ P)^ F 
(^ P)^ F 
+ 8% 5s* 5p* 88 «2>^P)*P + 8% 5s* 5p' 7d «2>*D)*D 
167.0 43% 5s* 5p* 7d « 2 > ' D > * F + 37% 5s* 5p* 7d «2yD>*D 
+ 7% - ' - ' - - ' ' ' ' 
74% 
+ 6% 
53% 5s 5p* 6p 
+ 14% 58 5p^ 6p 
50% 58 5p' 6p 
86% 58 5p' 4f 
39% 58 5p' 6p 
+ 18% 5s 5p* 6p 
80% 5s 5p* 4f 
+ 7% 5s 5p* 4f 
40% 5s 5p* 4f 
+ 16% 58 5p* 4f 
64% 5s 5p* 4f 
+ 5% 58 5p* 4f 
50% 5s 5p' 4f 
95% 5s 5p' 6p 
93% 5s 5p* 4f 
95% 5s 5p* 4f 
81% 5s* 5p* 5d «2>^P)*D + 12% 5s* 5p* 5d «2>^P)V 
+ 5% 58* 5p* 5d «2>*D)*F 
37% 58* 5p* 5d «2>^P)*F + 36% 5s* 5p* 5d «2>^P)*F 
+ 24% 5s* 5p* 5d «2>^D)*6 
47% 58* 5p* 5d «2>^P)*F + 26% Ss* 5p* 5d «2>^P)*F 
+ 13% 58* 5p* 5d «2>^P)*D + 8% 58* 5p* 5d «2>^D)*G 
66% 5s* 5p* 5d «2>*D)*G + 22% 5s* 5p* 5d «2>^P)*F 
+ 8% 58* 5p* 5d «2>^D)*F 
80% 58* 5p* 5d «2>^D)*F + 13% 5s* 5p* 5d «2>^P)*F 
63% 5s* 5p* 6d «2>^P)*D + 23% 5s* 5p* 6d «2>^P) *F 
+ 11% 5s* 5p* 6d «2>^t})'F 
64% 58* 5p* 6d «2>'p)*F + 19% 5s* 5p^  6d «2>^P)*F 
+ 16% 58* 5p* 6d «2>^D)*G 
51% 58* 5p* 6d «2>^P)*F + 29% 5s* 
+ 19% 58* 5p* 6d «2>'p)*F 
82% 58* 5p* 6d «2>^D)*G + 11% 5s* 
+ 4% 58* 5p* 6d «2>'P)*F 
84% 5s* 5p* 6d «2>'D)*F + 5% 5s* 5p^  6d «2>^P)*D 
+ 4% 5s* 5p* 6d «2>'p)*F 
58% 5s* 5p* 7d «2>^P)*D + 24% 5s* 5p* 7d «2>^P)*F 
+ 13% 5s* 5p* 7d «2>^D)*F 
65% 5s* 5p* 7d «2>^P)*F + 18% 5s* 5p* 7d «2>^P)*F 
+ 15% 58* 5p* 7d «2>'D)*6 
50% 58* 5p* 7d «2>^P)*F + 32% 5s* 5p^  7d «2>'p)*D 
+ 18% 58* 5p* 7d «2>^P)*F 
82% 58* 5p* 7d «2>^D)*G + 10% 5s* 5p* 7d «2>^P)*F 
+ 5% 5s* 5p* 7d «2>^P)*F 
84% 5s* 5p* 7d «2>*D)*F + 8% 58* 5p* 7d «2>^P)*D 
100% 58 5p* 6p (^ P) *D 
5p^  6d «2>^P)*D 
5p' 6d «2>^P)*F 
78% 58 5p^  4£ 
+ 6% 5s 5p' 4f 
76% 5s 5p' 4f 
+ 5% 5s 5p* 4f 
63% 58 5p' 4f 
+ 14% 58 5p^  4f 
48% 5s 5p' 4f 
+ 11% 5s 5p* 4f 
41% 5s 5p^  4f 
+ 20% 5s 5p' 4f 
('P)*S 
('P) *G 
(^ P) *G 
(^ P) 'F 
(^ P)*F 
{^P)*G 
(^ P) *F 
(^P)V 
+ 14% 5s 5p* 4f (^ P) *F 
+ 9% 5s 5p* 4f 
+ 5% 5s 5p* 4f 
+ 15% 5s 5p* 4f 
+ 5% 5s 5p* 4f 
+ 36% 5s 5p* 4f 
('P)*D 




94% 58 5p' 4f (^ P) *6 
97% 5s 5p* 4f (^ P)*F 
+ 30% 5s 5p* 4f (^ P) *G 
+ 5% 5s 5p* 4f (^ P)*D 
83% 5s* 5p* 5d «2>^P)*F + 16% 5s* 5p* 5d «2>^D)*G 
83% 5s* 5p* 5d «2>^D)*G + 16% 5s* 5p* 5d «2>^P)*F 
85% 5s* 5p' 6d «2>^P)*F + 14% 5s* 5p' 6d « 2 > ' D ) * G 
50 
- 218983.0 - 85% 5s* 5p* 6d «2>'D)*6 + 14% 5s* 5p* 6d «2>^P)V 
- 224275.0 - 85% 5s* 5p* 7d «2>^P)*P + 15% 5s* 5p* 7d «2>'D)*G 
- 244907.0 - 85% Ss* 5p* 7d «2>^D)*6 + 15% 5s* 5p^ 7d «2>^P)*F 
- 306747.0 - 89% 5s 5p* 4f (^ P)*6 + 6% 5s 5p^ 4f (^ P)*6 
+ 5% 58 5p' 4f (^ P) *F 
- 313856.0 - 78% Ss 5p' 4f (^ P)*6 + 21% 5s 5p'4f (^ P)^ F 
- 320115.0 - 71% 5s 5p' 4f ('p)*F + 16% 58 5p* 4f (^ P)*G 
+ 9% 5s 5p' 4f (^ P)*6 
- 3 4 9 8 9 9 . 0 - 95% 5s 5p* 4 f {^P)*6 
1 1 / 2 - 3 0 4 7 9 6 . 0 100% 5 s 5?" 4 f (^P)*G 
<2> represent s e n i o r i t y mtfiber 
51 
Table 3.3: Least Square Fitted (LSF) energy parameters in 












Eave (5S 5p^ 



























































































































































5s 5p^ 4f 
5s 5p^ 6p 
5s Sp** -5s^5p'*6s 




































R*( 5p, 5p; 5s, 6s) 












































































































































5s 5p^- 5s^5p'*8s 
5s5p^-5s^5p*5d 
5s 5p^- 5s^5p*6d 
5s5p*-5s^5p^7d 
5s 5p^ -5s 5p^ 4f 

















R'( 5p, 5p; 5s, 8s) 
R'( 5p, 5p; 5s,5d) 
R'( 5p, 5p; 5s, 6d) 
R'( 5p, 5p; 5s, 7d) 
R^( 5p, 5p; 5p, 4f) 
R°( 5s, 5p; 5s, 6p) 
R'( 5S, 5p; 6p, 5s) 
R \ 5p, 5p; 5p, 6p) 
R^( 5p, 5p; 5p, 6p) 
R°( 5p, 6s; 5p, 7s) 
R'( 5p, 6s; 7s, 5p) 
R°(5p, 6s; 5p,8s) 
R'( 5p, 6s; 8s, 5p) 
R^( 5p, 6s; 5p, 5d) 
R'( 5p, 6s; 5d, 5p) 
R^( 5p, 6s; 5p, 6d) 
R'( 5p, 6s; 6d, 5p) 
R \ 5p, 6s; 5p, 7d) 
R'( 5p, 6s; 7d, 5p) 
R'( 5 s, 6s; 5p, 6p) 
R'( 5s, 6s; 6p, 5p) 
R°( 5p, 7s; 5p, 8s) 
R'( 5p, 7s; 8s, 5p) 
R^( 5p, 7s; 5p, 5d) 
R'( 5p, 7s; 5d, 5p) 
R^( 5p, 7s; 5p, 6d) 
R'(5p,7s;6d,5p) 
R^( 5p, 7s; 5p, 7d) 
R'( 5p, 7s; 7d, 5p) 
R'( 5S, 7S; 5p, 6p) 
R'( 5S, 7S; 6p, 5p) 
R^( 5p, 8s; 5p, 5d) 
R'( 5p, 8s; 5d, 5p) 
R^( 5p, 8s; 5p, 6d) 
R'( 5p, 8s; 6d, 5p) 
R^( 5p, 8s; 5p, 7d) 
R'( 5p, 8s; 7d, 5p) 
R'( 5S, 8S; 5p, 6p) 
R'( 5S, 8S; 6p, 5p) 































































































































































5s^  5p'* 5d -5s 5p^  4f 
5s^5p'*5d -5s5p^6p 
5s^ 5p'* 6d -5s2 5p* 7d 
.2 c_4 5s'5p'6d-5s 5pMf 
„2«^4 5s^5p'6d -5s5p'6p 
„2 r „ 4 5s^5p*7d -5s5pMf 
5s^5p''7d -5s5p^6p 
5s 5p 4f -5s 5p^  6p 
R'( 5p, 5d; 5p, 6d) 
R*( 5p, 5d; 6d, 5p) 
R^( 5p, 5d; 6d, 5p) 
R°( 5p, 5d; 5p, 7d) 
R^( 5p, 5d; 5p, 7d) 
R'( 5p, 5d; 7d, 5p) 
R'( 5p, 5d; 7d, 5p) 
R'( 5S, 5d; 5p, 4f) 
R^( 5s, 5d; 4f, 5p) 
R'( 5S, 5d; 5p, 6p) 
R'( 5S, 5d; 6p, 5p) 
R°( 5p, 6d;5p, 7d) 
R^( 5p, 6d; 5p, 7d) 
R'( 5p, 6d; 7d, 5p) 
R \ 5p, 6d; 7d, 5p) 
R'( 5S, 6d; 5p, 4f) 
R\5s,6d;4f,5p) 
R'( 5s, 6d; 5p, 6p) 
R'( 5S, 6d; 6p, 5p) 
R'( 5S, 7d; 5p, 4f) 
R^( 5s, 7d; 4f, 5p) 
R'( 5S, 7d; 5p, 6p) 
R'( 5S, 7d; 6p, 5p) 






































































































^ (obs.value- caLvaluef 
n-m 
1/2 
where n = number of known levels & 
m = number of free parameters. 
Eave is the average configuration energy with respect to the Eave of the ground state. 
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4.1. Introduction 
The three-times ionized Cesium atom has 5s^  5p'* as its ground configuration, 
constituting three terms P, D , S, thus comprising of five energy levels with 
P^2 being the ground most level. The first work on Cs IV was reported by 
Reader in 1983 [ 1 ] classifying 14 lines in the region 707 - 1283 A as 
transitions between 5 s 5p - 5s5p , thereby establishing all five levels of ground 
configuration and four levels of the lowest excited configuration 5s5p .^ 
Tauheed and Joshi [ 2 ] extended this work to include 5s5p^ + 5s^ 5p^  (5d + 6s) 
configurations, covering the wavelength region fi*om 506 A to 1069 A. All the 
levels of these configurations were established except 5 levels of J = 4 and one 
level of J = 5. These levels do not give any radiative transitions fi-om the levels 
of the ground configuration due to AJ > 1, prohibited by electric dipole 
selection rules. The recently published extension work on the neighbouring 
spectra on I HI [3] and IIV [4] and the healthy data of cesium spectra in this 
region made it possible to undertake the extension work of Cs IV. It provides 
reliable and new information on the 5d group of elements. The excited 
configurations form a four-electron system exhibiting quite complex structure. 
The variation of average energy for some of the configurations along the iso-
electronic sequence can be seen in Fig 4.1 where C, is the spectrum number, for 
instance, ^ =2, 3, 4... for singly, doubly and triply ionized atoms. The 
complexity of the spectrum can be seen fi-om the energy spread of the 
interacting configurations for odd and even parities as shown in Figures 4.2 and 
4.3, respectively. Therefore, it would be appropriate to discuss first the energy 
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Tel Xe CslV Ba V La VI 
fig 4.1 : E ^ Jt:, for Te I isoelectronic sequence where filled circles represe 
the odd parity & hollow circles the even parity configurations 
E o 
l i i 
Sp'Sd 
. • ip^ 
Fig.4.2: Energy spread of various odd parity configurations in CsiV, 
filled rectangles represent the analyzed configurations. 
Uf 
Fig.4.3: Energy spread of various configurations 
in the even parity system of CslV. 
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4.2. Energy Level Structure of Cs IV 
The ground configuration 5 s 5p as mentioned earlier has three terms 
^P, ' D and 'S. The terms arising fi-om the excited configurations are as follows: 
5s 5p^ : ' P 2 , i . o 
,2c_3 5s"5p'nd : (^S ) ' D 3 . 2 , i 
4 , 3 . 2 , 1 . 0 ^D 
( ' P ) ' P 2 , 1 . 0 
' D 3 , 2 , 1 
^F 4 , 3 , 2 
' P i . 'D2 , 'F3 
1 
' D a . 
' F , , 
' G 4 , 
P 2 ,1 , 0 
D 3 , 2 , 1 
F 4 , 3 , 2 
57 
G s , 4 > 3 
. 2 c _ 3 4c \ 3 5s"5p'ns : ( ' S ) ' S , 
( ' P ) ' P 2 , 1 . 0 
' P . 
( ' D ) * D 2 
D 3 , 2 > 1 
.2c_3 4c \ 5 5s^5p^np : C*S) ^P3 .2 , i 
2 . 1 J 0 
/-2 T» \ 3 rp) ' s , . 
P 2 > 1,0 
D 3 , 2 , 1 
' P i 
( ' D ) ' P i 
'D2 
' F 3 
^ 2 , 1 , 0 
' D 3 , 2 , 1 
F 4 J 3 ) 
58 
-2c_3 4o \ 3 5s^5p^nf : C * S ) ^ F 4 . 3 . 2 
5 , 4 , 3 2 , 1 
r p ) ' D 3 , 2 , i 
F 4 >3 , 2 
G 5 , 4 , 3 
' F , , 
G 4 , 
( ' D ) ' P 2 ,1 , 0 
D 3 >2 ,1 
4 >3 , 2 ^F 
G 
H 
5 > 4 , 3 





Analysis and Discussion 
4.3. Odd Parity Configurations 
SS^SD'^-SS^SD^ (5d + 6s) + 5s5p^ Transition Array 
The multi-configuration interaction calculations were performed for the odd 
parity configurations incorporating 5s 5p , 5s 5p (5d + 6d + 7d + 6s + 7s + 8s) at an 
initial parameter scaling of Eave = 100 % , C = 100 "/o. F "^  = 85 % , G "^  = 75 % , and 
^ =80%. The Eave of the ground configuration was adjusted such that the ^ P2 level 
value came out to be 0.0 cm"'. A thorough investigation was performed for each 
level reported in reference [2] and it was found that almost all the levels of 5 s 5p ,^ 
5s^  5p (^5d + 6s) were established with full satisfaction except one level, namely, 
5p^5d(^P)^D3at 190365 cm which was showing some suspicion. The level was 
not only established by single transition fi*om 5s^  5p'* 'D2 but the line used was 
already a classified line. In fact fi"om the ab initio calculations it appeared that the 
transition fi*om 5p'* 'D2 to this level was stronger than the other permitted transition 
fi-om 5p'* P^2. Since no good line of Cs IV characteristic was left on the plate in this 
region, a doubly classified line was attributed to this level. The level had a nice fit 
with LSF calculations having deviation only 66 cm"\ However, using least squares 
fitted parameters to recalculate the transition probabilities of these transitions, it was 
noticed that probability for this particular level had changed drastically. Now the 
transition fi"om 5p'* ^ 2 level was showing much stronger probability than 5p'* 'D2 
level. This change really solved our problem of identification of the said level. A 
reasonably strong line of Cs IV characteristic was left unidentified at 190309.4 cm"' 
and it was the required transition fi-om 5p'' %. The new level value 190309 cm 
was only 55 cm"' away fi"om the earlier reported value. It got further confirmation 
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from a weak supporting transition from Sp"* 'D2 at 169556.0 cm"'. With this revision, 
all the levels of 5s5p ,^ 5s^ 5p^  (5d + 6s) were confirmed satisfactorily. 
5s^  5D * - 5s^  5P^ (6d +7d +7s + 8s ) Transition Array 
After completing the confirmation of 5s5p , 5p (5d + 6s ) in Cs IV and 
observing the parametric scaling factor (ratio of LSF parameters to HFR 
parameters) in its neighbouring isoelectronic ions III [5], Xe III [6], Ba V [7], and 
La VI [8] the parameters scaling of 5p^  (6d + 7d + 7s + 8s ) was done. This gave us 
very precise prediction of the energy levels, their transition probabilities and the 
wavelength of the associated transitions. It was observed that the 5s 5p 
5s^  5p^  (6d + 7s) transition array lies below 500 A where we had already noticed 
many Cs IV lines unclassified. The analysis was carried out using our precise 
wavelength data with ionization assignments and the above mentioned theoretical 
calculations. Forty-one out of 47 levels of 5 s 5p (6d +7s) configurations have been 
established. Five levels of J = 4 and one with J = 5 could not be found as they do not 
give any radiative transitions to 5s^  5p'* configuration. These results have already 
been published in Physica Scripta [ 6 ]. We noticed quite a few cases of strong 
mixing of higher levels of 5p 6d with lower levels of 5p 7d. Sometime it was 
difficult even to assign the configuration of the concerned level. A few such cases 
have been mentioned in this publication. The level of 5p^  5d 'Pi at 214290 cm"' 
having large deviation needs ftirther confirmation from 5p^  (6p + 4f) configurations. 
This will be discussed fiirther in the next section . 
After the publication of 5p^  ( 6d + 7s ) levels, the new spectrum of cesium 
was recorded by Dr. A. Tauheed on his recent visit to Antigonish (Canada) in 
January 2005 in the higher wavelength region ( 1200 - 2080 A ) as well as in the 
lower region. The exposure in the shorter wavelength region was specially taken 
much stronger. The new data helped to extend the analysis fiirther to identify the 
levels of 5s 5p (7d + 8s ) configurations. The transitions were much weaker but 
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Still showing the ionization characteristic quite clear. It was, therefore, possible to 
•J -^ 
locate the new levels of 5p 7d and 5p 8s configurations. With a closer eye on the 
least squares fit and the variation of the scaling factor, almost all the levels were 
found and they seem to be satisfactory. The final standard deviation of least squares 
fitted calculations is only 173 cm~^  which can be considered as quite good. It should 
be pointed out that in both Cs IV publications [2,6] the levels were not designated in 
LS or jj coupling rather they had been named with their energy values and the 
corresponding J. However, we have tried to give them LS designation as it seems 
that LS representation is still a valid approximation. About 64 percent of the levels 
are showing their leading composition in LS notation greater than 50%, and are, 
therefore, unambiguous. The situation in jj coupling is slightly better. However, we 
have preferred L S designation to conform to the other ions of Cs already published 
[7-12]. Most of the names were assigned without much problem except a few levels 
like 194684, 269478 and 304084 cm"' of J=l matrix ; 182512, 264175, 290521, 
303597, 329670 cm"' of J=2 and 180538 cm"' of J=3, which have been assigned 
designation fi-om their second highest composition and there are two levels, 
namely, 167550 (J=l) and 170399 (J=2), which have been given their names from 
the third highest components. Out of 148 possible levels of odd parity 
configurations, namely, 5s 5p ,^ 5s^  5p^  (5d + 6d +7d + 6s + 7s + 8s), 136 levels have 
been established. The levek which could not be located are either giving too weak 
transitions to the groimd levels (mostly ^D levels of 5p^  6d and 5p^7d) or their 
transition to the ground levels is not permitted by selection rules i.e. J = 4 & J = 5 
levels of 5p 5d, 5p 6d and 5p 7d. However, these levels have been worked out with 
the help of 5p 6p configurations as discussed in the next section. 
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4.4. The Even Parity Configurations 
Apart from the ground configuration 5s^ 5p'*, there are a number of other 
configurations arising from the excitation of 5s^  5p^  ( nd + ns ) and 5s5p^ 
configurations. As mentioned before, we were particularly interested in 5p (^6p + 4f). 
The configuration interaction calculations were, therefore, carried out using 
R. D. Cowan's code incorporating 5s 5p , 5s 5p (6p + 7p + 8p + 4f + 5f + 6f) , 
5s 5p (5d + 6s ) , 5p , 5p 6p , 5p 5d , 5p 6s and 5p 5d 6s configurations. The 
initial parametric scaling for E ave and ^ were kept at 100 %, F "^  was taken as 85 % , 
whereas G'' and ^ were kept at 75 % of HFR values. Since all the possibly 
interacting configurations were incorporated in the CI calculations, the prediction 
achieved was fairly good. But soon afl:er it was realized that the excited 
configuration 5p^  4f, being the lowest, its transitions from 5p^  5d were lying in 
higher wavelength region, beyond our present region of investigation. Therefore, 
could not be established at the moment. However, all the transitions from 5 s 5p 6p, 
except one , were in our extended region of investigation, could be established 
easily. This configuration alone has 28 levels, out of which 27 levels have been 
established successfiilly. Only the level (^ P ) *So was lying beyond our region was 
left out. In the even parity matrix only 5p^  6p configuration has been studied. The 
transitions from 5p 6p to 5p 5d have been observed with good intensity, but to 
"X "X 
5p 6s were out of region. Since we got many supporting transitions from 5p 5d 
itself so all the established levels seems to be quite satisfactory. In the final least 
squares fitted calculations we have considered only those configurations which were 
showing strong interactions with 5p 6p. All other configurations which were either 
lying very high from 5p 6p or having very little interaction with 5p 6p were 
dropped. Even 5s 5p'* 5d configuration which one would expect to be incorporated, 
was showing very little interaction and was, therefore, not taken. The configurations 
considered in the final fit were 5s^  5p^ 5s^  5p^  (6p + 7p + 4f ) 5s 5p'* 6s + 5p^  6p 
0 "X 
and 5p 5d 6s. The establishment of 5p 6p configuration proved very useful for the 
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completion of the missing levels of J = 4 & 5 of 5p^  nd. Six levels (five of J = 4 
and one of J = 5 ) of 5p 5d and six levels of 5p 7d were established. But the 
region did not permit us to establish six levels belonging to 5p^  6d configuration. 
"X "X 
The 5p 6p also helped us to confirm the levels of 5p Id, as the transitions from the 
ground levels were much weaker. Another interest to investigate 5p^  6p was due to 
5p^  5d (^  P) 'Pi, which was given a tentative value at 214290 cm"'. Initially we 
thought we would have a fair chance to confirm this value from 5p 6p levels but 
unfortunately the best predicted transition was lying at 2866A, far away from our 
present region. This confirmation, therefore, still remains pending for future. 
Here we must point out that except for 5p^  4f, other configurations, namely, 
5s^  5p^  (7p + 5f ) + 5s Sp'* (5d + 6s ) + 5p^  + 5p^ 5d^  + 5p^  6s^  + 5s^  5p^  5d 6s do lie 
in our wavelength region. But their transitions were observed to be too weak as 
compared to 5p^  6p transitions. We have looked for few more configurations but 
even the levels based on strong predicted transitions were not strong enough to 
establish them with satisfaction. We, therefore, could not study them at present. 
However, we plan to study them in near future. 
4.5. LS Designation 
The average purities for even parity configuration in LS coupling scheme was 
calculated to be 54 % as compared to jj coupling which is 57 %. We must point out 
that all the levels in this case, designated in LS notation, are the leading component. 
The standard deviation of the least squares fit is only 145 cm "'. The parameters of 
other unknown configurations were held fixed at their HFR values as mentioned 
before. The total number of classified lines of Cs IV spectrum, in both parities 
together, are 411 and are given in table 4.1. The odd parity levels along with their 
fitted values are given in table 4.2, and even parity levels in table 4.3. The energy 
parameters of the least square fitted calculations for odd and even parity 
configurations are given in table 4.4 and 4.5, respectively. 
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4.6. Ionization Potential 
'X "X 
Since three members of 5p nd and 5p ns series have been reported here, it 
was, therefore, quite desirable to know the ionization limit of this spectrum. The 
structure here is a four- electron system and showing strong mixing of the levels, 
therefore, the limit cannot be determined with perfection. However, we can easily 
estimate the limit from the known levels showing purity at least above 50 % in all its 
three members. We have estimated series limit using Edlen's polarization formula 
[13], converging at 8^3/2 of Cs V ground level to be 354850 + 500 cm"^  i.e. 
44.0 + 0.05eV. 
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5p^ 5d (^) F^3 -
5p^ 6p (^) ^3 -
5p^ 6s (*S) =S2 -
5p^ 6s (^) ^2 -
5p^ 5d (^) ^Pj -
5p3 6p {^) "Fa -
5p^ 6p (^ S) ^Pz 0.011 
5p^ 6d (^ D) F^a -0.001 
5p^ 6p (^ D) ^ 2 -0.032 
5p^ 6p (^ P) P^i -0.001 
5p^ 6p (^ P) ^ 2 -0.001 
5p^ 6d (^ D) ^3 0.001 
5p^ 6p (^) ^Fz - 5p^ 6d (^ D) G^a 
5p^ 6p (^ P) ^Pz - 5p^ 7s (^ P) ^P2 
5p^ 5d (^ D) ^ 1 - 5p^ 6p (^ D) ^i -0.014 
0.005 
-0.002 
int: visual estimate of the photographic blackening on the plates. 
Ch: line character, b: blended line, bo: blended with oxygen line 
A \ - X(observed)- X(calculated wavelength from levels in teJsle 4.2 & 4.3) 
75 
Table 4.2 : Observed and least squares fitted levels in 























































































































LS- percentage composition. 
71% 5s 5p* P^ + 15% 5s* 5p^ 5d «3>*D)^P 
7% 58* 5p^ 5d «1>*P) ^ P + 6% 5s* 5p^ 5d 
82% 58* 5p^ 5d «3>*S) 'D + 6% 5s *p5 
6% 58* 5p^ 5d - «1>*P) ^ P + 4% 5s* 5p^ 5d 
84% 5s* 5p' 5d «3>*D) ^ S + 8% 5s* 5p^ 5d 
5% 5s* 5p' 5d «3>*S) 'D 
45% 5s* 5p' 5d «1>*P) ^ P + 33% 5s* 5p^ 5d 
13% 5s* 5p' 5d «3>*D) ^ S + 5% 5s* 5p^ 5d 
37% 5s* 5p' 5d «3>*D) ^ P + 32% 5s* 5p^ 5d 
18% 5s 5p* 'P + 10% 5s* 5p^ 6s 
90% 5s* 5p' 6s «1>*P) ^ P + 7% 5s* 5p^ 5d 
83% 5s* 5p^ 6d «3>*S) 'D + 14% 58* 5p^ 6d 
58% 58* 5p' 6d «3>*D)^S + 19% 5s* 5p^ 6d 
13% 58* 5p^ Sd {<1>*P) ^ P + 11% 5s* 5p^ 6d 
65% 58* 5p^ 6d «3>*D)^P + 31% 58* 5p^ 6d 
99% 58* 5p' 78 «1>*P) ^ P 
77% 58* 5p^ 7d «3>*S) *D + 15% 5s* 5p^ 7d 
68% 5s* 5p' 6d «1>*P)^P + 12% 5s* 5p^ 6d 
9% 5s* 5p^ 6d «3>*D) ^ S + 6% 5s* 5p^ 6d 
40% 5s* 5p' 7d «3>*D) ^ S + 32% 5s* 5p^ 7d 
14% 58* 5p^ 7d «3>*S) 'D + 13% 5s* 5p^ 7d 
52% 58* 5p^ 7d «3>*D)^P + 48% 58* 5p^ 7d 
100% 58* 5p^ 8s «1>*P)^P 
71% 5s* 5p^ 7d «1>*P)^P + 13% 5s* 5p^ 7d 
9% 5s* 5p' 7d «3>*D) ^ S + 6% 58* 5p^ 7d 
67% 5s 5p' 3P + 14% 5s* 5p^ 5d 
6% 58* 5p' 5d «1>*P)^P + 6% 5s V 
88% 58* 5p' 5d «3>*S) 'D 
42% 5s* 5p' 5d «3>*D) *P + 38% 58 V 
7% 5s 5p' 'P + 6% 5s* 5p' 5d 
51% 5s* 5p' 5d «3>*S)^ + 38% 58* 5p^ 5d 
5% 5s* 5p^ 5d «1>*P) ^  + 4% 58* 5p^ 5d 
43% 58* 5p^ 5d «3>*D)^ + 34% 5s* 5p^ 5d 
10% 58* 5p' 5d «3>*S) ^  
31% 5s* 5p^ 68 «3>*S)^S + 21% 5s* 5p^ 5d 
20% 5s* 5p' 5d {<1>*P)^P + 6% 5s* 5p^ 5d 
39% 58* 5p' 6s «3>*S) 's + 26% 5s* 5p^ 5d 
9% 5s* 5p^ 5d «3>*D) ^ P + 7% 5s* 5p^ 6s 
50% 58* 5p^ 5d «3>*D) ^ S + 22% 58* 5p^ 5d 
11% 5s* 5p^ 6s «3>*D)h) 
59% 5s* 5p^ 68 «3>*D) ^  + 20% 5s* 5p^ 6s 
8% 5s* 5p^ 5d {<3>*D) ^ S + 5% 58* 5p^ 5d 
22% 58* 5p* 5d «3>*D) 'p + 20% 5s 'p5 
16% 5s* 5p^ 5d «3>*D)^P + 15% 5s* 5p^ 5d 
39% 5s* 5p' 5d «1>*P) ^  + 16% 58* 5p' 5d 
16% 58* 5p^ 5d «1>*P) *P + 7% 5s* 5p' 5d 
23% 58* 5p' 5d «3>*D) ^ P + 22% 5s V 
13% 58* 5p' 5d «1>*P) ^ P + 11% 5s* 5p^ 5d 
66% 58* 5p' 6s «1>*P) 'p + 21% 5s* 5p^ 6s 
48% 5s* 5p^ 68 «1>*P) *P + 18% 5s* 5p^ 6s 
16% 5s* 5p' 6s «1>*P)^P + 6% 5s* 5p^ 6s 
64% 5s* 5p' 5d «1>*P) ^ P + 8% 5s* 5p' 6s 
6% 5s* 5p^ 5d «3>*S)^ + 4% 5s 5p* 
«3>*S) 'D 
3P 
«3>*D) ^ P 
«1>*P) ^ P 
«3>*D) ^ P 
«3>*S)*D 
«1>*P) ^ P 
«1>*P) 'P 
«3>*D) ^ P 




{<1>*P) ^ P 
«3>*D) ^ P 
«3>'S) *D 
«3>*D) ^ P 
«1>*P) ^ P 
«3>*D) ^ S 
«3>*D) ^ P 
«3>*S) *D 




«3>*D) ^  
«1>*P) ^ P 
{<1>*P) ^  
{<3>*D) ^ S 
«3>*D) ^ P 
(<1>*P) ^ P 
«1>*P) *P 
«3>*D) ^ P 
«3>*S) ^ S 
«3>*D) ^ P 
IP 
(<1>*P) ^ P 







































































































































5s* 5p^ 6d 
58* 5p^ 6d 
58* 5p^ 6d 
58* 5p' 78 
58* 5p^ 78 
58* 5p' 6d 
58* 5p' 6d 
58* 5p^ 6d 
58* 5p^ 6d 
5s* 5p* 78 
58* 5p' 78 
58* 5p* 6d 
58* 5p^ 6d 
58* 5p' 6d 
58* 5p^ 6d 
5s* 5p' 6d 
5s* 5p^ 6d 
58* 5p^ 78 
5s* 5p^ 7d 
58* 5p^ 7d 
58* 5p^ Sd 
5s* 5p' 6d 
5s* 5p^ 7d 
58* 5p^ 6d 
5s* 5p' 88 
58* 5p^ 8s 
58* 5p^ 6d 
58* 5p' 6d 
5s* 5p' 78 
58* 5p' 78 
5s* 5p^ 7d 
5s* 5p' 7d 
58* 5p^ 7d 
5s* 5p' 7d 
5s* 5p' 88 
5s* 5p^ 8s 
58* 5p' 7d 
5s* 5p' 7d 
58* 5p^ 7d 
5s* 5p' 7d 
5s* 5p' 7d 
58* 5p' 7d 
58* 5p' 88 
58* 5p' 7d 
58* 5p' 7d 
58* 5p' 7d 
58* 5p' 7d 














«3>*D) ^  
«3>*D)*S + 
«3>*D) ^ P 
«1>*P)^ + 
10% 5s* 5p' 6d 
6d 8% 5s* 5p^ 
«1>*P) ^ P 
«1>*P) 'P 
«1>*P) ^ P 
«1>*P)'P 
{<3>*S)'D + 
«1>*P) ^  
«1>*P)^P + 
«3>*D) ^ P 
«3>*S) ^  
«1>*P) *P 
«3>*S) ^ S 
«3>*D) ^  
«1>*P) ^ P 
«3>*D)^ 









11% 58* 5p^ 7s «1>*P) *P 
«1>*P) ^ P 6% 5s* 5p^ 78 
18% 5s* 5p^ 6d 









4% 5s^ 5p' 7s 
30% 5s* 5p^ 6d 
30% 5s* 5p^ 6d 






«1>*P) ^ P 
«3>*D) 'P 
«3>*D) ^ P 
{<1>*P)^P 
+ 31% 5s* 5p^ 7s «1>*P) ^ P 
11% 5s* 5p^ 7d «1>*P) 'P 
12% 5s* 5p^ 7d «3>^S) b 
7% 5s* 5p^ 6d 
7% 5s* 5p^ 7d 
5% 5s* 5p^ 6d 
11% 5s* 5p^ 8s 

















17% 58" Sp"" 88 
«3>*D) ^ S 
«1>*P) ^ P 
«1>*P) ^ P 
«1>*P) ^ P 




«3>*S) ^ S 
«3>*D) ^ P 




4% 5s* 5p^ 8s «1>*P) ^ P 
31% 5s* 5p^ 7d «3>*D)^ 
«3>*D) ^ S + 22% 5s* 5p^ 7d 
«3>*D) *P 
«1>*P)^ 
«1>*P) ^ P 
27% 5s* 5p^ 7d 
«1>*P)^P + 32% 5s* 5p' 8s 





5s* 5p' 8s «1>*P) 'P + 
8% 5s' 5p^ 7d 
5p' 7d 20% 5S 
7% 58* 5p' 7d 
22% 5s* 5p^ 8s 
7% 5s* 5p^ 8s 
«3>*D) ^P 
«1>*P) ^ P 
{<1>*P) ^ P 
«1>*P)^ 
«3>*D)^S 
«1>*P) ^  
«3>*D) ^ P 
«3>*D) ^  
«3>*S) ^ S 
114307.0 114304.0 3.0 
136143.0 135977.0 166.0 
142167.0 142298.0 -131.0 
150982.0 151184.0 -202.0 
164608.0 164654.0 -46 .0 
166471.0 166224.0 247.0 
170399.0 170293.0 106.0 
174719.0 174718.0 1.0 



















58* 5p* 5d 
58* 5p^ 5d 
58* 5p* 5d 
5s* 5p^ 5d 
5s* 5p' 5d 
58* 5p' 5d 
58* 5p^ 5d 
58* 5p^ 68 
58* 5p^ 5d 
58* 5p' 5d 
58* 5p' 5d 












58* 5p^ 5d «1>*P) ^  
5s* 5p^ 5d 
5s* 5p^ 5d 
5s* 5p' 5d 
5s* 5p^ 5d 
«1>*P) ^ F 
«1>*P) ^ P 
















5s* 5p^ 5d 
5s* 5p^ 5d 
5s* 5p^ 5d 
5s* 5p^ 5d 
5s* 5p^ 5d 
5s* 5p^ 5d 
5s* 5p^ 5d 
5s* 5p^ 6s 
5s* 5p^ 5d 
5s* 5p^ 5d 
5s* 5p^ 5d 
53* 5p^ 5d 
5s^ 5p^ 5d 
5s* 5p^ 5d 
5 s 5p' 
«3>*D) ^ P 
«1>*P)^ 
«3>*S) ^  
«3>*D) ^  
«3>*S) *D 
«3>*D) ^  
«1>*P) ^ F 




«3>*D) ^ F 
«3>*D) ^ D 

























































































































































































































































































































5s* 5p^ 6s 
58* 5p^ 5d 
5s* 5p- 5d 
58* 5p^ 68 
58* 5p^ 5d 
5s* 5p^ 5d 
5s* 5p' 68 
58* 5p^ 5d 
58* 5p' 5d 
5s* 5p^ 5d 
5s* 5p' 6s 
5s* 5p^ 6S 
58* 5p^ 6d 
58* 5p' 6d 
5s* 5p^ 6d 
5s* 5p' 6d 
5s* 5p^ 7s. 
5s* 5p^ 6d 
5s* 5p' 6d 
5s* 5p^ 6d 
58* 5p^ 6d 
58* 5p^ 7s 
5s* 5p' 78 
5s* 5p' 6d 
5s* 5p^ 6d 
5s* 5p^ 6d 
5s* 5p^ 6d 
58* 5p^ 78 ( 
58* 5p^ 6d < 
58* 5p' 6d 
58* 5p^ 6d 
5s* 5p^ 7d 
5s* 5p^ 7d 
58* 5p' 7d 
58* 5p' 7d 
58* 5p^ 6d 
58* 5p^ 7d 
5s* 5p^ 8s 
5s* 5p^ 6d 
58* 5p^ 6d 
5s* 5p* 7» 
5s* 5p^ 79 
58* 5p^ 7d 
5s* 5p^ 7d 
58* 5p^ 7d 
5s* 5p^ 7d { 
5s* 5p^ 80 ( 
5s* 5p^ 80 ( 
58* 5p^ 7d i 
5s* 5p' 7d 
5s* 5p^ 7d ( 
58* 5p^ 7d { 
58* 5p^ 80 
58* 5p^ 7d 
58* 5p^ 7d 
58* 5p' 7d 
58* 5p' 7d 
58* 5p' 7d ( 
58* 5p' 7d ( 
58* 5p' 7d ( 
58* 5p^ 8s ( 
5s* 5p^ 8s ( 
5s* 5p^ 5d ( 
58* 5p^ 5d < 
5s* 5p^ 5d ( 
5s* 5p^ 5d ( 



















< 3 > * S ) ^ + 




<3>*D) ^ + 
<3>*S) ^ + 
<3>*D) ^ + 
<3>*S)*S + 






:< i>*p)^ + 














<3>*D) ^ + 
<3>*S) ^ + 
<3>*D)^ + 
<3>*S)*S + 
<3 > * D ) ^ + 
<3>*D)'F + 
<3>*D)^D + 


































































































































































































«3>*S) ^  
«3>*D) ^  
«3>*S) ''S 
«1>*P) ^  
«1>*P) *D 
«3>*S) ^  
«1>*P) ^ P 
«3>*S) ^  
{<3>*D) ^ D 
«3>*D) ^ P 
«1>*P) ^ P 
«3>*D) ^ D 
«1>*P) ^ P 
«3>*D) ^ P 
«3>*D) ^F 
«3>*D) ^ P 
«3>*D) hi 
«1>*P) ^ D 
«1>*P)*P 
«1>*P) h> 
«1>*P) ^ P 
«3>*S)*D 
«1>*P) ^ D 
«3>*D) ht 
«1>*P) 'P 
«1>*P) ^ D 
«1>*P) ^ F 
{<3>*D) hi 
«3>*S) *S 
«3>*D) ^ D 
«1>*P) h> 
«3>*D) 'P 
«3>*D) ^ D 
«3>*D) ^ D 
«1>*P) ^ P 
«3>*D) ^ P 
(<3>*D) b 
«3>*D) ^ P 
« 3 > * D ) ^ 
«1>*P) ^ D 
«1>*P) hi 
«1>*P) ^ D 
«3>*D) hi 
«1>*P) *D 
«1>*P) ^ F 
«3>*D) hi 
«3>*S)*S 
«1>*P) ^ F 
«3>*D) ^ 



































































































































































61% 5s* 5p' 5d «3>*D) ^ F + 13% 5s* 5p^ 5d 
11% 5s* 5p* 5d «3>*S) ^  + 7% 5s* 5p' 5d 
65% 5s* 5p' 5d «3>*D)'6 + 16% 5s* 5p^ 5d 
6% 5s* 5p^ 5d «1>*P) *P + 6% 5s* 5p^ 5d 
40% 5s* 5p' 5d «3>*D) ^  + 21% 5s* 5p^ 5d 
11% 58* 5p' 5d «3>*D)^G + 10% 58* 5p^ 5d 
56% 5s* 5p' 5d «1>*P) 'F + 21% 5s* 5p^ 5d 
5% 5s* 5p' 5d «1>*P) 'P + 5% 58* 5p' 5d 
34% 5s* 5p^ 5d «1>*P) ^  + 31% 58* 5p^ 5d 
18% 58* 5p' 5d «3>*S) ^  + 5% 5s* 5p^ 5d 
80% 58* 5p' 68 {<3>*D) ^  + 9% 5s* 5p^ 5d 
8% 58* 5p' 5d «3>*D) *F 
27% 58* 5p' 5d «1>*P)^ + 26% 5s* 5p^ 5d 
16% 5s* 5p* 6s «3>*D)^ + 14% 58* 5p^ 5d 
40* 5s* 5p^ 5d «1>*P)^F + 39% 58* 5p' 5d 
7% 5s* 5p^ 5d «1>*P) ^  + 7% 5s* 5p^ 5d 
75% 5s* 5p^ 6d. «3>*S)*D + 8% 5s* 5p^ 6d 
7% 5s* 5p* 6d «1>*P)^F 
70% 58* 5p' 6d «3>*S) ^  + 11% 58* 5p^ 6d 
6% 5s* 5p^ 6d «3>*D)^G + 6% 5s* 5p^ 6d 
47% 5s* 5p^ 6d «3>*D)^F + 18% 5s* 5p^ 6d 
9% 5s* 5p^ 6d «1>*P) ^  + 9% 58* 5p^ 6d 
64% 58* 5p' 6d «3>*D) ^ 6 + 13% 58* 5p^ 6d 
8% 5s* 5p^ 6d «1>*P) ^ F + 4% 5s* 5p^ 6d 
63% 58* 5p' 6d «3>*D) 'D + 31% 58* 5p^ 6d 
74% 58* 5p^ 6d «3>*D) ^ F + 11% 58* 5p^ 6d 
5% 58* 5p' 6d «3>*D) ^ F + 4% 58* 5p^ 6d 
99% 58* 5p^ 78 «3>*D)^ 
51% 58* 5p' 6d «1>*P) 'F + 24% 58* 5p^ 6d 
22% 58* 5p' 6d «1>*P) 'F 
74% 58* 5p' 7d «3>*S)'D + 8% 58* 5p^ 7d 
7% 58* 5p^ 7d «1>*P)^F 
S6% 5s* 5p' 7d « 3 > * S ) ^  + 8% 58* 5p^ 6d 
7% 5s* 5p' 7d «1>*P) *F + 5% 58* 5p' 6d 
47% 5s* 5p' 6d «1>*P) ^ F + 14% 5s* 5p^ 6d 
14% 5s* 5p* 6d «1>*P) ^ F + 10% 5s* 5p^ 7d 
49% 58* 5p' 6d «1>*P)^ + 9% 58* 5p^ 6d 
9% 58* 5p' 6d «3>*D) ^ F + 9% 5s* 5p^ 6d 
36% 5s* 5p^ 7d {<3>*D)'F + 16% 58* 5p^ 7d 
15% 5s* 5p^ 7d «3>*D) ^  + 10% 58* 5p' 7d 
51% 58* 5p' 7d «3>*D)^6 + 10% 58* 5p' 7d 
10% 58* 5p' 7d {<3>*S) 'D + 8% 58* 5p' 7d 
60% 5s* 5p' 7d «3>*D)^ + 36% 5s* 5p' 7d 
69% 5s* 5p^ 7d «3>*D) *F + 16% 5s* 5p^ 7d 
7% 58* 5p' 7d «3>*D) ^ F + 6% 58* 5p^ 7d 









47% 5s* 5p' 7d «1>*P) 'F + 29% 58* 5p^ 7d 
23% 5s* 5p' 7d «1>*P) ^  
44% 58* 5p' 7d «1>*P) ^ F + 27% 5s* 5p- 7d 
20% 58* 5p^ 7d «3>*D)'G + 6% 5s* 5p' 7d 
53% 58* 5p' 7d «1>*P)^ + 10% 58* 5p' 7d 
9% 58* 5p^ 7d «3>*D) ^ F + 8% 5s* 5p^ 7d 
85% 58* 5p' 5d «3>*S)'D + 12% 5s* 5p^ 5d 
44% 58* 5p' 5d «3>*D) 'G + 24% 5s* 5p' 5d 
15% 58* 5p' 5d «1>*P) 'F + 8% 58* 5p^ 5d 
74% 58* 5p' 5d «3>*D) ^ F + 18% 58* 5p^ 5d 
5% 58* 5p' 5d «3>*D) ^ G 
72% 58* 5p' 5d «3>*D) *G + 25% 5s* 5p^ 5d 
69% 5s* 5p^ 5d «1>*P) 'F + 14% 58* 5p^ 5d 
12% 58* 5p^ 5d «3>*D)'G + 5% Ss* 5p^ 5d 
81% 58* 5p^ 6d «3>*S)'D + 15% 58* 5p^ 6d 
43% 58* 5p' 6d «3>*D)^G + 28% Ss* 5p^ 6d 
14% 5s* 5p^ 6d «1>*P)^F + 13% 5s* 5p^ 6d 
77% 5s* 5p^ 6d «3>*D) ^ P + 16% 5s* 5p^ 6d 
6% 58* 5p^ 6d «3>*D) *6 
54% 5s* 5p^ 6d «3>*D) ^ 6 + 26% 5s* 5p^ 6d 
«3>*D) ^  
«1>*P) ^ F 
«3>*D) ^ F 
«3>*D) ^  
«3>*S) b 
«1>*P) 'F 
«1>*P) ^  
«3>*D) ^ G 
«3>*D) ^ F 
«1>*P) ¥ 
«1>*P) ^ F 
«1>*P) ^ F 
«3>*D) ^F 
«3>*D) 'F 




«3>*D) ^  
«3>*S) *D 
«3>*S) ^  
«3>*S) *D 
«3>*D) ^ F 
«3>*D) ^  
«3>*D) ^ G 
«1>*P) ^  
«1>*P) ^  
«1>*P) ^ F 
«1>*P) ^F 
«3>*D) ^ G 
{<3>*S) ^  
«3>*D) ^F 
«1>*P) ^ F 
«3>*D) ^ G 
«3>*S) b 
«3>*D) *F 




«1>*P) ^ F 
{<1>*P) ^F 
«3>*S) ^  
«3>*D) 'F 
«1>*P) ^ F 
«1>*P) ^ F 
«3>*D) ^ F 
«3>*D) 'G 
«3>*D) ^ G 
«3>*D) ^ G 
«3>*D) ^ G 
«3>*S) *D 
«1>*P) ^ F 
«3>*D) 'G 
«3>^S)^ 































+ 20% 58* 5p' 6d 
78% 58* 5p' 74 
71% 58* 5p^ 6d 
+ 10% 58* 5p^ 6d 
38% 58* 5p^ 7d 
+ 15% 58* 5p^ 7d 
52% 58* 5p^ 7d 
+ 14% 5s* 5p' 7d 
46% 58* 5p'' 7d 
+ 13% 5s* 5p' 7d 
71% 58* 5p' 7d 
+ 10% 58* 5p^ 7d 
«3>*D) ^ F 
«3>*S)*D + 16% 5s* 5p^ , 7d 
«1>*P)^P + 12% 5s* 5p^ 6d 
«3>*D) ^ 6 + 6% 5s* 5p^ 6d 
«3>*D)'G + 29% 5s* 5p' 7d 
«3>*S) *D + 13% 5a* 5p^ 7d 
«3>*D)'F + 34% 58* 5p^ 7d 
«3>*D) ^ 6 
«3>*D) ^ 6 + 41% 58* 5p^ 7d 
«3>*D) ^ 6 
«1>*P) ^ F + 12% 58* 5p^ 7d 
«3>*D) ^ 6 + 6% 58* 5p' 7d 
«1>*P) ¥ 
«3>*D) ^ G 
«3>*S) *D 
«3>*D) ^ 6 
«1>*P) ^F 
«3>*D) ^ G 
«3>*D) ^F 







100% 58* 5p^  5d «3>*D) ^G 
100% 5s* 5p^  6d «3>*D) ^G 
100% 58* 5p' 7d «3>*D) ^G 
<1> and <3> rapressnt seniority nunbars 
80 
Table 4.3 : Observed and least squares fitted levels in 












































































































































55% 58 5p' 68 






4% 58 5p* 68 
49% 5s^ 5p^ 7p 
























(<3>*S) ^ P 
«3>*D) P^ 
(<1>*P) ^ P 
(<1>*P)^S 
«3>*D) P^ 




(<1>*P) ^ S 
(<3>*S) P^ 





(<1>*P) ^ S 
(<1>*P) ^ P 
(<3>*D) P^ 
(<1>*P) ^ S 
(<3>*S) P^ 
(<2>^P) *P) P^ 
«1>*P) P^ 
6s («2>^P)*P)^P 
((<0>^S) *S) S^ 
(<1>*P) P^ 
( (<2>^P) *P) P^ 
«1>*P) S^ 




6s {(<2>^P) *P) P^ 
( (<2=*3P) *P) P^ 
- 333785.0 
+ 18% 5s* 5p* 5d 6s («2>^P)*D)^ 
+ 11% 5s 5p* 6s («0>^S)*S)"^S 
76% 5s* 5p* 5d 6s («2>^P)*D)^ 
+ 9% 5s 5p* 6s ((<0>^S)*S)^S 









12902.0 12909.0 -7.0 
- 178926.0 
196727.9 196806.0 -78.0 
- 198445.0 
200726.5 200744.0 -18.0 
- 203785,0 
- 207180.0 
211191.0 211158.0 33.0 






































49% 5s 5p^ 6s 
21% 5s^ 5p^ 5d 
14% 58^ 5p^ 5d 
5% 5s 5p* 6s 
43% 5s^ 5p^ 5d 
42% 5a^ 5p^ 5d 
7% 5s 5p* 6s 
6% 5s^ 5p^ 5d 
39% 5s2 5p^ 5d 
37% 5s^ 5p^ 5d 
14% 5s 5p* 6s 
40% 5s 5p* 6s 
27% 5s^ 5p^ 5d 
16%.58^ 5p2 5d 
14% 58^ 5p^ 5d 
56% 5s^ 5p^ 5d 
21% 5s 5p' 6s 
8% 5s 5p* 6s 
7% 5s^ 5p^ 5d 
53% 5p= 6p 
45% 5p^ 6p 
54% 5p^ 6p 
45% 5p^ 6p 
L00% 58^ 5p* 
90% 4f 5s^ 5p^ 
8% 4f 58^ 5p^ 
53% 58^ 5p^ 6p 
12% 5s^ 5p^ 6p 
9% 58^ 5p^ 6p 
6% 5s^ 5p^ 6p 
76% 4f 58^ 5p^ 
13% 4f 5s^ 5p^ 
4% 4f 5s^ 5p^ 
4% 4f 53^ 5p^ 
38% 5s^ 5p^ 6p 
22% 5s^ 5p' 6p 
10% 5s^ 5p^ 6p 
9% 5s^ 5p^ 6p 
93% 4f 5s^ 5p^ 
4% 4f 5s^ 5p^ 
75% 4f 58^ 5p^ 
7% 4f 5s^ 5p^ 
26% 5s^ 5p^ 6p 
24% 58^ 5p^ 6p 
15% 5s^ 5p^ 6p 
11% 58^ 5p^ 6p 
37% 5s^ 5p^ 6p 
33% 5s^ 5p^ 6p 
9% 58^ 5p^ 6p 
8% 5s=^  5p^ 6p 
71% 4f 58^ 5p^ 
11% 4f 5s^ 5p^ 
9% 4f 5s^ 5p^ 
( «0>^S) ^ S) ^ S 
6s («2>^P)^P)^P 
6s («2>^D)2S)^S 
( «2>^P) 2p) ^P 
6s («2>^D)2p)^P 
6s ( (<2>^P) *P) ^ P 





( «2>^P) 2p) ^P 
6s («2>^P)^P)^P 




((<2>^P) ^ P) ^ P 
6s («2>^P)*P)3p 
3p 




«3>*S) ^ F 
(<1>^P) h) 




« 3 > 2 D ) ^ P 
«l>2p) ^  
«3>^D) ^ P 
«3>*S) ^ F 
«3>*S)^P 
(<3>*S) ^ P 
«l>2p) ^P 
«1>^P) ^ S 
«3>^D) ^  
«3>^D) ^ P 
«3>^D) ^ P 
«3>^D) ^P 
(<3>^D) ^  
«3>^D) ^ P 
«3>*S) ^ P 
«3>*S)^P 
« 3 > 2 D ) ^ P 
«3>^D) ^  
«1>^P) ^D 
«3>*S)^P 
«1>^P) ^  
«3>^D) ^P 
«3>^D) ^ P 
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222390.7 222283.0 108.0 
228704.2 228724.0 -20.0 
231782.6 231756.0 27.0 
237711.1 237893.0 -182.0 











+ 4% 4f 5s^ 5p^ 
54% 5s^ 
+ 19% 5s^ 
+ 9% 5s^ 
+ 6% 5s^ 
60% 5s^ 
+ 21% 5s^ 
+ 9% 5s^ 
+ 5% 5s^ 
59% 5s^ 
+ 16% 5s^ 
+ 12% 58^ 
+ 9% 5s^ 
52%.5s^ 
+ 18% 5s^ 
+ 12% 5s^ 
+ 8% 5s^ 
37% 53^ 
+ 17% 5s^ 
+ 16% 5s^ 
+ 11% 5s^ 
76% 58^ 
+ 6% 58^ 
+ 6% 58^ 
+ 5% 5s^ 
69% 5s^ 
+ 9% 5s^ 
+ 8% 58^ 
+ 4% 58^ 
47% 58^ 
+ 22% 58* 
+ 7% 58* 
+ 6% 5s* 
40% 58* 
+ 17% 58* 
+ 14% 58* 
+ 10% 58* 
47% 5s* 
+ 32% 58* 















































































79% 5s 5p* 68 
+ 11% 5s* 5p* 5d 6s 
+ 4% 58 5p* 68 
64% 58 5p* 6s 
+ 8% 5s* 
+ 7% 5s* 
+ 4% 5s* 
74% 58* 
+ 21% 5s* 
45% 5s* 
+ 25% 5s* 

















+ 6% 5s 5p* 6s 
29% 5s* 5p^ 7p 
(<3>*S) ^ F 
«3>*D) ^ P 
«3>*S) ^ P 
«3>*D) ^ P 
«1>*P) ^ S 
«1>*P) ^  
(<1>*P) ^ P 
«3>*D) ^ P 
«3>*D) h> 
«1>*P) ^ P 
«1>*P) ^ P 
«1>*P) ^ S 
(<1>*P) h) 
«1>*P) ^ S 
«3>*D) ^ P 
«1>*P) ^ P 
«3>*D) ^ P 
«1>*P) ^ P 
«3>*D) ^  
«1>*P) ^ P 
«1>*P) ^  
«3>*S) =P 
«3>*S) ^ P 
«1>*P) ^ P 
«1>*P) ^ S 
«3>*S)^P 
«1>*P) ^ P 
«3>*S)^P 
«1>*P) ^ S 
«3>*D) ^  
(<3>*D) ^ P 
(<3>*S)^P 
«3>*S)=P 
«3>*D) ^ P 
«3>*D) ^ P 
«3>*P) ^  
(<3>*S) ^ P 
«3>*D) ^ P 
«3>*D) 3p 
«3>*D) ^  
( «2>^P) *P) 5p 
( «2>^P) *P) =P 
( «0>^S) *S) ^ S 
( «2>^P) *P) ^ P 
( «2>^P) *P) ^ P 
(<1>*P)^P 
«1>*P) ^ P 
(<1>*P) ^ D 
«1>*P) ^ P 
«1>*P) ^ P 
«1>*P) ^ S 
«1>*P) ^ P 
( «2>^P) *P) ^ P 






























+ 23% 5s 5p* 6s 
+ 13% 5s^ 5p^ 7p 
+ 7% 5s2 5p2 5d 6s 
27% 5s 5p* 6s 
+ 20% 5s^ 5p^ 7p 
+ 8% 5s^ 5p^ 5d 6s 
+ 8% 5s^ 5p^ 7p 
37% 5s^ 5p^ 7p 
+ 18% 5s^ 5p^ 7p 
+ 17% 5s^ 5p^ 7p 
+ 10% 5s^ 5p^ 7p 
66% Ss^ 5p^ 5d 6s 
+ 9% 5s 5p* 6s 
+ 7%.5s^ 5p=^  5d 6s 
31% 5s^ 5p^ 5d 6s 
+ 17% 5s 5p* 6s 
+ 17% 5s^ 5p2 5d 6s 
+ 13% 5a^ 5p2 5d 6s 
30% 5s2 5p^ 5d 6s 
+ 20% 5s 5p* 6s 
+ 18% 5s 5p* 6s 
+ 7% 5s^ 5p^ 5d 6s 
73% 5s^ 5p^ 5d 6s 
+ 11% 5s 5p* 6s 
27% 5s 5p* 6s 
+ 24% 5s^ 5p^ 5d 6s 
+ 14% 5s^ 5p^ 5d 6s 
+ 9% 5s^ 5p2 5d 6s 
61% 5s^ 5p2 5d 6s 
+ 9% 5s 5p* 6s 
+ 7% 5s^ 5p2 5d 6s 
+ 6% 5s 5p* 6s 
66% 5s=^  5p2 5d 6s 
+ 14% 5s^ 5p2 5d 6s 
+ 9% 5s 5p* 6s 
+ 4% 5s^ 5p2 5d 6s 
38% 5a' 5p^ 5d 6s 
+ 22% 5s^ 5p^ 5d 6s 
+ 10% 5s 5p' 6s 
+ 10% 5s 5p* 6s 
24% 5s^ 5p^ 5d 6s 
+ 16% 5s^ 5p2 5d 6s 
+ 15% 5s 5p* 6s 
+ 14% 5s^ 5p^ 5d 6s 
45% 58* 5p* 5d 6s 
+ 14% 5s* 5p* 5d 6s 
+ 11% 5s* 5p* 5d 6s 
+ 5% 5s 5p* 6s 
45% 5s* 5p* 5d 6s 
+ 19% 5s* 5p* 5d 6s 
+ 9% 5s* 5p* 5d 6s 
+ 9% 5s 5p* 6s 
41% 5s* 5p* 5d 6s 
+ 14% 5s* 5p* 5d 63 
( «2>^D) 2D) ^ D 
«1>*P) 3P 
((<2>^D) *D) ^  
( « 2 > ' D ) *D) ^ 
«1>*P) ^ S 
( «2>^D) *D) ^ D 
«3>*D) ^ P 
«1>*P) ^ P 
«1>*P) ^ P 
«3>*D) ^ 
«1>*P) ^ 
( «2>^P) *F) ^ F 
((<2>^D) *D) b 
( «2>^P) *D) ^  
((<2>^P) *P) ^ P 
( «2>^P) *P) ^ P 
( (<2>^P) *F) =F 
((<2>^P)*P)^P 
( «2>^P) *P) ^ P 
(«0>^S)*S)^S 
( {<2>^P) *P) ^ P 
( «2>^D) *S) ^ S 
( «2>^P) *D) ^  
(«0>^S)*S)^S 
(«0>^S)*S)^S 
( «2>^P) *D) ^ D 
((<2>^P) *P) ^ P 
( «2>^P) *D) ^ D 
((<2>^P) *D) ^  
((<0>^S)*S)^S 
((<2>^P) *P) ^ P 
( «2>^P) *P) ^ P 
( (<2>^P) *P) =P 
((<2>^D)*P)^P 
( (<2>^P) *P) =P 
( «2>^D) *S) ^ S 
({<2>^P) *D) h> 
((<0>^S) *D) ^ D 
( «2>^P) *P) ^ P 
( «2>^P) *P) ^ P 
( «2>^D) *P) ^ P 
((<2>^P) *P) ^ P 
( «2>^P) *P) ^ P 
(«2>^D)*P)^P 
( «2>^P) *P) ^ P 
( «2>^P) *D) ^  
( «2>^D) *D) hi 
( «2>^P) *P) ^ P 
( «2>^D) *P) ^ P 
( «2>^D) *P) ^ P 
((<2>^P) *P) ^ P 
( «2>^P) *P) ^ P 
( «2>^D) *D) ^ D 










0.0 -70.0 70.0 




197307.6 197086.0 222.0 
- 201587.0 
203452.6 203647.0 -194.0 
+ 12% 5s 5p4 6s 
-1- 8% 5s 
17% 5s 
+ 14% 5s^ 





+ 13% 5s 5p* 6s 
33% 5s=^  
+ 15% 5s^ 
+ 8% 5s2 







+ 19% 5s 5p^ 6s 
+ 7% 5s ; 
+ 7%.5s ] 
57% 5s* 
+ 38% 5s* 
80% 5p= 
+ 18% 5p^ 
49% 5p^ 
+ 27% 5p^ 
+ 18% 5p^ 
+ 5% 5p= 
66% 5p^ 
+ 31% 5p^ 
62% 5p' 
+ 18% 5p= 
+ 14% Sp'* 
+ 5% 5p' 
86% 5s* 
+ 14% 5s* 
86% 5s* 





















88% 4f 5s* 5p^ 
+ 7% 4f 5s* 5p^ 
72% 4f 5s* 5p^ 
+ 13% 4f 5s* 5p^ 
+ 6% 4f 5s* 5p^ 
23% 4f 5s* 5p^ 
+ 23% 4f 5s* 5p^ 
+ 22% 4f 5s* 5p^ 
+ 11% 4f 5s* 5p^ 
53% 58* 
+ 15% 5s* 
+ 9% 5s* 





25% 4f 5s* 5p^ 
+ 23% 4f 5s* 5p^ 
+ 20% 4f 5s* 5p^ 
+ 9% 4f 5s* 5p^ 
33% 5s* 5p^ 6p 
+ 19% 4f 5s* 5p^ 
+ 12% 4f 5s* 5p^ 
+ 11% 5s* 5p^ 6p 
(«2>^D)*D)^ 
( «2>^P) *P) ^P 
((<2>3p) *P) 3p 
6s («2>^D)*S)^S 
6s («2>^P)*P)3p 




























«1>*P) ^  
(<3>*S) ^ F 
«3>*D) ^ F 
«1>*P) ^ F 
«3>*D) ^F 
«3>*D) ^  




«1>*P) ^  
{<1>*P) ^ P 
«3>*D)^F 
(<3>*D) ^ P 
«3>*D) ^  
«1>*P) ^  
«3>*S)^P 
«3>*D) ^ F 





213289.1 213319.0 -30.0 
214512.6 214581.0 -68.0 
- 218904.0 
220183.8 220075.0 109.0 
- 222854.0 
227038.3 227177.0 -139.0 
232043.9 231973.0 71.0 
- 237869.0 
241223.4 241166.0 57.0 




31% 4f 58^ 5p^ 
+ 22% 4f 5s^ 5p^ 
+ 12% 4f 5s^ 5p^ 
+ 7% 4f 5s^ 5p^ 
32% 4f 5s^ 5p^ 
+ 29% 4f 5s^ 5p^ 
+ 23% 4f 5s^ 5p^ 
+ 4% 4f 5s^ 5p^ 
34% 5s^ 5p^ 6p 
+ 27% 5s^ 5p^ 6p 
+ 12% 53^ 5p^ 6p 
+ 9% 5s^ 5p^ 6p 
27% 53^ 5p^ 6p 
+ 24%. 53^ 5p^ 6p 
+ 15% 5s^ 5p^ 6p 
+ 9% 5s^ 5p^ 6p 
68% 4f 5s^ 5p^ 
+ 12% 4f 53^ 5p^ 
+ 10% 4f 5s^ 5p^ 
+ 4% 4f 53^ 5p^ 
50% 53^ 5p^ 6p 
+ 24% 53^ 5p^ 6p 
+ 9% 5s^ 5p^ 6p 
+ 5% 5s^ 5p^ 6p 
53% 4f 5s^ 5p^ 
+ 17% 4f 53^ 5p^ 
+ 10% 4f 53^ 5p^ 
+ 6% 4f 5s^ 5p^ 
68% 53^ 5p^ 6p 
+ 18% 5s^ 5p^ 6p 
+ 5% 53^ 5p^ 6p 
53% 53^ 5p^ 6p 
+ 23% 53^ 5p^ 6p 
+ 15% 5s^ 5p^ 6p 
59% 4f 5s^ 5p^ 
+ 15% 4f 53^ 5p^ 
+ 4% 53^ 5p^ 6p 
39% 53^ 5p^ 6p 
+16% 5s^ 5p^ 6p 
+16% 53^ 5p^ 6p 
+ 7% 4f 53^ 5p^ 
47% 53^ 5p^ 6p 
+ 13% 5s^ 5p^ 6p 
+ 11% 53^ 5p^ 6p 
+ 9% 53^ 5p^ 6p 
69% 5s^ Sp^ 7p 
+ 1 2 % 53^ 5p^ 7p 
+ 6% 53^ 5p^ 7p 
+ 6% 53^ 5p^ 7p 
68% 53^ 5p^ 7p 
+ 13% 53^ 5p^ 7p 
+ 8% 5s^ 5p^ 7p 
34% 53^ 5p^ 7p 
+ 20% 5s^ 5p^ 7p 
«3>2D) ^ D 
«3>^D) ^ P 
«3>2D) ^ F 




«1>^P) ^  





«3>^D) ^ F 
«3>^D) ^P 
«3>*S) ^ P 
«1>^P) ^ F 




«3>^D) ^  
(<3>^D) ^D 
«1>^P) ^P 
«1>^P) ^  
«3>^D)^P 
«1>^P) ^ F 
«3>^D) ^  
(<3>^D) ^D 
«3>^D) ^P 








«1>^P) ^  
«3>^D)^F 
«1>=^P) ^ D 
«1>^P) ^P 











«3>^D) ^ D 
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+ 10% 5s^ 5p^ 7p «3>^D)^D 
+ 10% Ss^ 5p^ 7p «3>*S)^P 
- 281533.0 - 37% Ss^ 5p^ 7p «3>^D)^P 
+ 20% Ss^ 5p^ 7p « 3 > 2 D ) ^ 
+ 11% 5s^ 5p^ 7p «3>^D)^P 
+ 9% Ss^ 5p^ 7p «3>*S)^P 
- 284483.0 - 30% 5s 5p* 6s («2>^P)*P)=P 
+ 28% 5s 5p* 6s ( «2>^P) *P) ^ P 
+ 20% 5s^ 5p^ 7p «3>^D)3D 
+ 8% 5s2 5p^ 7p «3>^D)3P 
- 286712.0 - 36% 5s^ 5p^ 7p « 3 > 2 D ) 3 P 
+ 23% 5s 5p* 6s ( «2>^P) *P) ^ P 
+ 22% 5s^ 5p^ 7p (<3>^D)^ 
+ 11%. 5s^ 5p^ 7p «3>^D)^D 
- 289403.0 - 64% 5s^ 5p^ 7p (<3>^D)^D 
+ 17% 5s^ 5p^ 7p «3>^D)^P 
+ 7% 5s 5p* 6s («2>^P)*P)^P 
+ 4% 5s^ 5p^ 7p «3>^D)^ 
- 291037.0 - 46% 5s 5p* 6s («2>^P)*P)^P 
+ 22% 5s 5p* 6s ( «2>^P) *P) ^ P 
+ 18% 5s^ 5p^ 7p «3>^D)3p 
+ 5% 5s^ 5p^ 5d 6s («2>^P)*P)^P 
- 300226.0 - 53% 5s^ 5p^ 7p «l>2p)^ 
+ 28% 5s^ 5p^ 7p «l>2p)^D 
+ 17% 5s2 5p^ 7p (<l>2p)^P 
- 307382.0 - 30% 5s 5p* 6s ( «2>^D) ^ D) hi 
+ 20% 5s^ 5p' 7p (<l>2p)^D 
+ 9% 5s^ 5p^ 5d 6s («2>^D)^D)^ 
+ 8% 5s^ 5p^ 7p «1>^P)^ 
- 308853.0 - 23% 5s^ 5p^ 7p «l>2p)^ 
+ 20% 5s 5p* 6s («2>^D)^D)^D 
+ 15% 5s^ 5p^ 7p «l>2p)^D 
+ 9% 5s=^  5p^ 7p «3>^D)^F 
- 310363.0 - 49% 58^ 5p^ 7p «1>^P)^P 
+ 18% 5s^ 5p^ 7p «l>2p)^D 
+ 11% 5a^ 5p^ 7p «3>^D)^ 
+ 5% 5s2 5p^ 7p «3>2D)^D 
- 315145.0 - 50% 5s 5p* 6s {«2>^D>2D)1D 
+ 13% 5s^ 5p^ 5d 6s («2>^D'^D)^D 
+ 11% 5s 5p* 6s ( « 2 > ^ D ' 2 D ) ^ 
+ 5% 5s2 5p2 5d 6s ((<2>^P*2p)^P 
- 320897.0 - 43% 58^ 5p^ 5d 6s («2>V*F)^F 
+ 14% 5s^ 5p^ 5d 6s («2>^P>*D)^ 
+ 11% 5s^ 5p^ 5d 6s («2>V2p)^P 
+ 7% 5s 5p* 6s («2>^D>2D)^D 
- 323162.0 - 33% 58^ 5p^ 5d 6s («2>VP)'P 
+ 31% 5s2 5p^ 5d 6s («2>^P>*F)=F 
+ 18% 5s 5p* 6s («2>^P'2p)^P 
+ 7% 5s 5p* 6s ( (<2>^D'^D) ^ D 
- 329197.0 - 71% 5s^ 5p^ 5d 6s («2>^P'*F)^F 
+ 14% 5s2 5p2 5d 6s («2>^P'^D)^ 
+ 4% Ss^ 5p2 5d 6s («0>^S»^D)^D 
- 331251.0 - 40% Ss^ 5p2 5d 6s («2>^D'2F)^F 





































































































































































































































































































































((<2>^ D*^ P)^ P 














































200053.2 200120.0 -67.0 
- 205012.0 
- 206892.0 
215168.9 215497.0 -328.0 
- 216427.0 
217696.6 217747.0 -50.0 
- 218657.0 
220632.9 220600.0 33.0 
- 226289.0 
- 230053.0 
+ 7% 5p^ 6p 
68% 5p^ 6p 
+29% 5p^ 6p 
42% 5p^ 6p 
+ 33% 5p^ 6p 
+ 24% 5p^ 6p 
76% 4f 5s^ 5p^ 
+ 7% 4f 5s^ 5p^ 
+ 5% 4f 5s^ 5p^ 
31% 4f 5s^ 5p^ 
+ 15% 4f 5s^ 5p^ 
+ 15% 4f 5s^ 5p^ 
+ 11% 4f 5s^ 5p^ 
46% 4f 5s^ 5p^ 
+ 13% 4f 5s^ 5p^ 
+ 12% 4f 5s^ 5p^ 
+ 9% 4f 5s^ 5p^ 
53% 4f 5s^ 5p^ 
+ 18% 4f 5s^ 5p^ 
+ 11% 4f 5s^ 5p^ 
+ 5% 4f 5s^ 5p^ 
73% 5s^ 5p^ 6p 
+ 18% 5s^ 5p^ 6p 
67% 4f 5s^ 5p^ 
+ 30% 4f 5s^ 5p^ 
50% 4f 5s^ 5p^ 
+ 26% 4f 5s^ 5p^ 
+ 5% 4f 5s^ 5p^ 
+ 5% 4f 5s^ 5p^ 
39% 53^ 5p^ 6p 
+ 15% 4f 5s^ 5p^ 
+ 13% 5s^ 5p^ 6p 
+ 11% 5s^ 5p^ 6p 
45% 4f 5s^ 5p^ 
+ 14% 5s^ 5p^ 6p 
+ 11% 4f 58^ 5p^ 
+ 9% 4f 5s^ 5p^ 
29% 5s^ 5p^ 6p 
+ 25% 5s^ 5p^ 6p 
+ 12% 4f 5s^ 5p^ 
+ 12% 5s^ 5p^ 6p 
27% 4f 5s^ 5p^ 
+26% 5s^ 5p^ 6p 
+ 15% 4f 5s^ 5p^ 
+ 9% 4f 5s^ 5p^ 
47% 5s^ 5p^ 6p 
+ 32% Ss^ 5p^ 6p 
+ 15% 58^ 5p^ 6p 
52% 4f 5s^ 5p^ 
+ 28% 4f 58^ 5p^ 
+ 9% 4f 58^ 5p^ 
26% 4f 58^ 5p^ 







«3>*S) ^ F 
«1>^P) ^ F 
«3>^D) ^ G 
«3>*S)^F 
(<3>^D) ^ 6 
(<3>'D) ^ F 
«l>2p) ^ F 




« 3 > 2 D ) b 
«l>2p) ^D 
«3>*S)^F 
« 3 > 2 D ) ^ G 
{<3>*S) ^P 
«1>^P) ^  
«3>^D) ^F 
«3>*S) ^F 
«3>^D) ^ F 
«1>^P) ^ F 
«3>^D) ^  
«3>*S) ^ F 
«3>^D) ^ F 
«1>^P) ^F 
«3>*S)^P 
«3>^D) ^ F 
«1>^P) ^F 
«3>^D) ^F 
«l>2p) ^ G 
«l>2p) ^D 
«3>^D) ^ F 
«3>^D) ^  
«1>^P) ^ G 
(<3>^D)^F 
«1>^P) ^ 6 
«3>^D) ^D 
«3>^D) ^ F 
«3>^D) ^ G 
«3>^D) ^D 
«3>^D) ^ F 
«3>^D) ^ F 
«1>^P) ^  
«3>^D) ^D 
(<1>^P) ^ F 
«1>^P) ^ F 
























































































4f 5s^ 5p^ 
4f 5s^ 5p^ 
58^ 5p^ 6p 
58^ 5p^ 6p 
58^ 5p^ 6p 
58^ 5p^ 6p 
5s^ 5p^ 7p 
58^ 5p^ 7p 
58 5p* 68 
58^ 5p^ 5d 6s 
58 5p* 6s 
58^ 5p^ 7p 
58^ 5p^ 7p 
58^ 5p^ 7p 
5s^ 5p^ 7p 
58^ 5p^ 7p 
58^ 5p^ 7p 
58^ 5p^ 7p 
58^ 5p^ 7p 
58^ 5p^ 7p 
58^ 5p^ 7p 
58^ 5p^ 7p 
5s 5p* 68 
58^ 5p^ 7p 
58^ 5p^ 7p 
58 5p* 6s 
58^ 5p^ 5d 6s 
5s^ 5p^ 7p 
5s^ 5p^ 5d 6s 
5s^ 5p^ 5d 68 
58^ 5p^ 5d 6s 
5s* 5p* 5d 68 
58* 5p* 5d 68 
5s* 5p* 5d 6s 
5s* 5p* 5d 6s 
58* 5p* 5d 68 
5s* 5p* 5d 6s 
5s* 5p* 5d 6s 
58* 5p* 5d 6s 
5s* 5p* 5d 6s 
5s* 5p* 5d 6s 
5s* 5p* 5d 6s 
58* 5p* 5d 68 
5s* 5p* 5d 6s 
5s* 5p* 5d 6s 
5s* 5p* 5d 6s 
5s* 5p* 5d 68 
58* 5p* 5d 6s 
5s* 5p* 5d 6s 
5s* 5p* 5d 68 
58* 5p* 5d 6s 
58 5p* 6s 
58* 5p* 5d 6s 
58* 5p* 5d 6s 
<1>*P) ^F 
<1>*P) ^G 





<1>*P) ^  
(<2>^ P'*P)=P 
«2>V*P)5p 
« 2 > ^ D ' * D ) ^ 
<3>*D) ^F 





<3>*D) ^ F 
:<3>*D) ^D 
<3>*D) ^ F 
<3>*D) ^F 
;<1>*P) ^  
«2>^D) *D) ^  
:<3>*D) ^F 
:<3>*D) ^ F 
«2>^D) *D) ^  
«2>^D) *D) ^  
:<1>*P) ^  
«2>^P) *F) ^F 
«2>^P) *D) h> 
«2>^P) *F) ¥ 
«2>^D) *F) ^F 
«2>3p) *F) ^F 
«2>^P) *D) ^  
«2>^P) *F) ^F 
(<2>^P) *F) ^F 
«2>^P) *D) ^  
«2>^D) *F) ^F 
«2>^D) *F) ^ F 
«2>^P) *F) ^F 
«2>3p) *D) ^  
«2>^P) *D) ^  
«2>^P)*D)^ 
«2>^D) *F) ^F 
(<2>^P) *F) ^F 
«2>^P) *D) ^  
«2>^D)*G)^G 
«2>3p) *D) ^  
«2>^P) *F) ^ F 
«2>3p) *P) 5p 
«2>^P) *P) =P 
«2>^P) *P) ^ P 
«2>^D) *G) ^ G 












































































































5s^ 5p^ 5d 
5s^ 5p^ 5d 
5s=^  5p^ 5d 
5s^ 5p^ 5d 
53^ 5p^ 5d 
5s^ 5p^ 5d 
5s^ 5p2 5d 
5s 5p' 6s 
5s^ 5p^ 5d 
5s^ 5p^ 5d 
5s^ 5p2 5d 
5s^ 5p^ 5d 
5s- 5p^ 5d 
5s^ 5p^ 5d 
5s^ 5p^ 5d 
5s 5p^ 6s 
5s^ 5p^ 5d 
5s^ 5p^ 5d 
5s^ 5p2 5d 
5s^ 5p^ 5d 
58^ 5p^ 5d 
58^ 5p^ 5d 
58^ 5p^ 5d 
5s^ 5p2 5d 
5p^ 6p 
4f 58^ 5p^ 
4f 58^ 5p^ 
4f 58^ 5p^ 
4f 58^ 5p^ 
4f 5s^ 5p^ 
4f 58^ 5p^ 
4f 5s^ 5p^ 
4f 58^ 5p^ 
4f 5s^ 5p^ 
4f 5s^ 5p^ 
4f 5s^ 5p^ 
4f 5s^ 5p^ 
4f 58^ 5p^ 
4f 5s^ 5p^ 
4f 58^ 5p^ 
4f 58^ 5p^ 
4f 58^ 5p^ 
4f 58^ 5p^ 
4f 58^ 5p^ 
4f 5s^ 5p^ 
4f 58^ 5p^ 
4f 5s^ 5p^ 
4f 5s^ 5p^ 
4f 58^ 5p^ 
4f 5s^ 5p^ 
4f 5s^ 5p^ 
4f 5s^ 5p^ 
53^ 5p^ 6p 
6s («2>^D)^G)^G 
6s («2>^P)*D)^ 
68 ( « 2 > ^ D ) 2 F ) ^ F 
6s ( « 2 > ^ D ) 2 F ) ^ F 
6s («2>^P)^D)^ 
6s ( « 2 > ^ D ) 2 D ) ^ 
6s ( « 2 > ^ P ) 2 F ) ^ F 
( (<2>^D) ^ D) ^ D 
6s ( « 2 > ^ P ) ^ F ) ^ F 
6s (« 2 > ^ D ) 2 F ) ^ F 
6s ( « 0 > ^ S ) 2 D ) ^ 
6s («2>^D)^D)^ 
6s («2>^D)^D)^D 
6s ( « 0 > ^ S ) 2 D ) ^ 
6s («2>^P)^D)^D 











(<l>2p) ^ G 
(<1>=^ P) ^ F 
(<3>^S) ^ F 
«3>^D) ^ F 
«3>*S)^F 
«3>^D) ^ H 
«3>^D) ^ G 
«3>*S)^F 
«1>^P) ^ G 
«1>^P) ^ G 
«3>^D) ^ H 
«3>^D) ^ F 
(<1>^P) ^ G 
«l>2p) ^ F 
«3>^D) ^ F 
«3>*S)^F 
«3>^D) ^ H 
«3>^D) ^ G 
(<3>^D) ^ G 
«3>^D) ^ G 
{<3>^D) ^ F 
«1>^P) ^ G 
«1>^P) ^ G 
«1>^P) ^ F 
«3>^D) ^ F 
«1>^P) ^ G 




































































4f 5s^ 5p^ 
4f 58^ 5p^ 
4f 58^ 5p^ 
4f 5s^ 5p^ 
4f 58^ 5p^ 
4f 58^ 5p^ 
4f 5s^ 5p^ 
4f 5s^ 5p^ 
58^ 5p^ 7p 
58^ 5p^ 5d 
58^ 5p^ 5d 
58^ 5p^ 5d 
58^ 5p^ 5d 
58^ 5p^ 5d 
58^ 5p^ 5d 
5s^ 5p^ 5d 
58^ 5p* 5d 
58^ 5p^ 5d 
58^ 5p^ 5d 
58^ 5p^ 5d 
58^ 5p^ 5d 
58^ 5p^ 5d 
58^ 5p^ 5d 
58^ 5p^ 5d 
58^ 5p^ 5d 
58^ 5p^ 5d 
58^ 5p^ 5d 
58^ 5p^ 5d 
58^ 5p^ 5d 




4 f 5s^ 
4 f 5s^ 
4 f 58^ 
4 f 58^ 5p^ 
4 f 5s^ 5p^ 
4 f 58^ 
4 f 58^ 
4 f 5 s * 5p^ 
4 f 58=^  5p^ 
4 f 58* 5p^ 
4 f 58* 5p^ 
4 f 58* 5p^ 






58* 5p* 5 d 
4 f 58* 
4 f 5 s * 
« 1 > * P ) G^ 
(<1>*P)^G 
« 1 > * P ) ^F 
«3>*D)^H 
« 1 > * P ) G^ 

































































« 3 > * S ) ^F 
« 1 > * P ) G^ 
«3>*D) G^ 
«3>*D) H^ 
« 1 > * P ) G^ 











6 s («2>^D)*G)^G 
6 s («2>^D)*G)^G 
68 («2>^P)*F)^F 
- 2 0 1 2 4 6 . 0 100% 4 f 5 s * 5p^ «3>*D) H^ 
< 1 > , <2> and <3> represent seniority numbers 
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Table 4.4:Least Squares Fitted energy parameters 











Gi( 5s, 5p) 
























G (^ 5p, 5d) 



































































































































5s 5p^ -5s^ 5p^ 6s 
5s 5p^ -5s^ 5p^ 7s 
5s 5p^ -5s^ 5p^ 8s 
5s5p^-5s^5p^5d 
5s5p^-5s^5p'6d 
5s 5p^ -5s^ 5p' 7d 
5s^ 5p' 6s -5s^ 5p^ 7s 
5s^ 5p^ 6s -5s^ 5p^ 8s 
5s^ 5p^ 6s -5s^ 5p^ 5d 




















R'( 5p, 5p; 5s, 6s) 
R'( 5p, 5p; 5s, 7s) 
R'( 5p, 5p; 5s, 8s) 
R'( 5p, 5p; 5s, 5d) 
R'( 5p, 5p; 5s, 6d) 
R'( 5p, 5p; 5s, 7d) 
R°( 5p, 6s; 5p, 7s) 
R'( 5p, 6s; 7s, 5p) 
R°( 5p, 6s; 5p, 8s) 
R'( 5p, 6s; 8s, 5p) 
R^( 5p, 6s; 5p, 5d) 
R'( 5p, 6s; 5d, 5p) 
R^( 5p, 6s; 5p, 6d) 
R'( 5p, 6s; 6d, 5p) 
R^( 5p, 6s; 5p, 7d) 
R'( 5p, 6s; 7d, 5p) 
R°( 5p, 7s; 5p, 8s) 
R'( 5p, 7s; 8s, 5p) 
R^( 5p, 7s; 5p, 5d) 
R'( 5p, 7s; 5d, 5p) 









































































































































5s^ 5p^ 7s 
5s^ 5p^ 8s 
5s^ 5p^ 8s 
5s^ 5p^ 8s 
5s^ 5p^ 5d 
5s^ 5p^ 5d 








R'( 5p, 7s; 6d, 5p) 
R^( 5p, 7s; 5p, 7d) 
R'( 5p, 7s; 7d, 5p) 
R^( 5p, 8s; 5p, 5d) 
R'( 5p, 8s; 5d, 5p) 
R^( 5p, 8s; 5p, 6d) 
R'( 5p, 8s; 6d, 5p) 
R^( 5p, 8s; 5p, 7d) 
R'( 5p, 8s; 7d, 5p) 
R°( 5p, 5d; 5p, 6d) 
R^( 5p, 5d; 5p, 6d) 
R'( 5p, 5d; 6d, 5p) 
R^( 5p, 5d; 6d, 5p) 
R^C 5p, 5d; 5p, 7d) 
R^( 5p, 5d; 5p, 7d) 
R'(5p,5d;7d,5p) 
R^( 5p, 5d; 7d, 5p) 
R°( 5p, 6d; 5p, 7d) 
R^( 5p, 6d; 5p, 7d) 
R'( 5p, 6d; 7d, 5p) 





















































































Table 4.5 :Least Squares Fitted energy parameters of 
even parity configurations of Cs IV 















































































































































5s 5p'* 6s 
5p'6p 










G'( 5s, 5p) 
G°( 5s, 6s) 



















G'( 5p, 6s) 
G^( 5d, 6s) 
R \ 5p, 5p; 5p, 6p) 




































































































































R°( 5p, 5p; 5p, 7p) 
R^( 5p, 5p; 5p, 7p) 
R°( 5s, 5s; 5s, 6s) 
R'( 5S, 5p; 5p, 6s) 
R°( 5s, 5p; 6s, 5p) 
R'( 5S, 5s; 5p, 6p) 
R'( 5p, 5p; 5d, 6s) 
R ° ( 5p, 6p; 5p, 7p) 
R\5p,6p;5p,7p) 
R°( 5p, 6p; 7p, 5p) 
R \ 5p, 6p; 7p, 5p) 
R'( 5S, 6p; 5p, 6s) 
R°( 5s, 6p; 6s, 5p) 
R'( 5S, 5s; 5p, 5p) 
Ss^ 5p^ 6p -5s^ 5p^ 5d 6s R'( 5p, 6p; 5d, 6s) 
5s^5p^7p-5s5p''6s 
5s^5p^7p-5s5p*6s 
R'( 5p, 6p; 6s, 5d) 
R'( 5S, 7p; 5p, 6s) 
R°( 5s, 7p; 6s, 5p) 
R'( 5p, 7p; 5d, 6s) 
5s^ 5p^ 7p -5s^ 5p^ 5d 6s R'( 5p, 7p; 6s, 5d) 




R'( 5s, 6s; 5p, 6p) 




























































































where n = number of known levels & 
m = number of free parameters. 
Eave is the average configuration energy with respect to the Eave of the ground 
state. 
\ 
CESWM ATOMS (Cs 'U ) 
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5.1. Introduction 
The fifth spectrum of cesium (Cs V) belongs to Sb I isoelectronic 
sequence with ground configuration 5s^  5p^  with five energy levels '*S 3/2 ,^03/2,5/2 
and Pi/2,3/2. This spectrum was completely unknown until very recently. The work 
on this spectrum was first reported by Tauheed and Joshi [ 1 ] in 1993. They 
recorded the spectrum in the region 300 - 1240 A on a 3-m normal incidence 
vacuum spectrograph in Antigonish (Canada). They studied 5s 5p - [5s5p + 
5 s 5p ( 5d +6s ) ] transition array and thereby established all the five levels of 
ground configuration and 42 of the 44 levels of 5s^  5p^  (5d + 6s ) + 5s5p'* 
configurations. The two levels with J = 9/2 could not be established. 
Cs V is basically a three-electron system and exhibits quite a 
complex structure. All three spins orientation in the same direction constitutes a 
quartet term while any one of them in anti-parallel direction gives rise to doublet 
structure. The detailed structure of Cs V can be summarized in the following 
section. 
5.2. Energy Level Structure of Cs V 
Since the ground configuration is 5s 5p , therefore, the lowest 
excited configuration is observed as its core excitation fi^om 5s to 5p giving 5s5p'* 
configuration while the other excitations are fi-om the outer shell like 5p nd, 5p ns , 
5p np, 5p nf, or in general 5p n€. However, the further excitation of the core 
excited configuration 5s5p'* leads to 5s 5p^  ( 5d + 6s ) configurations for even parity 
system and 5s 5p^  ( 4f + 6p ) for odd parity configurations. The internal excitation of 
the excited configurations 5s^  5p^  (5d +6s) contributes to two more odd parity 
configurations 5s^  5p 5d^  and 5s^5p6s .^ The excitation of the configuration 5s 5p'* 
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gives 5p^, 5s 5p^ (5d + 6s). The levels arising out from different configurations are 
given below: 
5 s ' 5 p ' : %/2, ' D 3 / 2 , ' D 5 / 2 / P I / 2 > ' P 3 / 2 
5 s 5 p ' : ( ' P ) ' P , / 2 ,3/2,5/2 
P 1/2 > 3/2 
( » D ) ' D 3 / 2 , 5 / 2 
( ' S ) ' S , / 2 
5s '5p 'nd : C?)'Pm ,3/2.5/2 
D 1/2 ,3/2,5/2.7/2 
F 3/2 ,5/2 .7/2 > 9/2 
(• D 
P 1/2 , 
' D 3 / 2 , 
F 5/2 , 
) ' S , / 2 
^ P l / 2 










('S) 'D3/2. 5/2 
,2<^2 _ . ^3r.x 4] 
P 1/2 , 3/2 
Ss'Sp^ns : (^P) P^,/2 ,3/2.5/2 
2^  
(^D) ^ 0 3/2, 5/2 
( ' S ) ^S 1/2 
5s^5p^ np C P ) 'S3/2. 
4 T > 
1/2 J 3/2 , 5/2 
' D , / 2 , 3/2 , 5/2 J 7/2 
1/2 
1/2 J 3/2 
D 3 / 2 J 5/2 
( ' D ) 2P 1/2,3/2 
^D 3/2, 5/2 
5/2, 7/2 
( S ) P 1/2,3/2 
5s^5p^ nf : ( P ) D 1/2 > 3 /2 ,5 /2 ,7 /2 
F 3/2 . 5 / 2 , 7 / 2 > 9/2 
5/2 > 7/2 > 9/2 , 11/2 






( D ) P 1/2 »3/2 
2 D 3/2 > 5/2 
5/2 > 7/2 
100 
7/2 5 9/2 
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H 9/2 > 11/2 
I c \ 2 ( ' S ) ^ F 5 / 2 . 7/2 
-^4 p \ 5 c \ 6 
5s 5p 5d : (( S ) S) D 1/2 ,3/2 .5/2.7/2, 9/2 
D a 1 / 2 * 3 / 2 , 5 / 2 j 7/2 
1/2 J 3/2 , 5/2 » 7/2 
2 D 3/2 , 5/2 
( ( ' D ) ^ D ) ' S 3 / 2 
1/2 . 3/2, 5/2 
D 1/2 J 3/2 , 5 / 2 , 7 / 2 
3 / 2 * 5 / 2 , 7 / 2 , 9/2 
G 5 / 2 , 7 / 2 , 9 / 2 , 11/2 
>al/2 
a 1/2 J 3/2 
D, 'a 3/2 > 5/2 
a 5/2 > 7/2 
la 7/2 , 9/2 
( ( ' D ) ' D ) 'Sb,/2 
2 p 
b 1/2 > 3/2 
D, b 3/2 > 5/2 
b 5/2 J 7/2 
'b 7/2 > 9/2 
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( ( ' P ) ¥ ) ' P , / 2 ,3/2,5/2 
D 1/2 > 3/2 ,5/2 , 7/2 
3/2 > 5/2 , 7/2 , 9/2 
a 1/2 > 3/2 
D 'a 3/2 » 5/2 
Fa 5/2 > 7/2 
2T» \ 1 ( ( ^ P ) ' P ) ^ P b 1/2 , 3/2 
D b 3/2 ) 5/2 
Fb5/2> 7/2 
5s5p' 6s : ( ( ' * S ) ' S ) ^85/2 
Sa3/2 
( ( ' S ) ' S ) 'Sb3/2 
«'2 T-v \ 3T-.X 4 ( ( D ) D) D 1/2 , 3/2 , 5/2 » 7/2 
D, a 3/2 . 5/2 
( ( ' D ) ^ D ) 2 D b 3 / 2 ,5/2 
^ 1 / 2 J 3/2 , 5 /2 
"a 1/2 , 3/2 
(-2 n X lr.x 2 ( r p ) ' p ) ' P b 1/2 ,3/2 
5s^5p 5 d ' : CF) ' *D , /2 ,3/2.5/2.7/2 
F 3/2 J 5 / 2 . 7 / 2 J 9/2 
G 5/2 > 7/2 J 9/2 , 11/2 
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D 3/2 J 5/2 
5/2 , 7/2 
7/2 , 9 /2 
CP) 3/2 
1/2 > 3/2 , 5/2 
D 1/2 . 3 / 2 , 5 / 2 > 7/2 
1/2 
1/2 » 3/2 
D 3/2 > 5/2 
( G ) F 5/2 ,7/2 
G 7/2 J 9/2 
H 9 / 2 , 11/2 
(^D) ' P , / 2 ,3/2 
D3/2, 5/2 
5/2 > 7/2 
( S ) P 1/2.3/2 
-2 f-_ ^2 . / let s 2 5s^5p6s^ : C S ) ^ P ,/2 .3/2 
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5 p ' : ( ' S ) ^P, /2 .3 /2 
The above structure shows the complexity of the Cs V spectrum. The 
respective position of the centre of gravity of these configurations and its variation 
along the isoelectronic sequence can be seen in Fig 5.1. The energy spreads and their 
overlap region can be seen in Fig 5.2 and 5.3 for even and odd configurations, 
respectively. 
5.3. Analysis and Discussion 
The basic configurations of Sb I sequence were known in Sb I [ 1 ], Te II 
[ 2 ], I III [ 3 ], Xe IV [ 4 ], Cs V[ 5], Ba VI [6] and La VII [7]. So, we started with 
the extrapolated least squares fitted parameters for ground configuration 5 s 5p^  and 
5s 5p'* , 5s^  5p^ ( 5d + 6s ) for the excited ones, to get a very precise ab initio 
predictions fi'om Relativistic Hartree-Fock calculations of Cowan's code [8,9]. The 
analysis began with the verification of the reported levels of Cs V [ 5 ] in the light of 
these predictions. The three excited configurations partly overlapped each other so it 
was necessary to see their strong interaction effect. Actually not only these three but 
four more configurations were incorporated in the configuration interaction 
calculations, namely, 5p^ (6d + 7d + 7s + 8s ) with parameter scaling as : 
Eav=100%, ^ =100%,F* '=85%,G' ' = 80%,and R ' ' = 8 0 % . 
The levels published in ref [ 5 ] were all verified and they were found to be 
quite satisfactory. All the reported levels of 5s 5p , 5s 5p , 5s 5p ( 5d + 6s ) 
configurations are, therefore, confirmed in the present work. 
Once the reported levels of 5p 5d & 5p 6s were confirmed, we used 
the similar parameter scaling for 5p^  6d and 5p^  7s. Since, 5p^  6d and 5p^  7s lie 
quite above the 5p^  5d & 5p^  6s configurations, as evident from Fig 5.2, therefore, 
























Tel l XelV CsV BaVI LA VII 
fig 5.1 : E^^ i^; for Sb I isoelectronic sequence where filled circles 
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Fig 5.2: Energy spread of various even parity configurations in CsV, 






Fig.5.3: Energy spread of various configurations in tlie 
odd parity system of Cs v. 
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wavelength region was not very good for normal-incidence recording (as shown in 
the appendix), because reflectivity of grating falls considerably in this region. 
Therefore, it was difficult to find many pairs during identification. However, when 
data was supplemented with the grazing-incidence recordings of Zeeman's Lab 
(Amsterdam) and NIST (USA), it was then possible to locate the levels of p^  6d and 
p^7s configurations. Most of the levels with strong prediction of transition 
probabilities could be found with supporting lines. These levels were then fitted in to 
the least squares fitted parametric calculations, to obtain the real fitted energy 
parameters or much improved parameters. The remaining level values with single 
strong predicted transitions were then calculated very precisely and it was possible 
to establish them, though with single transitions but with fiill satisfaction. 
5.4. Even Parity Configuration 
5s^  5p^  ( 4f + 6p) Transition Array 
These are the two lowest excited configurations of odd parity. Since 
many of the newly found levels of 5p (6d + 7s) configurations were based on single 
transition and they needed fiirther confirmation, it was therefore, worth trying to 
locate the odd parity levels. Moreover, they were needed to find the unknown levels 
of 5p^ 5d configuration with J = 9/2, which obviously do not combine with groimd 
levels. Therefore, calculations were carried out incorporating 5s 5p , 5p , 5p5d6s, 
5s^ 5p^  ( 4f+5f+6f+6p+7p+8p ) , 5s 5p^  ( 5d + 6s ), 5s^  5p 5d^, 5s^  5p 6s^ and 
5p4f2 configurations. Soon it was clear that 5p^  4f configuration lies much lower 
than 5p 6p as evident fi-om Fig. 5.1, consequently, its combination with 5p 5d gives 
transitions in much higher wavelength region, which was outside our region of 
investigation. However, 5p^ 6p transitions to 5p^  5d fell in our wavelength region, 
and were, therefore, identified. These transitions were observed with reasonable 
intensity and most of the levels were supported by more than one line. All the 
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21 levels of this configuration were established successfully. They also provided an 
opportunity to establish (^ P) '*F9/2 and ( 'D) ^ G9/2 levels of 5p^  5d which had not been 
established so far. The least squares fitted parametric calculations were performed 
for 5p^6p configurations including all the important interactmg configurations with 
5p^  6p, namely, 5s^5p^ 5p^ 4f, 5s5p^ (5d+6s), 5p5d^ , 5p^ 5p6s^  . Several other 
configurations of the odd parity were either very high or showed very little 
interaction with 5p^6p, so they have not been incorporated in the final least squares 
fit. For the unknown configurations the energy parameters were held fixed as : 
Eave and ^=100%, p ' '=85 %,G*' = 75 % , R " = 80 % and oc =-200cm-\ 
The standard deviation of the fit was found to be 125 cm'\ 
5.5. Odd Parity configuration 
5D^ 6P - 5P^ (6d + 7s) Transitions 
Luckily this array was also lying in our wavelength region, which gave us a 
fair chance of fiirther confirming the 5p (6d + 7s) levels. The strongly predicted 
transitions were observed and the levels originally with established transitions fi-om 
the ground levels got confirmed. In some cases where the ground transitions were 
lying in the break region of the plate, the establishment was done by using 5p^  6p 
transitions to them. 
5D^ (7d + 8s) Configurations 
After the successful completion of 5p^ 6d and 5p^ 7s configuration we 
noticed that some lines of Cs V were still left in our region of investigation. This 
prompted us to look into their identification. Keeping an eye on the variation of the 
least squares fitted parameters of 5p^  (5d + 6d + 6s + 7s), the scaling of 5p^  7d and 
5p^  8s were applied accordingly. This gave us very precise prediction of energy 
levels of these two configurations. Obviously, the excitation of 5p 7d and 5p 8s 
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was not expected to be too strong, so, we could find the strong lines only and 
supporting transitions were observed only for a few. The precise parameters scaling 
helped us to locate most of the levels of 5p (7d + 8s) configurations. Some times 
these transitions were too weak to confirm their ionization character. Again, with the 
help of 5p^  6p, two levels of 5p^  7d configuration with J = 9/2, could also be located. 
However, they may be considered as tentative as they are based on single transitions. 
To summarize the analysis of Cs V, 115 levels of the even parity configurations 
{5s5p^ , 5s^  5p^ ( 5d + 6d + 7d + 6s + 7s + 8s )} and 21 levels of the odd parity 
configurations { 5s^  5p^  + 5s^  5p^  6p } have been established in this chapter. In the 
process of this investigation, 299 lines of the spectrum given in table 5,1 have been 
classified. The least squares fitted energy levels are given in tables 5.2 & 5.3 and the 
corresponding energy parameters are given in tables 5.4 & 5.5. 
5.6. The L S Designation 
It is clear from the above mentioned tables that the levels are strongly 
mixed and are showing very strong interactions. When jj coupling was applied to 
calculate them, very little improvement was noticed for odd parity configurations. 
The average LS coupling purity for odd parity was calculated to be 52.4 % while in 
jj coupling it was 66.6 % . In order to conform to the earlier work in the sequence, 
we preferred to adopt LS designation. It should be pointed out here that there are 
only three levels which may be seen as ambiguous as their purity is less than 50 %, 
while for the rest LS designation is still unambiguous and remains a valid 
approximation. 
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5.7. Ionization Potential 
Since two series nd ( 5,6,7 ) and ns ( 6,7,8 ) have been analyzed , therefore, 
for the first time the ionization limit was estimated for this ion. However, we had 
difficulty in picking up the levels having good purity in all three members of the 
sequence. 5p ns series was showing comparatively better purity than 5p nd series. 
We, therefore, selected four sets of levels fi*om 5p ns series, namely, ( P ) P m , 
3T> \ 2 T» / 3 T . \4T» J / S T . \ 4T> „ _ J * £ , c _ 2 „ j u. /I TA \ 2 ( P ) P 1/2, ( P ) P3/2 and (T ) T5/2 and one set fi-om 5p' nd, namely, (' D ) ^  D 3/2 
All the five sets of levels yielded the ionization potential converging at the ground 
(^ Po) of Cs VI is 456550 ± 500 cm"* ( 56.6 ± 0.06 eV). 
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int: visual estimate of the photographic blackening on the plates. 
Ch: line character, b: blended line, 
AX= X(observed)- X(calculated wavelength from levels in table 5.2 s 5 3) 
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Table 5.2 : Observed and least squares fitted levels in 
(cm"^ ) for even parity configurations of Cs V 
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5s* 5p* Sd 
5s 5p* 
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«2>^P)*P + 9% 5s* 5p* 5d «2>^P)*P 
«0>^S)*S 
«2>'P)*P + 31% 5s* 5p* 5d «2>^P)*P 
«0>^S)*S + 6% 5s* 5p* 5d «2>*P)*D 
«2>^P)*D + 18% 5s 5p^ «0>^S)*S 
«2>^D)*S 
«0>^S)*S + 22% 5s* 5p* 5d «2>^P)*P 
«2>^P)*D + 14% 58 5p* «2>^P)*P 
«2>^P)*P + 17% 5s* 5p* 5d «2>*D)*P 
«2>^D)*S + 7% 58 5p* «2>^P)*P 
«2>^P)*P + 20% 5s* 5p* 5d «2>b)*P 
«2>^P)*P + 9% 5s* 5p* 6s «0>^S)*S 
«2>^P)*P + 24% 5s* 5p* 5d «2>^D)*P 
«2>^P)*P + 14% 5s* 5p* 5d «2>^P)*P 
«2>^D)*P + 18% 5s* 5p* 6s «2>^P)*P 
«2>'P)*P + 15% 5s 5p* «2>^P)*P 
«2>^P)*P + 14% 5s* 5p* 6s «2>^P)'P 
«2>^D)*S 
«2>^D)*S + 18% 5s 5p* «0>*S)*S 
«2>^P)*P + 8% 5s 5p* «2>'P)*P 
«0>^S)*S + 7% 5s* 5p* 6s «2>^P)*P 
«2>^P)*P 
«2>^P)*P + 23% 5s* 5p* 7s «2>^P)*P 
«0>^S)*S 
«2>^P) *D + 17% 5s* 5p* 6d «2>^P) *P 
«2>^P)*P 
«2>^P) *P + 15% 5s* 5p* 6d «2>b) *S 
«2>*D)*P + 5% 5s* 5p* 6d «2>^P)*D 
«2>^P)*P + 14% 5s* 5p* 6d «2>^D)*P 
«2>^P)*D + 10% 5s* 5p* 6d «2>'D)*S 
«2>'P)*P + 27% 58* 5p*'7s «2>^P)*P 
«2>b)*P + 11% 5s* 5p* 6d «2>^P)*P 
«2>^P)*D + 7% 5s* 5p* 6d {<2>^P)*P 
«2>^D)*S + 18% 5s* 5p* 6d «2>^P)*P 
«2>^P)*P 
«2>^P)*P + 26% 5s* 5p* 8s «2>^P)*P 
«0>*S)*S 
«0>*S)*S + 8% 5s* 5p* 7s «2>^P)*P 
«2>^P)*P 
«2>'P)*D + 18% 5s* 5p* 7d «2>^P)*P 
«2>'P)*P 
«2>'P)*P + 17% 5s* 5p* 7d «2>^D)*S 
«2>h3) *P + 7% 5s* 5p* 7d «2>^P) *D 
«2>^P)*P + 27% 58* 5p* 8s «2>^P)*P 
«2>^)*P 
«2>^)*P + 19% 5s* 5p* 7d «2>*D)*P 
«2>'P)*D + 10% 5s* 5p* 7d «2>'D)*S 
«2>^D)*P + 16% 5s* 5p* 7d «2>^P)*P 
{<2>^P)*D + 8% 58* 5p* 7d «2>^P)*P 
«2>^D>*S + 21% 58* 5p* 7d «2>^P)*P 
«2>^P) *P 















































































































84% 5s 5p* «2>^I>) *P + 9% 5s^ 5p^ 5d «2>^P) *B 
60% 5s 5p* (<2>^D)*D + 14% 5s* 5p* 5d «2>'D)*D 
+ 7% 58 5p* «2>^?) *P + 6% 5s* 5p* 5d «2>^P) *P 
31% 58* 5p* 5d «2>^P)*P + 17% 5s* 5p* 5d «2>^P)*F 
+ 17% 58 5p* «2>^P)*p + 15% 58 5p* «2>^D)*D 
63% 5s* 5p* 5d «2>'p)*F + 16% 5s 5p* «2>^P)*P 
+ 13% 5s* 5p* 5d «2>^P)*P 
79% 5s* 5p* 5d «2>^P)*D + 10% 5s* 5p* 5d «2>^P)*F 
+ 5% 5s 5p* «2>^P)^p 
42% 58 5p* «2>^P)^P + 21% 5s* 5p* 5d «2>^P)*P 
+ 10% 5s* 5p* 5d «2>^P) *D + 9% 5s* 5p* 5d «2>*D) *P 
60% 5s* 5p* 5d «2>'p)*P + 24% 5s* 5p* 5d «2>^D)*P 
+ 7% 58 5p* «2>^P) *P 
43% 5s* 5p* 5d «2>^p)^D + 18% 5s* 5p* 5d «0>^S)*D 
+ 11% 5s* 5p* 5d «2>^p) *P + 10% 5s* 5p* 5d «2 > ' D ) *P 
59% 58* 5p* 5d «2>^D)*D + 13% 5s 5p^ «2>^D)*D 
+ 12% 5s* 5p* Sd «2>^0)*P + 10% 5s* 5p* 5d «2>^P) ^ P 
79% 58* 5p* 68 «2>^P)*P + 8% 5s* 5p* 6s «2>^P)*P 
32% 58* 5p* 5d «2>^D)*P + 19% 5s* 5p* 5d «2>^P)*P 
+ 15% 5s* 5p* 68 «2>^p)*P + 7% 5s* 5p* 5d «0>^S)*D 
45% 58* 5p* 6s «2>^p)*P + 43% 58* 5p* 6s «2>^D)*D 
53% 5s* 5p* 5d «0>^8)*D + 38% 5s* 5p* 5d «2>^P)*D 
52% 58* 5p* 6s «2>^D)*D + 41% 5s* 5p* 6s «2>^P)*P 
+ 4% 5s* 5p* 68 «2>^p)*P 
50% 58* 5p* 6d «2>^P) *F + 13% 5s* 5p* 6d «2>'p) *D 
+ 13% 58* 5p* 6d «2>^p)*P + 12% 5s* 5p* 6d «0>*S)*D 
38% 58* 5p* 6d «2>'p)*p + 38% 5s* 5p* 6d «2>^P)V 
+ 12% 5a* 5p* 6d «2>^p) *D + 9% 5s* 5p* 6d {<2>^P) 'p 
35% 58* 5p* 6d «2>^p)*D + 23% 5s* 5p* 6d {<2>^P)*P 
+ 23% 5s* 5p* 6d «2>^P)*P + 12% 5s* 5p* 6d «2>^P)*D 
43% 5s* 5p* 6d «2>^P)*P + 24% 58* 5p* 6d «2>^P)*D 
+ 17% 58* 5p* 6d {<2>^)*P + 15% 5s* 5p* 6d r<2>^D>*D 
55% 58* 5p* 6d «2>^P)*D + 21% 58* 5p* 6d «2>^D)*D 
+ 13% 5s* 5p* 6d «2>^)*P + 5% 5s* 5p* 6d «2>^P)*P 
88% 5s* 5p* 7s «2>^p)*p + 11% 5s* 5p* 7s «2>^P)*P 
55% 58* 5p* 78 «2>^P)*P + 39% 5s* 5p* 7s «2>^D)*D 
+ 5% 5s* 5p* 7s «2>^P)*P 
54% 5s* 5p* 6d «2>^1})*D + 12% 5s* 5p* 6d «2>^P)*D 
+ 10% 5s* 5p* 6d «2>'p)*P + 7% 58* 5p* 6d «2>^D)*P 
58% 58* 5p* 6d «2>h»*P + 12% 5s* 5p* 6d «2>^P)*P 
+ 12% 5s* 5p* 6d «2>'p) *P + 11% 5s* 5p* 6d «2>^P) *D 
60% 58* 5p* 7s «2>H))*D + 33% 5s* 5p* 7s «2>^P)*P 
+ 6% 5s* 5p* 78 «2>^P)*P 
84% 58* 5p* 6d «0>^S)*D + 5% 5s* 5p*~6d «2>^P)*D 
+ 4% 5s* 5p* 6d «2>'&)*F 
45% 58* 5p* 7d «2>^»)<F + 14% 5s* 5p* 7d «2>^P)*P 
+ 14% 58* 5p* 7d «2>^5)*D + 12% 5s* 5p* 7d «0>*S)*D 
42% 5s* 5p* 7d «2>^?)<F + 35% 5s^ 5p^ 7d «2>^P)*P 
+ 12% 5s* 5p* 7d «2>^t)*P + 10% 58* 5p* 7d «2>'p)*D 
32% 58* 5p* 7d «2>^»)*D + 24% Ss* 5p* 7d «2>^P)*D 
+ 22% 5s* 5p* 7d «2>'») *P + 19% 5s* 5p* 7d «2>^P) *P 
29% 5s* 5p* 7d «2>^»)*P + 21% 5s* 5p* 7d «2>^P)'D 
+ 18% 5s* 5p* 8s «2>^?) •? + 16% 5s* 5p* 7d {<2>^D) *P 
68% 5s* 5p* 8s «2>^P)*P + 11% 5s* 5p* 8s «2>^P)*P 
+ 8% 5s* 5p* 7d «2>^S)*P + 5% 5s* 5p* 7d «2>^P)*D 
43% 5s* 5p* 7d «2>^?)*D + 22% 5s* 5p* 7d «2>'D)*D 
+ 15% 58* 5p* 7d {<2>'D)*P + 12% 5s* 5p* 7d «2>^P)*P 
55% 5s* 5p* 8s «2>^5)^P + 37% 5s* 5p* 8s «2>^D)*D 
+ 8% 58* 5p* 8s «2>^»)*P 
54% 58* 5p* 7d «2>*D)*D + 14% 5s* 5p* 7d «2>^P) *D 
+ 9% 5s* 5p* 7d «2>^»)*P + 7% 5s* 5p* 7d «2>^D)*P 
57% 5s* 5p* 7d «2>^)*P + 14% 5s* 5p* 7d «2>^P)*P 
+ 11% 5a^ 5p^ 7d f<2>^ I>>*D + 11% 5s* 5p* 7d r<2>^P)*P 
63% 5s* 5p* 8s «2>^D)*D + 31% 5s* 5p* 8s «2>^P)*P 
+ 6% 5s* 5p* 8s «2>^P)*P 

















































































































86% 58 Sp* 
+ 5% 5s 5p* 
73% 58 5p* 
+ 6% 5s 5p* 
65% 5s* 5p* 5d 
+ 5% 5s* 5p* 5d 
40% 5s* 5p* 5d 
+ 1 8 % 58* 5p* 5d 
52% 58* 5p* 5d 
+ 12% 58* 5p* 5d 
71% 5s* 5p* 5d 
+ 7% 5s* 5p* 5d 
54% 5s* 5p* 5d 
+ 13% 5s* 5p* 5d 
25% 5s* 5p* 5d 
+19% 5s* 5p* 5d 
39% 5s* 5p* 5d 
+ 14% 58* 5p* 5d 
68% 5s* 5p* 6s 
34% 5s* 5p* 5d 
+16% 5s* 5p* 5d 
70% 5s* 5p* 68 
28% 5s* 5p* 6d 
+ 18% 5s* 5p* 6d 
60% 5s* 5p* 6d 
+ 6% 58* 5p* 6d 
56% 58* 5p* 6d 
+ 10% 5s* 5p* 6d 
47% 5s* 5p* 6d 
+ 11% 58* 5p* 6d 
51% 5s* 5p* 6d 
+ 14% 5s* 5p* 6d 
65% 58* 5p* 7s 
36% 5s* 5p* 6d 
+19% 5s* 5p* 6d 
34% 5s* 5p* 6d 
+ 23% 58* 5p* 6d 
65% 58* 5p* 7s 
86% 5s* 5p* 6d 
24% 58* 5p* 7d 
+ 20% 58* 5p* 7d 
58% 58* 5p* 7d 
+ 10% 58* 5p* 7d 
64% 58* 5p* 7d 
+ 7% 58* 5p* 7d 
41% 5s* 5p* 7d 
+19% 5s* 5p* 7d 
44% 5s* 5p* 7d 
+ 20% 5s* 5p* 7d 
65% Ss* 5p* 8s 
34% 5s* 5p* 7d 
+ 21% 58* 5p* 7d 
29% 58* 5p* 7d 
+ 26% 5s* 5p* 7d 
65% 58* 5p* 8s 
88% 5s* 5p* 7d 
83% 5s* 5p* 5d 
38% 5s* 5p* 5d 
+ 18% 5s* 5p* 5d 
35% 5s* 5p* 5d 
+ 16% 5c* 5p* 5d 
50% 58* 5p* 5d 
+ 14% 5s* 5p* 5d 
61% 5s* 5p* 5d 
+ 5% 5s* 5p* 5d 
«2>'P)*P + 8% 5s* 5p* 5d 
«2>^D)*D 
«2>^D) *D + 17% 5s* 5p* 5d 
«2>^P) *P 
«2>^P) *F + 22% 5s* 5p* 5d 
«0>^S)*D 
«2>*D)*F + 30% 5s* 5p* 5d 
«2>'P)*P + 10% 5s* 5p* 5d 
«2>'P)*D + 13% 5s* 5p* 5d 
«2>^P) *P + 12% 5s* 5p* 5d 
«2>^P)*P + 10% 5s* 5p* 5d 
«2>^D)*D + 5% 58 5p* 
«2>^P)*D + 16% 5s* 5p* 5d 
«2>*D)*D + 11% 5s* 5p* 5d 
«2>*D)*F + 24% 5s* 5p* 5d 
«2>^P)*P + 11% 5s* 5p* 5d 
«0>^S)*D + 30% 5s* 5p* 5d 
«2>'P)*D + 5% 5s* 5p* 6s 
«2>^P)*P + 25% 5s* 5p* 6s 
«0>'S)*D + 27% 5s* 5p* 5d 
«2>^P)*F + 10% 5s* 5p* 5d 
«2>^)*D + 29% 5s* 5p* 6s 
«2>'P)*F + 25% 5s* 5p* 6d 
«2>^P)*P + 16% 5s* 5p* 6d 
«2>'P)*P + 21% 5s* 5p* 6d 
«2>^)*F + 6% 5s* 5p* 6d 
«2>^P) *F + 30% 5s* 5p* 6d 
«2>*D)*P 
«2>^P)*D + 24% 5s* 5p* 6d 
«2>^P)*P + 8% 5s* 5p* 6d 
«2>^P)*D + 29% 5s* 5p* 6d 
«2>^D)*0 + 4% 5s* 5p* 6d 
«2>'P) 'P + 34% 5s* 5p* 7s 
«2>h»*D + 23% 5s* 5p* 6d 
{<2>^P)*D + 9% 5s* 5p* 6d 
«2>'P)*D + 24% 5s* 5p* 6d 
«2>^)*D + 10% 5s* 5p* 6d 
«2>^D)*D + 34% 5s* 5p* 7s 
«0>^S)*D 
(<2>^P) *D + 22% 5s* 5p* 7d 
«2>^P)*F + 19% 5s* 5p* 7d 
«2>^P)'P + 31% 5s* 5p* 7d 
«2>"P)*D 
«2>'P)*F + 18% 5s* 5p* 7d 
«2>'P) *D + 4% 5s* 5p* 7d 
«2>'P)*D + 19% 5s* 5p* 7d 
«2>^P)*P + 10% 5s* 5p* 7d 
«2>^P)*D + 24% 5s* 5p* 7d 
«2>^D)*D + 7% 5s* 5p* 7d 
«2>'P)*P + 35% 5s* 5p* 8s 
«2>h3)*D + 26% 5s* 5p* 7d 
«2>*P)*D + 8% 5s* 5p* 7d 
«2>'P)*D + 28% 5s* 5p* 7d 
«2>*D) *D + 9% 5s* 5p* 7d 
«2>*D)*D + 35% 5s* 5p* 8s 
«0>^S) *D 
«2>^P) *P + 13% 5s* 5p* 5d 
«2>^P)*D + 34% 53* 5p* 5d 
«2>^P)*F + 6% 5s* 5p* 5d 
«2>*D)*e + 35% 5s* 5p* 5d 
«2>^P)*F + 11% 5s* 5p* 5d 
t<2>^>*G + 31% 5s* 5p* 5d 
«2>^P) *D + 5% 5s* 5p* 5d 














































































































































































































































































































































































































<2> represents seniority number 
120 
Table 5.3 : Observed and least squares fitted leves in 
(cm"^ ) for odd parity configurations of Cs V 
J E(obs) 
1/2 3 1 9 5 1 . 0 
-
-
2 3 6 6 2 4 . 0 
247226 .7 
2 5 5 8 2 3 . 9 
-
2 6 5 9 5 1 . 9 
2 7 7 3 9 9 . 8 
-
-




3 1 9 5 4 . 0 
2 0 0 6 8 2 . 0 
2 2 8 2 1 5 . 0 
2 3 6 5 0 8 . 0 
2 4 7 3 2 9 . 0 
2 5 5 7 3 8 . 0 
2 6 3 8 9 4 . 0 
2 6 5 9 1 8 . 0 
2 7 7 3 8 7 . 0 
2 8 1 4 9 9 . 0 
2 8 3 8 6 7 . 0 
2 9 3 1 1 6 . 0 
2 9 5 2 9 6 . 0 
2 9 9 4 7 1 . 0 
difr. 
- 3 . 0 
-
-
1 1 6 . 0 
- 1 0 2 . 0 
8 6 . 0 
'-
3 4 . 0 
1 3 . 0 
-
-
- 4 0 . 0 
-
-
LS percentage composition. 
97% 5s= 
92% 5s^ 
+ 7% 5s^ 
91% 5s^ 
+ 7% 5s^ 
47% Ss^ 
+ 19% 5s=^ 
+ 12% 5s^ 
+ 12% 53^ 
47% 5s^ 
+ 38% 5s^ 
+ 13% 58^ 
72% 58^ 
+ 11% 58^ 
+ 10% 58^ 
+ 5% 5s^ 
94% 58 
+ 5% 58 
68% 58^ 
+ 11% 58^ 
+ 9% 58^ 
+ 8% 5s^ 
75% 58^ 
+ 10% 53^ 
+ 6% 5s^ 
27% 5 s 
+ 21% 5 s 
+ 7% 5 s 
+ 6% 5 s 
33% 5 s 
+ 28% 5 s 
+ 16% 58 
+ 12% 5p^ 
79% 5s^ 
+ 9% 5s^ 
+ 5% 5s^ 
55% 5 s . 
+ 14% 5 s . 
+ 11% 58 . 
+ 11% 58^ 
42% 5 s . 
+ 30% 5 s . 
5 p ' 
5p^ 4 f 
5p2 4 f 
5p^ 4 f 
5p^ 4 f 











5p^ 5 d 








5p^ 5 d 
5p^ 5 d 
5p^ 5 d 
5p^ 5 d 
5p^ 5 d 
5p^ 5 d 
5p^ 5 d 
5p^ 6p 
5p^ 6p 
5 p ' 6p 
5p^ 5 d 
5p^ 5 d 
5p^ 5 d 
5p 5d^ 
5p^ 5 d 
5p^ 5d 
+ 15% 5 s 5p^ 5 d 









« 2 > ^ P ) ^P 




(<2>^P) ^ S 
<<2>^P) ^P 
(<2>^D) ^P 
( « 3 > * S ) ^ S ) ^ 








( «3>^D) ^ ) ^P 
( « 3 > * S ) ^S) *D 
( «3>^D) ^ ) *D 
( « l > 2 p ) ^P) ^ P 
( « 3 > * S ) ^S) *D 
( «3>^D) ^D) *D 
( « 3 > 2 D ) ^ ) 2p 
^P 
« 0 > ^ S ) ^P 
(<2>^P) ^P 
(<2>^D) ^P 
( « 3 > ^ D ) ^D) ^S 
( « 3 > ^ D ) ^D) ^S 
( {<1>^P) ^P) *P 
{<2>^P) ^S 
{ { < 3 > ^ D ) ^ ) *D 
( «1>^P) ^P) *D 

























































43% 5s 5p^ 5d 
31% 5s 5p^ 5d 
14% 5s 5p^ 5d 
6% 5s^ 5p 5d^ 
17% 5s 5p^ 5d 
14% 5s 5p^ 5d 
11% 5s 5p^ 5d 
9% 5s 5p^ 5d 
42% 5s 5p^ 5d 
32% 5s 5p^ 5d 
9% 5s 5p^ 5d 
6% 5s 5p^ 5d 
18% 5s 5p^ 5d 
18%. 5s 5p^ 5d 
15% 5s 5p^ 5d 
10% 5s 5p^ 5d 
48% 5s 5p^ 5d 
21% 5s 5p^ 5d 
6% 5s 5p^ 5d 
66% 5s 5p^ 5d 
6% 5s 5p^ 5d 
5% 5s 5p^ 5d 
4% 5s 5p^ 5d 
83% 5s 5p^ 6s 
5% 5s 5p^ 6s 
5% 5s 5p^ 6s 
27% 5s 5p^ 5d 
21% 5s^ 5p 5d^ 
7% 5s 5p^ 5d 
6% 5s 5p^ 5d 
62% 5s^ 5p 5d^ 
7% 5s 5p^ 5d 
5% 5s^ 5p 5d^ 
4% 5s^ 5p 5d^ 
87% 5s 5p^ 6s 
4% 5s 5p^ 6s 
31% 5s^ 5p 5d^ 
21% 5p= 
13% 5s^ 5p 5d2 
12% 5s 5p^ 5d 
64% 5s^ 5p Sd^ 
11% 5s 5p^ 5d 
4% 5s^ 5p 5d^ 
39% 5s 5p^ 5d 
14% 5s 5p^ 6s 
8% 5s^ 5p 5d^ 
7% 5s 5p^ 5d 
73% 5s 5p^ 6s 
8% 5s 5p^ 5d 
6% 5s 5p^ 6s 
41% 5s2 5p 5d2 
24% 5s 5p^ 5d 
11% 58^ 5p Sd^ 
10% 5s^ 5p 5d^ 
(«3>^D)^)*P 
( «1>^P) ^ P) *P 
( «3>^D) ^ D) ^ S 
«2>^P) *P 
( «1>^P) ^ P) *D 
(«3>*S)^S)*D 
( «3>^D) ^ ) 2p 
( «1>^P) ^ P) ^ P 
( «3>^D) ^ D) *P 
( «1>^P) ^ P) *P 
( «1>^P) ^ P) *D 
(«3>*S)^S)*D 
( «3>^D) ^ ) 2p 
( «l>2p) ^ P) ^ D 
( «1>^P) ^ P) ^ P 
(«3>*S)=S)*D 
(«3>^D)^D)2p 
( «1>^P) ^ P) 2p 
( «3>^D) ^ D) ^ S 
(«3>*S)^S)*D 
( «1>^P) ^ P) *D 
( «3>^D) ^ D) ^ S 
(«l>2p)^P)2p 
( «3>^D) ^ ) *D 
( «1>^P) ^ P) 2p 
( «1>^P) ^ P) *P 
(«3>^D)^D)2S 
«2>^P) ^ S 
( «3>^D) ^D) 2p 
(«3>*S)^S)*D 
«2>^P) *D 
( «1>^P) ^ P) 2p 
{<2>^F) *D 
«2>^P) 2p 
( «l>2p) ^ P) *P 
( {<3>^D) ^ D) *D 
«2>^D) 2p 
2p 
{<2>^P) ^ D 
((<1>^P) ^ P) 2p 
«2>^P) *P 
( « 3 > 2 D ) ^ D) ^ S 
«2>^P) 2p 
{ (<l>2p) ^ P) ^ P 
{ «1>^P) ^ P) ^ P 
«2>^P) *D 
( «1>^P) ^ P) ^ P 
( «1>^P) ^ P) ^ P 
( «l>2p) ^ P) ^ P 
( {<3>^D) ^ D) *D 
«2>^P) ^ S 











3/2 0.0 3.0 -3.0 
15077.0 15068.0 9.0 
42274.0 42274.0 0.0 
- 196323 .0 
- 200936 .0 
- 205799 .0 
- 220127 .0 
- 2 2 9 0 9 9 . 0 
2 4 3 0 3 6 . 8 2 4 2 9 4 1 . 0 9 6 . 0 
2 5 0 5 2 8 . 6 2 5 0 4 9 3 . 0 3 6 . 0 



























5s^ 5p 5d2 
58^ 5p 5d2 
5s^ 5p 5d^ 
5 s 5p^ 5 d 
5s^ 5p 5d2 
58^ 5p 5d^ 
58 5p^ 5 d 
5 s 5p^ 5 d 
58 5p^ 68 
5 s 5p^ 68 
58^ 5 p 5d^ 
5 s 5p^ 5 d 
5p= 
5 s 5p3 5 d 
5 s 5 p 3 6 s 
5 s 5p3 6 s 
58^ 5p 5d2 
5s^ 5 p 5d^ 
58 5p^ 5 d 
5s^ 5p 68^ ^P 
« o y s ) 2 p 
« 2 > ^ F ) *D 
« 2 > 3 p ) 2 s 
( «3>^D) ^D) ^S 
« 2 > ^ F ) *D 
« 0 > ^ S ) 2 p 
( « 1 > ^ P ) ^P) 2p 
( «3>^D) ^D) *D 
({<3>*S)^S)^S 
( « 1 > ^ P ) ^P) ^ P 
«2>^D) 2p 
( «3>^D) ^D) ^P 
'^P 
( « 1 > ^ P ) ^P) ^ P 
( «1>=^P) ^P) 2p 
({<3>*S)^S)^S 
« 2 > ^ P ) ^-9 
« 0 > ^ S ) 2p 












































5p^  4f 
5p^  4f 
58^ 5p^  4f 
5s^  5p^  4f 













































58= 5p= 6p 























« 2 > ^ P ) =D 
« 2 > 3 p ) *D 
« 2 > ^ P ) *P 




« 2 > ^ P ) *S 
«2>^D) =D 
« 2 > ^ P ) *S 
«2>^P) =D 
123 
258830.9 258850.0 -19.0 
260746.2 260956.0 -210.0 
- 264053.0 
- 269187.0 
273519.2 273467.0 52.0 
- 279214.0 
284127.8 284175.0 -47.0 
- 285299.0 














































16% 5s^ 5p^ 6p 
52% 5s^ 5p^ 6p 
19% 5s^ 5p2 6p 
17% 53^ 5p2 6p 
10% 5s^ 5p2 6p 
47% 5s^ 5p^ 6p 
30% 5s^ 5p2 6p 
9% 5s^ 5p^ 6p 
5% 5s^ 5p^ 6p 
93% 53 5p^ 5d 
45% 5p= 
33% 5s 5p^ 5d 
9% 53 5p^ 5d 
29%. 53^ 5p^ 6p 
27% 53^ 5p2 6p 
11% 53^ 5p^ 6p 
9% 53^ 5p^ 6p 
29% 5s 5p^ 5d 
24% 5s 5p^ 5d 
18% 5s 5p^ 5d 
9% 5s 5p^ 5d 
34% 5s^ 5p^ 6p 
33% 53^ 5p^ 6p 
15% 5s^ 5p^ 6p 
8% Ss^ 5p^ 6p 
41% 53 5p^ 5d 
20% 53 5p^ 5d 
18% 5s 5p^ 5d 
11% 5s 5p^ 5d 
84% 5s^ 5p^ 6p 
5% 53^ 5p^ 6p 
4% 53^ 5p2 6p 
37% 5s 5p^ 5d 
22% 5s 5p^ 5d 
19% 5s 5p^ 5d 
6% 53^ 5p 5d^ 
35% 53 5p^ 5d 
32% 5s 5p^ 5d 
7% 5s^ 5p 5d^ 
6% 5s 5p^ 5d 
29% 53 5p^ 5d 
13% 53 5p^ 5d 
11% 53 5p' 5d 
11% 5s 5p^ 5d 
54% 5s 5p^ 5d 
8% 5s 5p^ 5d 
7% 5s 5p^ 5d 
6% 5s 5p^ 5d 
36% 5s 5p^ 6s 
28% 5s 5p^ 5d 
7% 5s 5p' 5d 
6% 5s 5p^ 5d 
26% 5s 5p^ 5d 
12% 5s 5p^ 5d 
(<2>^D) ^ D 
(<2>^P) *P 
(<2>^D) 2p 
(<2>^P) ^ D 
{<2>^P) *S 
(<2>^P) ^ P 
(<2>^D) ^ D 
(<2>^D)2p 
(<2>^P) *S 
< « 3 y S ) = S ) ^ 
2p 
( «3>^D) ^ ) 2p 
( «1>^P) ^ P) 2p 
{<2>^D) ^ P 




( « 3 > 2 D ) ^ ) *F 
( «3>^D) ^ ) *D 





( (<3>2D) ^ ) *F 
( {<3>*S) ^ S) *D 
( « 3 > 2 D ) ^ ) *D 
((<l>2p)3p)<p 
(<0>^S) ^ P 
(<2>^P) *P 
{<2>^D)2p 
< (<3>2D) ^ ) *D 
((<l>2p) 3p) <D 
( «3>*S) ^S) *D 
(<2>^P) *D 
( « 3 > 2 D ) ^ ) *S 
( (<l>2p) 3p) *P 
«2>3p) *S 
( (<3>^D) ^ D) *P 
( «l>2p) ^ P) ^ D 
( « 3 > 2 D ) ^ ) *S 
((<3>^D) ^ ) *P 
((<3>2D)^D)2D 
( {<3>^D) h» *P 
((<3>*S)=S)*D 
( (<3>2D) ^ D) ^ D 
( ( < 3 > 2 D ) ^ ) * S 
{(<3>*S)=S)*S 
((<l>2p) ^ P) *P 
( « 3 > 2 D ) ^ D) *S 
( (<3>2D) ^ ) *P 
( (<3>2D) ^ ) ^D 
((<l>2p) ^ P) *D 
124 
+ 12% 5s 5p^  5d ( «1>^P) "DP) *F 
+ 11% 5s 5p^  5d ( «3>^D) "PD) =^D 
- 319028.0 - 51% 5s 5p^ 6s («3>*S)"DS)*S 
+ 17% 5s 5p^ 5d ( «3>^D) ^ ^D) *S 
+ 12% 5s 5p^ 5d ( «1>^P) ^ D^P) *P 
+ 5% 5s^ 5p 5d^  «2>^P) *S^ 
- 319854.0 - 50% 5s 5p^  5d («l>2p)VS)*F 
+ 21% 5s 5p^ 5d («3>^D)^^)*F 
+ 9% 5s 5p^ 5d ( «3>2D) ^ D^D) ^ D 
+ 6% 5s 5p^  5d {(<3>*S)^ S^ S)*D 
- 322126.0 - 27% 5s 5p^  5d («1>^P)VP)*D 
+ 25% 5s 5p^  5d ( «3>2D) ^ ^ ) D^ 
+ 11% 5s 5p^  5d ( «3>*S) ^ S^ D) *D 
+ 8% 5s 5p^  5d ( «3>^D) ^ D^) ^D 
- 330269.0 - 37% 5s 5p^  5d («3>^D)Vp)2p 
+ 15% 5p= P^ 3p 
+ 12% 5s 5p^  5d («3>2D)VD)2p 
+ 7% 5s 5p^  5d («l>2p)Vs)2p 
- 336645.0 - 20% 5s 5p^  5d («l>2p)^P^)^D 
+ 16% 5s 5p3 5d ( «l>2p) ip3p) 2D 
+ 12% 5s 5p^ 5d («3>*S)^S)^D 
+ 12% 5s 5p^ 5d ( «3>*S) ^S) *D 
- 339514.0 - 46% 5s 5p^  5d {«3>*S)^S)^D 
+ 9% 5s 5p3 5d («l>2p)3p)2D 
+ 7% 5s 5p^  5d ( «3>^D) ^D) ^P 
+ 6% 5s 5p^  5d («3>^D)^)2D 
- 343170.0 - 78% 5s 5p^  6s ( «3>^D) ^ ) *D 
+ 14% 5s 5p^ 6s ( «l>2p) 3p) *p 
- 347196 .0 - 31% 5s 5p^ 5d (« l>2p)3p)2p 
+ 18% 5s 5p^ 5d ( « 3 > 2 D ) ^D) ^P 
+ 8% 5s 5p^ 5d ( « l > 2 p ) 3p) 2D 
+ 8% 5 s 5p^ 5d ( « l > 2 p ) ^P) 2p 
- 348562 .0 - 18% 5 s 5p^ 5d («3>*S)^S)^D 
+ 16% 5 s 5p^ 5d («l>2p)^P)2p 
+ 13% 5s 5p^ 5d («l>2p)^P)2D 
+ 9% 5s^ 5p 5d2 « 2 > ^ P ) 2 D 
- 350176 .0 - 73% 5 s 5p^ 6s ( « 3 > 2 D ) ^ ) 2 D 
+ 15% 5 s 5p^ 6s ( « l > 2 p ) 3p) 2p 
- 351948 .0 - 30% 5s^ 5p 5d2 «2>^D)2p 
+ 22% 5 s 5p^ 5d ( « 3 > 2 D ) ^D) ^P 
+ 20% 5p^ ^P 
+ 7% 5s 5p^ 5d ( « l > 2 p ) 3p) 2p 
- 361172 .0 - 60% 5s2 5p 5d2 {<2>3p)*D 
+ 7% 5s* 5p 5d* «2>^P)*P 
+ 7% 5s* 5p 5d* { < 2 > 2 F ) * D 
- 362922.0 - 54% 5s 5p^  6s («l>*P)3p)*P 
+ 9% 5s 5p^  6s ( «3>*D) hi) *D 
+ 8% 5s 5p^  5d («1>*P)^P)*P 
+ 5% 5s 5p^ 6s ({<3>*D) ^ ) *D 
- 364375.0 - 23% 5s 5p^ 5d («1>*P)^P)*P 
+ 17% 5s 5p^  6s ( «1>*P) ^P) *P 
+ 7% 5s* 5p 5d* «2>^F)*F 
+ 7% 5s* 5p 5d* «2>^P)*D 
























+ 12% 5s 5p^ 5d ( «l>2p) ^ P) 2p 
+ 5% 5s 5p^ 5d («3>^D)^)*F 
68% 5s^ 5p 5d* «2>^P)*P 
+ 9% 53^ 5p 5d^ «2>^P)*D 
+ 5% 5s 5p^ 5d ( «1>^P) ^ P) *P 
63% 5s 5p^ 6s ( «1>^P) ^ P) ^P 
+ 13% 5s 5p^ 6s («3>^D)^)^D 
+ 12% 5s 5p^ 6s («3>^D)^D)^D 
27% 5s^ 5p 5d^ «2>^D)2D 
+ 18% 5s 5p^ 5d ( «1>^P) ^ P) ^D 
+ 16% 5s 5p^ 5d («3>^D)^D)^D 
+ 12% 53^ 5p 5d^ «2>^F)2D 
37% 5s 5p^ 5d («3>*S)^S)^D 
+ 19% 5s2 5p 5d^ «2>^D)2D 
+ 8% 5s 5p^ 5d ( «1>^P) ^ P) ^P 
+ 6% 5s^ 5p 5d2 «2>^F)2D 
66% 5s^ 5p 5d2 {<2>^F)*D 
+ 7% 5s 5p^ 5d («3>^D)^)*D 
+ 6% 5s 5p^ 5d ( «1>^P) ^ P) *D 
+ 5% 5s^ 5p 5d2 «2>^P)*D 
73% 5s 5p^ 6s («3>*S)^S)*S 
+ 20% 5s 5p^ 6s ( «1>^P) ^ P) ^P 
78% 5s 5p^ 6s ( «3>^D) ^ D) ^D 
+ 10% 5s 5p^ 6s ( «l>2p) ^ P) ^P 
35% Ss^ 5p 5d2 «2>^D)2p 
+ 8% 5s 5p^ 5d ( «3>2D) ^ D) ^ D 
+ 7% 5s^ 5p 5d^ «2>^F)2D 
+ 6% 5s 5p^ 6s ( «3>2D) b) D^ 
57% 5s2 5p 5d^ «2>^P)*S 
+ 12% 5s 5p^ 5d ( « 3 > ^ D ) ^ D) *S 
+ 8% 5s^ 5p 5d^ «2>^P)2p 
+ 6% 5s^ 5p 5d^ «2>^P)*P 
27% 5s^ 5p 5d^ «2>^F)^D 
+ 15% 5s^ 5p 5d2 «2>^D)2D 
+ 13% 5s^ 5p 5d^ «2>^D)2p 
+ 8% 5s 5p^ 5d { «1>^P) ^ P) ^ D 
48% Ss^ 5p Sd^ (<0>^S)2p 
+ 12% 5s^ 5p 5d^ «2>^P)=^P 
+ 9% 5s2 5p 5d^ «2>^P)*S 
+ 7% 5s 5p^ 5d («l>^P)^P)2p 
73% 5s 5p^ 6s ( «1>^P) ^ P) ^ P 
+ 20% 5s 5p^ 6s («3>*S)^S)*S 
61% 5s^ 5p 5d^ «2>3p)2D 
+ 12% 53=^  5p 5d^ «2>^F)2D 
+ 9% 53^ 5p 5d^ «2>^D)2D 
47% 53^ 5p 5d^ «2>^P)=^P 
+ 26% 5s^ 5p 5d^ «0>^S)2p 
+ 5% 5s 5p^ 5d ( «1>^P) ^ P) ^P 
+ 5% 5s^ 5p 5d^ «2>^P)2D 
98% 53^ 5p 6s^ ^ P 
.0 97% 5s^ 5p3 <3>2D 
62% 5s^ 5p^ 4f «2>^P)*G 









253496.3 253509.0 -13.0 
254655.0 254943.0 -288.0 
263287.0 263173.0 114.0 
- 264235.0 
274543.9 274532.0 12.0 
276208.7 276071.0 138.0 
- 278692.0 
- 286797.0 
+ 9% 53^ 
+ 7% 5s^ 
46% 5s^ 
+ 28% 53^ 
+ 16% 53=^  
+ 5% 53^ 
58% 53^ 
+ 22% 53^ 
+ 8% 5s^ 
+ 8% 53^ 
50% 53^ 
+ 36% 5s^ 
+ 8% 53^ 
44% 53^ 
+ 20% 53^ 
+ 18% 53^ 
+ 5% 5s^ 
45% 53^ 
+ 21% 53^ 
+ 10% 5s^ 
+ 6% 53^ 
58% 53^ 
+ 19% 53^ 
+ 12% 53^ 
+ 4% 5s^ 
73% 5s^ 
+ 13% 53^ 
+ 9% 5s^ 
83% 53^ 
+ 9% 53^ 
+ 5% 53^ 
39% 53^ 
+ 26% 53^ 
+ 22% 5s^ 
+ 9% 53^ 
30% 53^ 
+ 30% 53^ 
+ 19% 53^ 















































































91% 53 5p^ 5d ( «3>*S) ^ S) ^  
53% 53^ 
+ 35% 5s^ 
+ 9% 53^ 
50% 53^ 
+ 42% 5s^ 













36% 5s 5p^ 5d («3>*S)^S)*D 
+ 25% 53 5p^ 5d ( «3>^D) ^ ) *D 
+ 11% 53 5p^ 5d («3>^D)^)*F 
+ 5% 5s 5p^ 5d ( «1>^P) ^ P) =^D 
54% 5s 5p3 5d («3>^D)3D)*F 
+ 13% 5s 5p^ 5d ( «1>^P) ^ P) *F 
+ 10% 5s 5p^ 5d («3>^D)^D)^D 
























































































5s 5p^ 5d 
5s^ 5p 5d^ 
5s 5p^ 5d 
5s 5p^ 5d 
5s 5p^ 5d 
5s 5p^ 5d 
5s 5p^ 5d 
5 s 5p^ 6s 
5s 5p^ 6s 
5s 5p^ 5d 
5s 5p^ 5d 
5s 5p^ 5d 
5s 5p^ 5d 
5s 5p^ 5d 
5s 5p^ 5d 
5s 5p^ 5d 
5s 5p^ 5d 
5s 5p^ 5d 
5s 5p^ 5d 
5s 5p^ 5d 
5s 5p^ 5d 
5s 5p^ 5d 
5s 5p^ 5d 
5s 5p^ 5d 
5s 5p^ 5d 
5s 5p^ 5d 
5s 5p^ 5d 
5s 5p^ 5d 
5s 5p^ 5d 
5s 5p^ 5d 
5s 5p^ 5d 
5s 5p^ 5d 
5s 5p^ 5d 
5s 5p^ 5d 
5s 5p^ 5d 
5s 5p^ 5d 
5s 5p^ 5d 
5s 5p^ 5d 
5s 5p^ 5d 
5s 5p^ 5d 
5s 5p^ 5d 
5s 5p^ 5d 
5s^ 5p 5d^ 
5s2 5p 5d2 
5s 5p^ 5d 
5s 5p^ 5d 
5s 5p^ 5d 
5s 5p^ 5d 
5s 5p^ 5d 
5s 5p^ 5d 
5s 5p^ 5d 
5s 5p^ 5d 
5s 5p^ 6s 
5s 5p^ 6s 
(<3>^D) ^ D) *G 
<2>^F) *6 
(<3>2D) ^ ) *F 
(<3>2D) ^ ) *D 
(<l>2p) ^ P) ^D 
(<l>2p) ^ P) *P 
{<3>*S) ^ S) *D 
(<3>*S)=S)*S 
(<1>^P) ^ P) *P 
(<3>^D)^)*P 
(<1>^P) ^ P) ^D 
(<3>^D)^)^F 
«1>^P) ^ P) *P 
(<3>^D) ^ ) *D 
(<1>^P) ^ P) ^P 




(<3>^D) ^ D) ^D 
«1>^P) ^ P) *F 
(<1>^P) ^ P) *F 
(<1>^P) ^ P) *P 
(<1>^P) ^ P) *D 
(<3>^D) ^ ) *P 
(<3>^D)^)^D 
(<3>^D) ^ ) *P 
(<3>^D)^D)^D 
«1>^P) ^ P) *D 
(<1>^P) ^ P) *F 
(<1>^P) ^ P) *D 
(<3>^D)^)*F 
(<3>*S)^S)*D 
(<1>^P) ^ P) ^F 
«3>^D) ^ D) ^D 
«l>2p) ^ P) ^D 
«3>^D)^)^D 
«l>2p) ^ P) ^F 
«3>2D) ^ D) ^ D 
«3>^D) ^ ) ^ F 
«1>^P) ^ P) *D 
«3>^D) ^ ) ^F 
:<2>^ F) ^ F 
;<2>^F) *G 
«3>^D) ^ D) ^F 
«3>*S)^S)*D 
«1>^P) ^ P) ^D 
«l>2p) ^ P) *F 
«1>^P) ^ P) ^D 
«3>^D) ^ ) ^D 
«3>*S) ^ S) *D 
«3>^D)^D)^D 
«3>^D) ^ ) *D 
























































71% 5s^ 5p 5d^ 
8% 5s 5p^ 5d 
6% 5s 5p^ 5d 
4% 5s 5p^ 5d 
44% 5s 5p^ 5d 
13% 5s 5p^ 5d 
12% 5s 5p^ 5d 
9% 5s 5p^ 5d 
83% 5s 5p^ 6s 
9% 5s 5p^ 6s 
5% 5s 5p^ 6s 
42% 5s 5p^ 5d 
17% 5s 5p^ 5d 
9% 5s^ 5p 5d^ 
9% 5s^ 5p 5d^ 
18% 5s^ 5p 5d'^  
16% 5s2 5p 5d^ 
15% 5s^ 5p 5d^ 
11% 5s 5p^ 5d 
36% 58^ 5p 5d* 
16% 5s^ 5p 5d^ 
11% 5s 5p^ 5d 
8% 5s 5p^ 6s 
53% 5s 5p^ 6s 
11% 5s 5p^ 6s 
9% 5s 5p^ 6s 
6% 58^ 5p 5d2 
47% 58^ 5p 5d* 
26% 5s^ 5p 5d^ 
7% 58=^  5p 5d^ 
44% 5s 5p^ 5d 
10% 5s 5p^ 5d 
8% 5s^ 5p 5d* 
6% 58^ 5p 5d=^  
69% 58^ 5p 5d^ 
7% 58^ 5p Sd^ 
6% 5s^ 5p 5d^ 
5% 5s 5p^ 5d 
21% 5s^ 5p 5d^ 
17% 5s 5p^ 5d 
16% 5s^ 5p 5d^ 
11% 53^ 5p 5d^ 
32% 58^ 5p 5d^ 
17% 5s* 5p 5d* 
10% 58 5p^ 5d 
7% 58* 5p 5d* 
86% 58 5p^ 68 
7% 58 5p^ 68 
30% 5s* 5p 5d* 
27% 58* 5p 5d* 
10% 53 5p^ 5d 1 
9% 5s* 5p 5d* 
34% 58* 5p 5d* 
22% 58* 5p 5d* 
(<2>^F) *6 
( «3>*D) ^ D) *F 
(«3>*D)^)*F 
(«3>*D)^)*6 




( «3>*D) ^ D) *D 
( «3>*D) ^ ) *D 
( «1>*P) ^ P) *P 
( «1>*P) ^ P) *D 










( «1>*P) 3p) *P 
( «1>*P) ^ P) *P 
( «3>*D) ^ ) *D 






















( (<1>*P) ^ P) *P 
(<2>^F) *F 
(<2>^G) *F 





+ 16% 5s^ 5p Sd^ «2>^6)^F 
+ 7% 5s 5p^ 5d ( «l>2p) ^ P) ^ D 
- 406464.0 - 41% Ss^ 5p Sd^ « 2 > ^ 6 ) 2 F 
+ 25% 5s^ 5p 5d^ « 2 > ^ F ) 2 F 
+ 8% 5s 5p^ 5d ( «3>^D) ^ ) ^ F 
+ 6% 5s^ 5p 5d^ « 2 > ^ D ) 2 F 
- 410424.0 - 61% 5s^ 5p 5d^ «2>^P)'D 
+ 18% 53^ 5p Sd^ « 2 > ^ F ) 2 D 
+ 10% 5s^ 5p 5d^ « 2 > ^ D ) 2 D 
7/2 - 185880.0 - 38% 5s^ 5p^ 4f «2>^P)*G 
+ 26% 5s^ 5p'^  4f «2>^P)*D 
+ 14% 5s^ 5p=^  4f «2>^P) *F 
+ 9% 5s^ 5p^ 4f «2>^P) ^ G 
- 192368.0 - 50% 5s^ 5p^ 4f «2>^P)*G 
+ 25% 5s^ 5p^ 4f «2>^P) *D 
+ 13% 5s^ 5p2 4f «2>^D) ^ G 
+ 8% 5s^ 5p^ 4f «2>^P) ^ G 
- 194755.0 - 37% 5s^ 5p2 4f « 2 > ^ P ) 2 G 
+ 33% 53^ 5p^ 4f «2>^P) *D 
+ 27% 53^ 5p2 4f «2>^D) ^ G 
- 201874 .0 - 50% 53^ 5p2 4 f «2>^P)*F 
+ 42% 53^ 5p^ 4f «2>^D) ^F 
+ 4% 53^ 5p2 4f « 2 > ^ P ) 2 G 
- 209389.0 - 32% 53^ 5 p M f « 2 > ^ P ) 2 F 
+ 29% 5s^ 5p^ 4f {<2>^D)'G 
+ 26% 5s^ 5p2 4f «2>^P) ^ G 
+ 10% 5s^ 5p2 4f « 2 > ^ D ) 2 F 
- 213297.0 - 29% 5s^ 5p2 4f 1<2>^D)^F 
+ 28% 5s^ 5p^ 4f (<2>^P) *F 
+ 14% 53^ 5p^ 4f «2>^D) ^ G 
+ 13% 53^ 5p^ 4f (<2>^P) *D 
- 225886.0 - 65% 53* 5p* 4f (<2>^P)*F 
+ 14% 53* 5p* 4f (<2>^D) *G 
+ 12% 53* 5p* 4f «2>^P)*G 
+ 5% 53* 5p* 4f {<2>^D) *F 
- 239837.0 - 81% 5s* 5p* 4f «0>^S)*F 
+ 9% 53* 5p* 4f (<2>^D) *F 
258984.2 259054.0 -70.0 68% 53* 5p* 6p «2>^P)*D 
+ 31% 53* 5p* 6p (<2>^D) *F 
- 264559.0 - 89% 53 5p^ 5d («3>*S)'s)'l) 
277280.0 277221.0 59.0 68% 53* 5p* 6p {<2>^D)*F 
+ 30% 53* 5p* 6p (<2>^P)*D 
- 281514.0 - 42% 53 5p^ 5d («3>*S)5s)*D 
+ 31% 53 5p^ 5d ( «3>*D) ^ ) *D 
+ 6% 5s 5p^ 5d ( «3>*S) *S) ^  
+ 5% 53 5p^ 5d ( «1>*P) ^ P) *D 
- 288847.0 - 61% 53 5p^ 5d ({<3>*D)^)*F 
+ 12% 5s 5p^ 5d ( «1>*P) ^ P) *F 
+ 7% 5s* 5p 5d* (<2>^F)*F 
+ 6% 5s 5p^ 5d ( «3>*D) ^ ) *6 
- 297095.0 - 69% 5s 5p^ 5d («3>*D)^)*6 
+ 11% 5s 5p^ 5d («3>*D)^D)*F 
+ 5% 5s* 5p 5d* (<2>^F)^G 
130 
- 300088.0 - 64% 5s 5p^  5d {«3>^Ti)^)^G 
+ 9% 5s 5p^  5d ( «l>2p) 3p) ^F 
+ 8% 5s^ 5p 5d^  (<2>^ 6)^ G 
+ 5% 5s 5p^  5d ( «3>^D) ^ ) *D 
- 308480.0 - 38% 5s 5p^ 5d («3>^D)^)*D 
+ 34% 5s 5p^  5d («3>*S)=S)*D 
+ 10% 5s 5p^  5d («3>^D)^)2G 
+ 4% 5s^ 5p 5d^  «2>^F)*D 
- 315932.0 - 27% 5s 5p^  5d {«3>^D)^)2F 
+ 17% 5s 5p^  5d ( «l>2p) ^P) *F 
+ 13% 5s 5p^  5d {•«3>2D) ^ D) ^ F 
+ 12% 5s 5p^  5d ( «l>2p) ^P) *D 
- 316966.0 - 33% 5s 5p^ 5d («1>^P)^P)*F 
+ 22% 5s 5p^  5d {«3>2D)^)2F 
+ 12% 5s 5p^  5d ( «1>^P) ^P) *D 
+ 11% 5s 5p^  5d («3>^D)^D)2F 
- 320807.0 - 42% 5s 5p^  5d («1>^P)^P)*D 
+ 11% 5s 5p^  5d ( «1>^P) ^P) *F 
+ 7% 5s 5p^  5d ( «3>^D) ^ ) *F 
+ 7% 5s 5p^  5d («3>^D)^D)^F 
- 328466.0 - 25% 5s 5p^ 5d (i<3>^D)^D)^G 
+ 25% 5s 5p^ 5d ( «1>^P) ^P) ^F 
+ 11% 5s 5p^  5d ((<3>^ D) ^ ) ^6 
+ 7% 5s 5p^  5d ((<3>*S)^ S)*D 
- 333321.0 - 38% 5s 5p^  5d ((<3>^ D) ^D) ^G 
+ 11% 5s 5p^  5d ((<3>*S)^ S)*D 
+ 9% 5s 5p^  5d ( «1>^P) ^P) ^F 
+ 7% 5a^ 5p 5d^  «2>^G)2G 
- 340509.0 - 61% 5s 5p^  5d ((<3>*S)^ S)*D 
+ 17% 5s 5p^  5d ((<1>^ P)^ P)^ F 
+ 6% 5s 5p^  5d ( (<3>^ D) ^D) ^F 
- 342161 .0 - 25% 5s 5p^ 5d { ( < 3 > 2 D ) ^ ) 2 F 
+ 23% 5s2 5p 5d^ « 2 > ^ F ) 2 F 
+ 14% 5s 5p^  5d ({<l>2p) ^P) ^F 
+ 11% 5s 5p^  5d ({<3>^D)^D)2F 
- 347535.0 - 79% 5s^ 5p 5d^  «2>^F)*G 
+ 5% 5s 5p^  5d ({<3>^ D)^ D)*G 
- 348000.0 - 97% 5s 5p^  6s ( (<3>2D) ^ ) *D 
- 358778.0 - 62% 5s 5p'5d ((<1>^ P)^ P)^ F 
+ 14% 5s 5p^  5d ((<3>*S)^ S)*D 
+ 8% 5s 5p^  5d ( «3>2D) ^ D) ^ F 
+ 5% 5s^ 5p 5d^  «2>^6)2F 
- 365272.0 - 36% 5s^ 5p Sd^  «2>^F)*F 
+ 27% 5s^ 5p 5d^  «2>^F)*D 
+ 10% 5s* 5p 5d=* «2>^P)*D 
+ 6% 5s* 5p 5d* «2>^D)*F 
- 372334.0 - 22% 5s* 5p 5d* «2>^G)*G 
+ 17% 5s* 5p 5d* {<2>^ F)*F 
+ 11% 5s* 5p 5d* «2>^F)*G 
+ 8% 5s* 5p 5d* «2>^G)*F 
- 374803.0 - 25% 5s* 5p 5d* {<2>^ F)^ F 
+ 22% 5s* 5p 5d* «2>^G)*G 
+ 13% 5s* 5p 5d* «2>^D)*F 



















+ 32% 53^ 
+ 12% 5s 
+ 7% 5s^ 
43% 53^ 
+ 32% 53^ 
+ 9% 53 
+ 7% 53^ 
52% 53^ 
+ 22% 53^ 
+ 7% 5s 
+ 7% 53^ 
30% 5s^ 
+ 24%.53^ 
+ 17% 53^ 
+ 14% 53^ 
23% 53^ 
+ 22% 53^ 
+ 18% 53^ 
+ 16% 53^ 
87% 53^ 
+ 8% 5s^ 
43% 53^ 
+ 32% 53^ 
+ 20% 53^ 
- 48% 5s^ 
+ 26% 53^ 
+ 18% 53^ 
+ 5% 53^ 
44% 53^ 
+ 40% 5s^ 
+ 9% 5s^ 
+ 5% 53^ 
59% 53^ 
+ 30% 53^ 
+ 5% 53^ 
+ 4% 53^ 
94% 5s I 
5p Sd^ «2>^P)*D 
5p 5d^ «2>^D)2F 
5p^ 5d («3>^D)^D)2F 
5p 5d^ (<2>^F)*D 
5p Sd^ (<2>^F)*D 
5p 5d^ «2>^P)*D 
5p^ 5d («3>^D)^D)*D 
5p 5d2 «2>^F)*F 
5p 5d^ «2>^G)2F 
5p 5d2 «2>^F)2G 
5p^ 5d ((<1>^P) ^ P) ^ F 
5p 5d^ «2>b)^F 
5p 5d2 «2>^F)^6 
5p 5d^ «2>^F)2F 
5p 5d^ «2>^G)^G 
5p 5d^ «2>^D)^F 
5p Sd^ (<2>^F)2F 
5p 5d^ «2>^F)^G 
5p 5d^ «2>^G)2F 
5p 5d^ «2>^G)^G 
5p2 4f «2>^P)*G 
5p^ 4f «2>^P)*F 
5p^ 4f «2>^D)^G 
5p^ 4f «2>^P)*F 
5p2 4f «2>^P)^G 
5p^ 4f «2>^P)^G 
5p^ 4f «2>^D)^H 
5p^ 4f «2>^P)*F 
5p2 4f «2>^D)2G 
5p2 4f «2>^D)^G 
5p2 4f «2>^P)*F 
5p2 4f «2>^D)2H 
5p^ 4f «2>^P)*G 
5p^ 4f «2>^D)2H 
5p^ 4f {<2>^P)2G 
5p=^  4f «2>^D)2G 
5p^ 4f «2>^P)*G 
5p^  5d («3>*S)^S)^D 
+ 6% 53 5p^ 5d ( «1>^P) ^ P) *F 
67% 53 5p^ 5d ( «3>^D) ^D) *F 
+ 11% 53 5p^ 5d ( «1>^P) ^ P) *F 
+ 10% 53 5p^ 5d ( «3>^D) ^ ) *6 
+ 8% 53^ 5p 5d^ «2>^F)*F 
70% 53 5p^ 5d {«3>^D)^D)*G 
+ 18% 53 5p^ 5d («3>^D)^D)*F 
+ 5% 5s 5p^ 5d ( «1>^P) ^ P) *F 
+ 4% 53^ 5p 5d^ «2>^F)*G 
84% 53 5p^ 5d ( «3>^D) ^ D) ^G 
+ 9% 53=^  5p 5d2 «2>^G)^G 
59% 53 5p^ 5d ( «1>^P) ^ P) *F 
+ 14% 5s 5p^ 5d ( (<3>^D) ^ D) ^ 6 
+ 10% 53 5p^ 5d («3>^D)^)*G 






















































63% 5s 5p^ 5d 
14% 5s 5p^ 5d 
7% 5s^ 5p 5d^ 
82% 5s^ 5p 5d^ 
6% 5s 5p^ 5d 
5% 53^ 5p 5d^ 
87% 5s^ 5p Sd^ 
5% 5s=^  5p 5d2 
4% 5s 5p^ 5d 
67% 58^ 5p 5d^ 
9% 5s^ 5p 5d^ 
8% 5s^ 5p 5d^ 
6% 5s 5p^ 5d 
33%. 5s^ 5p 5d^ 
25% 5s^ 5p 5d^ 
17% Ss^ 5p 5d^ 
12% 5s 5p^ 5d 
55% 5s^ 5p 5d^ 
37% 5s^ 5p 5d^ 
4% 5s 5p^ 5d 
86% 5s^ 5p^ 4f 
13% 5s^ 5p^ 4f 
86% 5s^ 5p2 4f 
13% 5s^ 5p2 4f 
94% 5s 5p^ 5d 
5% 58^ 5p 5d2 
95% 5s^ 5p 5d^ 
5% 5s 5p^ 5d 
99% 5s^ 5p 5d2 
( «3>^D) ^ D) ^G 
( «1>^P) ^ P) *F 
«2>^G) ^G 
(<2>^F) *G 
( «3>^D) ^ ) *G 
«2>^F) *F 
«2>^G) ^H 
«2>^G) ^ G 








{ «3>^D) ^ D) ^G 
«2>^F) ^G 
«2>^G) ^G 





( « 3 > 2 D ) ^ ) *G 
(<2>^F) *G 
{<2>^F) *G 
( {<3>^D) ^ ) *G 
«2>^G) ^H 




Table 5.4 : LSF energy parameter values of even parity 
configurations of Cs V 
Configuration 
5s 5p'' 
Ss^  5p^ 6s 
5s^  5p^  7s 
5s^  5p^  8s 






G' ( 5S, 5p) 




G'( 5p. 6s) 




G'( 5p, 7s) 
Eave (5S^ 5p^ 8s) 










F 2 ( 5 p , 5 d ) 
G'( 5p, 5d) 



















































































































5s^ 5p^ 6d 
5s^ 5p^ 7d 
5s 5p* -5s^ 
5s 5p'* -5s^ 
5s 5p'* -5s^ 
5s Sp'* -5s2 
5s Sp'* -5s^ 
5s 5p* -5s^ 















































R'( 5p, 5p; 5s, 6s) 
R'( 5p, 5p; 5s, 7s) 
R'( 5p, 5p; 5s, 8s) 
R'(5p,5p;5s,5d) 
R'(5p,5p;5s,6d) 
R'( 5p, 5p; 5s, 7d) 
R°(5p,6s;5p,7s) 
R'( 5p, 6s; 7s, 5p) 
R°(5p,6s;5p,8s) 
R'( 5p, 6s; 8s, 5p) 
R^( 5p, 6s; 5p, 5d) 
R'(5p,6s;5d,5p) 
R \ 5p, 6s; 5p, 6d) 
R'( 5p, 6s; 6d, 5p) 
























































































































































R'( 5p, 6s; 7d, 5p) 
R°( 5p, 7s; 5p, 8s) 
R'( 5p, 7s; 8s, 5p) 
R^( 5p, 7s; 5p, 5d) 
R'( 5p, 7s; 5d, 5p) 
R^( 5p, 7s; 5p, 6d) 
R'( 5p, 7s; 6d, 5p) 
R'(5p,7s;5p,7d) 
R'( 5p, 7s; 7d, 5p) 
R^( 5p, 8s; 5p, 5d) 
R'( 5p, 8s; 5d, 5p) 
R^( 5p, 8s; 5p, 6d) 
R'( 5p, 8s; 6d, 5p) 
R^( 5p, 8s; 5p, 7d) 
R'( 5p, 8s; 7d, 5p) 
R°( 5p, 5d; 5p, 6d) 
R^( 5p, 5d; 5p, 6d) 
R'( 5p, 5d; 6d, 5p) 
R^( 5p, 5d; 6d, 5p) 
R°( 5p, 5d; 5p, 7d) 
R^( 5p, 5d; 5p, 7d) 
R'( 5p, 5d; 7d, 5p) 
R^( 5p, 5d; 7d, 5p) 
R ° ( 5p, 6d; 5p, 7d) 
R^( 5p, 6d; 5p, 7d) 
R^( 5p, 6d; 7d, 5p) 











































































































Table 5.5 : Fitted energy parameter values in cm"^  of 



























































































































































5s 5p^ 6s 
5s^ 5p 5d^ 
5s^ 5p 6s^ 
5s2 5p^ -5s^ 5p^ 4f 
5s2 5p' -5s^ 5p^ 6p 

















F2( 5d, 5d) 








G''( 5p, 5d) 
G'(5p,5d) 





R^( 5p, 5p; 5p, 6p) 
R'( 5s, 5s; 5p, 5p) 
R'(5s,5p;5p,5d) 





































































































































5s' 5p^ 4f -5s^ 5p^ 6p 
5s^5pMf-5s5p^5d 
5s^ 5p^ 4f -5s^ 5p 5d^ 
5s^ 5p^ 6p -5s 5p^ 5d 
5s^ 5p^ 6p -5s 5p^ 6s 
5s^ 5p^ 6p -5s^ 5p 5d^ 
5s^5p^6p -5s^5p6s^ 
5p^-5s5p'5d 
5p^ -5s 5p' 6s 
5s 5p^ 5d -5s 5p^ 6s 
5s5p^5d -5s^5p5d^ 
5s5p^6s -5s^5p6s^ 
5s^ 5p 5d^ -5s^ 5p 6s^ 
o 
R°( 5s, 5s; 5s, 6s) 
R'( 5S, 5p; 5p, 6s) 
R°( 5s, 5p; 6s, 5p) 
R'( 5p, 5p; 5d, 5d) 
R^( 5p, 5p; 5d, 5d) 
R'( 5p, 5p; 6s, 6s) 
R'( 5p, 4f; 5p, 6p) 
R^( 5p, 4f; 6p, 5p) 
R'( 5S, 4f; 5p, 5d) 
R^( 5s, 4f; 5d, 5p) 
R'( 5p, 4f; 5d, 5d) 
R^( 5p, 4f; 5d, 5d) 
R'( 5S, 6p; 5p, 5d) 
R^( 5s, 6p; 5d, 5p) 
R'( 5S, 6p; 5p, 6s) 
R°( 5s, 6p; 6s, 5p) 
R'( 5p, 6p; 5d, 5d) 
R \ 5p, 6p; 5d, 5d) 
R'( 5p, 6p; 6s, 6s) 
R'( 5p, 5p; 5s, 5d) 
R'( 5p, 5p; 5s, 6s) 
R^( 5p, 5d; 5p, 6s) 
R'( 5p, 5d; 6s, 5p) 
R'( 5p, 5p; 5s, 5d) 
R'( 5p, 5p; 5s, 6s) 










































































































The energy parameters for the unknown configurations have been fixed to the hartree 
Fock ratio as indicated above, to incorporate their interactions with other 
configurations. 
R' ' pameters have been linked together to vary in the same ratio. 
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The spectrum of five-times ionized Cesium atom is isoelectronic with Sn I, 
having ground configuration 5 s 5p with five levels P o, i ,2, D2, and S 0. The PQ is 
the ground most. This is a relatively simpler two-electron spectrum as far as outer 
excitation is concerned, giving triplet and singlet terms. While core excitation which 
is the lowest among the excited configurations is rather more complex, giving 
quintet, triplet and singlet term structure. 
The first work on Cesium VI was reported by Tauheed and Joshi [ 1 ] in 1991. 
They reported all the levels of ground configuration and the first three lowest excited 
configurations viz 5s 5p ,^ 5p5d and 5p6s in the wavelength region 375 to 1400 A. 
These configurations have also been reported in the isoelectronic sequence Sn I -
LaVni [2-8] . The fiirther extension of the analysis on its isoelectronic members 
Sbll, [9], Te III [10] and IIV [11] have been done recently in our lab. The extension 
of Cs VI was, therefore, much desirable to provide accurate extended data on this 
ion as well. Initially it was very difficult to analyze these transition fi"om ground 
levels as they were lying in quite a short wavelength region. At that time when Cs 
VI analysis was started, we had wavelength data fi-om 375 A to 1600 A only. Below 
350 A we didn't have plates in grazing incidence region. We were also in need of 
some data in the higher wavelength region above 1600 A. to look for the levels of 
5p4f and 5p6p configurations. As mentioned in earlier chapter. Dr. A. Tauheed's 
recent visit to Canada in January 2005 helped a lot to acquire the desired data on 
higher as well as lower wavelength region. He recorded new spectrum with much 
stronger exposure in both lower and higher wavelength regions at Prof Y.N. Joshi's 
Antigonish laboratory. Moreover, Prof Joshi made us available his earlier 
recordings in grazing incidence region fi-om Zeeman Lab (Amsterdam) and 
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NIST(USA). The much improved data covering larger extended wavelength region 
gave us an opportunity to investigate Cs VI spectrum in detail. 
6.2. Energy Level Structure of Cs VI 
As mentioned earlier, Cs VI is partly two-electron and partly four- electron 
system. Therefore, the terms are singlet, triplet, and quintet. The detailed structure is 
given as follows: 
5s '5p ' : ' P o . 1 . 2 , ' D 2 , ' S o 
5 s 5p^  
5s^5p nd : 
5s^5p ns : 
9 
5s 5p np : 
( 'S ) 
('D) 
( 'P) 
' ' D l . 2 . 3 , 
Po,l,2 , 
' P , 
P 0,1.2 , 
' D 1,2.3, 
F 2. 3. 4 
' P , , ' D , , 
P 0, 1, 2 , 
• P , 
' s , 
t 
' F 3 
'5 
5s 5p nf 
0,1,2 > 
Di.2.: 
' S o . ' P i , ' D 2 
D 1,2,3 ) 
2, 3 ,4 5 
G 3,4,5 
' D 2 / F 3 . ' G 
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5p 2, 1. 0 
I c 1 S o , 'D2 




4r.\ 5 5s5p^5d : (CP)/P)^P3,2 .1 . 
D 4,3,2,1 , 
5,4, 3,2, 1 
a 2,1,0 
^D, a 3.2, 1 
a 4.3, 2 
((^P),2P) X2...O 
^D, b 3,2,1 
b 4,3,2 
' P l , ' D 2 , 'F3 
( ( ' D ) , 2 D ) ^ S , . 
3 
^ D 
P 2 » 1 , 0 , 
3 » 2 . 1 ^ 
^ 4 , 3 , 2 , 
G 5 J 4 ,3 
S o . ' P i . ' D 
• F 3 . ' G 4 
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Ic \ 2 c \ 3 ( ( • S ) ^ S ) ^ D 3 . 2 . | , 
' D , 
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3 r» N 4 o \ 5 5s5p' 6 S : ( C P ) , T ) ' P 3 . 2 , I . 
Pa 2 ,1.0 
( (^  P ), ¥ ) 'Pb 2,1,0 
' P i 
( ( • D ) ' D ) ^ D 3 , 2 , 
' D . 
1 c \ 2 o \ 3 ( ( ' S ) ^ S ) ^ S , . 
•So 
A variation of the average energy of some of these configurations along 
the isoelectronic sequence is shown in Fig 6.1. 
Analysis and Discussion 
6.3. Odd Parity Configurations 
Ab initio calculations were obtained from Cowan's code (referred 
earlier) including the odd parity configurations 5s 5p ( 5d + 6d + 7d + 6s + 7s + 8s) 
+ 5s 5p^ + 5s 5p^ ( 4f + 6p) + 5p^ ( 5d + 6s ), thus incorporating almost all possible 
interacting configurations to obtain a reliable theoretical prediction of the energy 
eigenvalues as well as transition probabilities. These configurations are almost 
continuous and overlap as well. An energy spread of these configurations making 
situation more clear, is shown in Fig 6.2. The first work on Cs VI, as mentioned 
earlier, was published by Tauheed and Joshi [ 1 ] in 1991. It was necessary to verify 















Sbll Tel l l IIV XeV CsVI BaVII La VIII 
Fig 6.1 : ^ ^Jc, for Sn I isoelectronic sequence where filled circles 
represent the odd and hollow circles the even parity configurations 
p6s 
s 








Fig.6.2: Energy Spread of different configurations in the 
odd parity system in Cs VI. 
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the energy parameters in other members of the isoelectronic sequence Sb II [3], Te 
III [4 ] , IIV [5 ] , Xe V [6 ] , Ba VII [7] and La VIII [8] and scaled them for Cs VI 
in accordance with the variation in the sequence. The analysis of Cs VI was carried 
out independently without considering any of the published levels. After thorough 
investigation, it was pleasant to note that all the reported levels of Cs VI belonging 
to the configurations 5s5p , 5s 5p5d, 5s 5p6s were correct. This confirmation 
prompted us to apply the same scaling to 5s 5p(6d + 7d + 7s + 8s) configurations. 
We got very precise predictions of the transition probabilities and energy values. 
These transitions were lying in such a wavelength region where the reflectivity of 
the normal incidence spectrograph decreases considerably. They were therefore 
picked up from grazing incidence plates from Zeeman Lab & NIST. The excitation 
of Cs VI for 5s^5p(6d + 7s ) was not very strong, hence, not many pairs were found. 
For six levels we could find supporting transitions. However, good transitions have 
been observed from 5p6p configuration to the levels of 5p( 6d + 7s ) configurations. 
The 5p6p configuration will be discussed in the next section of even parity 
configurations. These two combinations from two different configurations made the 
new identifications very satisfactory. The 5s 5p6d, 5s 5p7s least square fitted 
calculations gave very nice fit with standard deviation of only 251 cm" for 42 
levels. The average purity of the odd parity configurations in LS coupling was 
60.6%, while for jj coupling it turned out to be 59.9%. However, counting 
individually the levels of 5s5p , 5s 5p(5d + 6d + 6s + 7s) configurations, we 
observed that about 85 percent of the levels have their leading LS component greater 
than 50% and, therefore, can be assigned LS designation unambiguously. While 
there are only 8 levels showing their purity less than 50 %. Out of these eight, two 
levels belonging to 5 s 5p^ configurations, namely, (^P) ^ P2, (^  D) ' D2 are still 
showing their leading component 42 % and 36 %. Three levels from 5p5d and 5p6d 
are also less than 50 % pure. The level 5s 5p , Pi at 194461 cm needs special 
mention here. This level was showing only 41 % purity in ref [ 1 ] but when we 
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included all possible interaction, this level has improved its purity to 53 %. Lastly, 
the missing level ^ F4 of 5p5d in ref [ 1 ] has now been estabhshed with the help of 
5p6p configurations, similarly, ^F4 of 5p6d was also established. 
In the least squares fitted calculations, the energy parameters of 
remaining configurations like 5p7d, 5p8s were fixed in accordance with their 
observed values m 5p5d, 5p6d and 5p7s configurations. For 5s 5p^ (4f + 6p), 
Eaveand L, were fixed at 100 % of HFR values while F ^ were held fixed at 85 %. The 
G "^  and R " were kept fixed at 75 % of the HFR calculated values. The interaction 
parameters for the known configurations 5s 5p , 5s 5p( 5d + 6d + 6s + 7s ) were 
linked to vary in the same ratio. They finally fitted at about 72 %. The standard 
deviation of the LSF is only 252 cm "* which certainly can be considered a nice fit. 
6.4. Even Parity Configurations 
The outer excitation fi*om 5p5d and 5p6s configurations leads to 5p np and 
5p nf configurations while that of 5s 5p^ excitation produces very complex structure 
like 5s5p^ ( 5d + 6s ). The internal excitations give 5p'*, 5s^5d ,^ 4f^ , 5s5p^(4f + 6p). 
Therefore, very strong interactions are expected. The relative positions of these 
configurations and their energy spread are shown in Fig 6.3. As a matter of fact we 
incorporated the following even parity configurations in our ab initio calculations to 
consider all possible interactions: 
5s^ 5p^ + 5s 5p^ (5d + 6d + 6s ) + 5s^ 5p ( 4f + 5f + 6p + 7p ) + 5p* + 5s^ 5d^ + 
5s^4f' + 5s 5p^ (4f + 6p) + 5s^6s^ + 5s^ 5d 6s + 5s^ 6s 6d . 
Though it was a very huge output file but the strong interaction 
demanded their inclusion, Initiallj' we were interested in the analysis of 5p6p and 
5p4f configurations only but it was found that 5p4f transitions from 5p5d 
configuration lie in higher wavelength region, beyond our present region of 
investigation. We, therefore, have to leave it unidentified. However, its interaction 









Fig.6.3: Energy spread of various even configurations in Cs VI, 
filled rectangles represent the analyzed configurations. 
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was quite important, therefore, it was considered in the final least squares fitted 
calculations. All the levels of 5p6p configuration were established satisfactorily. The 
calculations showed that the transitions firom 5p5f, 5p7p, 5p'*, 5s5p^5d, 5s5p^ 6s 
configurations to 5p5d, 5p6s and 5s5p'* configurations lie in very good wavelength 
region on our plates. The ionization character of many unidentified lines in the 
expected region suggested them to be Cs VI lines. Since the average energy of Sp'* 
configuration was very low, we expected good transitions fi-om this, therefore, we 
started with this configuration. All the five levels of Sp'* configuration were found 
with full confidence as there were many supporting lines for them. The 5p7p 
configuration was a bit difficult to find because they were not that strongly excited. 
However, using the well established parameter scaling of 5p6p, the levels were 
found very close to new predicted values. As mentioned earlier that 5p4f was not in 
our region of investigation, we had no idea about the parameter scaling of 5p5f 
They were also less strong compared to 5p6p transitions. But the inclusion of all 
possible interactions, predicted them very accurately and they were established quite 
satisfactorily. After having done the above mentioned configurations, we found still 
many unidentified lines of Cs VI on the plate. Looking back to our calculations we 
noticed that many transitions fi-om 5s 5p (5d + 6s) configurations were showing 
strong transition probabilities. We, therefore, took up these configurations. These 
two configurations, being four-electron system, had very large energy spread as 
evident fi-om Fig 6.3. This is being a huge transition array with 72 levels, despite 
strong transition probabilities shown in calculation, the observed transitions were not 
that strong. We could find strong transitions only for higher J values (J=5) and 
transitions like ^S to ^P levels. Moderate transitions were found for J = 4 & 3 and 
low lying levels of J =2 &1. For rest of the levels much weaker transitions were 
observed. Some of the high lying levels of lower J values have been established by 
single transitions only. But these levels were established only after having 
reasonably good least squares fitted parametric calculations. Special care has been 
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taken in picking up these single lines to have definite Cs VI ionization 
characteristics. 
The establishment of 5p6p levels was very useful in finding out the still 
missing F^4 levels of 5p5d and 5p6d, as they do not combine with ground levels. We 
could establish them now, by using D3 of 5p6p. The finding of F4 of 5p5d was very 
important again in order to establish two levels of the J = 5 of 5s5p 5d, namely, 
((¥),''?) ^¥5 ; ( ( 'D) ,^D) ^GS and one of the 5p5f level ie ^Gj .The configurations 
which were included in the final least squares fit, but were not analyzed, are 4f, 5d^ 
6s^ and 5d6s, as they were strongly interacting with the configuration of our interest. 
Two less interacting configurations 5p^ 4f and 5p^ 6p were not included in the final 
L.S.F calculations as they lie very high, and consequently, are less significant. 
However, in the ab initio calculations, they were all included. 
6.5. LS Designation 
The naming of the 5p6p levels in LS notation was quite unambiguous as 
almost all the levels showed their first component as leading one except the level at 
303064 cm"^  of J=l where its second highest component has been named. In 5p7p 
configuration, the situation is almost similar to 5p6p. Only one level (394645 cm'' of 
J=0) has been named from its second highest component. This level was very 
strongly interacting with 5s^ 4f^  configuration. Four levels of 5p'* are designated fi-om 
the first component while 277142 cm-' (J=l) which was interacting strongly with 
5s5p 5d has been named fi*om its second component. The 5p5f levels, despite being 
mixed among themselves, could be designated as their first component except one at 
357335 cm"' (J=3) which was named fi-om its third component. The 5s5p^6s has 
sixteen levels and fifteen of them have been assigned their first component, the only 
level at 405854 cm"' (J=l) was named as second component. From this discussion it 
appears that for above configurations, LS notation was still a good approximation. In 
each configuration only one level had to be assigned other than its first component. 
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Lastly, the four-electron configuration 5s5p^5d which forms a very complex 
structure having 56 levels, has average purities 63% in LS coupling and 52% in jj 
coupling scheme. Thus LS adaptation was still justified for this particular case as 
well. However, the situation is so complex that it would have been better if one can 
designate these levels with their energies and J values, though this provision is 
already given in table 6.3 but for the classification of the lines in table 6.1 we have 
designated them in LS notation. There are three levels 346554, 362796 and 365470 
cm'' in J=l and one level 342031 cm"' in j =3 which have been designated fi-om the 
second components, one level 310742 cm"' of J = 4 has been named fi-om its third 
component. Two levels in J=2 (331040 & 364689 cm"') interacting strongly with 
5p5f configurations are assigned their fourth components. One special case needs to 
be mentioned that the J = 3 level at 343816 cm"' could not be given any name as all 
its four components have already been assigned to various levels. Thus this level is 
given its energy and J value in table 6.1. However, (( D), D) F3 level could not be 
designated anywhere, so it may be considered a possible name for the above level. 
This configuration has never been reported in the entire isoelectronic sequence so no 
data was available for comparison. We must emphasize that the lines used to 
establish these levels had Cs VI ionization characteristic. 
The standard deviation of the final least squares fitted calculations for 112 
energy levels is 231 cm"\ which is considered quite good. A total of 351 lines have 
been classified in this spectrum and they are given in Table 6.1. The observed levels 
along with parametric fitted calculations are given in Table 6.2 & 6.3 and their 
corresponding least squares fitted energy parameters are given in Table 6.4 and 6.5. 
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Table 6.1 : Classified lines of CsVI 
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X (A) -1 V (caa' ) i n t Ch even - odd AX (A) 
2 6 2 . 1 5 5 
2 6 2 . 9 5 7 
2 6 5 . 5 9 3 
2 6 5 . 9 5 7 
2 7 3 . 6 4 7 
2 7 4 . 4 6 5 
2 7 5 . 4 0 4 
2 7 5 . 6 9 2 
2 7 6 . 1 2 8 
2 7 8 . 2 6 9 
2 7 8 . 8 9 0 
2 7 9 . 1 7 9 
2 8 0 . 7 0 3 
2 8 9 . 1 4 3 
2 8 9 , 2 9 7 
3 1 1 . 1 9 2 
3 8 3 . 0 4 2 
3 9 0 . 1 1 3 
3 9 1 . 4 9 8 
3 9 6 . 7 4 6 
3 9 7 . 8 0 4 
4 0 0 . 3 5 7 
4 0 1 . 9 6 8 
4 0 3 . 7 9 9 
4 0 5 . 5 1 8 
4 1 0 . 3 1 2 
4 1 0 . 9 7 6 
4 1 9 . 1 7 6 
4 3 0 . 1 0 4 
4 3 1 . 8 8 3 
4 3 4 . 7 1 2 
4 3 6 . 1 3 3 
4 3 6 . 3 6 5 
4 4 2 . 2 9 8 
442.693 
4 4 5 . 8 9 9 
4 4 9 . 0 6 5 
4 5 3 . 1 1 7 
4 5 4 . 5 9 1 
4 5 4 . 8 8 0 
4 5 6 . 0 1 1 
4 5 8 . 8 1 1 
3 8 1 4 5 4 . 3 
3 8 0 2 9 0 . 0 
3 7 6 5 1 6 . 0 
3 7 6 0 0 0 . 7 
3 6 5 4 3 4 . 0 
3 6 4 3 4 5 . 3 
3 6 3 1 0 2 . 5 
3 6 2 7 2 4 . 0 
3 6 2 1 5 1 . 0 
3 5 9 3 6 5 . 0 
3 5 8 5 6 4 . 4 
3 5 8 1 9 3 . 0 
3 5 6 2 4 9 . 0 
3 4 5 8 5 0 . 0 
3 4 5 6 6 6 . 0 
3 2 1 3 4 5 . 0 
2 6 1 0 6 8 . 0 
2 5 6 3 3 5 . 9 
2 5 5 4 2 9 . 3 
2 5 2 0 5 0 . 6 
2 5 1 3 8 0 . 0 -
2 4 9 7 7 7 . 0 
2 4 8 7 7 6 . 3 
2 4 7 6 4 8 . 0 
2 4 6 5 9 8 . 3 
2 4 3 7 1 7 . 2 
2 4 3 3 2 3 . 4 
2 3 8 5 6 3 . 0 
2 3 2 5 0 2 . 0 
2 3 1 5 4 4 . 3 
2 3 0 0 3 7 . 3 
2 2 9 2 8 8 . 0 
2 2 9 1 6 6 . 2 
2 2 6 0 9 2 . 0 
2 2 5 8 9 0 . 4 
2 2 4 2 6 6 . 0 
2 2 2 6 8 5 . 0 
2 2 0 6 9 3 . 7 
2 1 9 9 7 8 . 0 
2 1 9 8 3 8 . 0 
2 1 9 2 9 3 . 0 




























































sp^ ^ a 
sp^ *Sa 
5s^5p2 'Pi 
sp3 ^ 3 










sp^ ^ a 
5s^5p^ D^a • 
5s^5p^ ^Pa • 
5s*5p^ D^a • 
sp^ ^ 3 
sp^ ^ 1 
sp^ D^a 
sp^ ^Si -
5s^5p^ ^Pi • 
sp^ ^ 3 
sp^ SSa 
- 5 p 7 s 
- 5 p 6 d 
- 5 p 6 d 
- S p 7 s 
- 5 p 6 d 
- 5 p 6 d 
- 5 p 6 d 
- 5 p 7 s 
- 5 p 7 s 
- 5 p 6 d 
- 5 p 7 s 
- 5 p 6 d 
- 5 p 6 d 
- 5 p 6 d 
- 5 p 6 d 



















- 5 s 5 p * 5 d ( ' P ) 
- 5 p 6 s P^x 
- 5s5p^6s{^D) 
- 5 s^5p5f ^ 1 
- 5 p 6 s ^Pa 
- 5s5p^6s(^P) 
- 5 p 6 s 
- 5 p 6 s 






- 5 p 6 s • 




- 5 p 6 s ' 
- 5 p 6 s ^ 







5 p 7 p 1^ 
- 5 p 5 d ^ 
Px 
Px 














0 . 0 0 0 
- 0 . 0 0 1 
0 . 0 0 3 
0 . 0 0 1 
- 0 . 0 0 3 
- 0 . 0 0 1 
- 0 . 0 0 2 
0 . 0 0 1 
- 0 . 0 0 1 
- 0 . 0 0 1 
0 . 0 0 3 
0 . 0 0 1 
0 . 0 0 5 
0 . 0 0 2 
0 . 0 0 1 
- 0 . 0 0 4 
0 . 0 0 3 
- 0 . 0 0 3 
0 . 0 0 1 
0 . 0 0 0 
0 . 0 0 0 
0 . 0 0 3 
0 . 0 0 5 
0 . 0 0 0 
0 . 0 0 1 
0 . 0 0 3 
0 . 0 0 7 
0 . 0 0 0 
- 0 . 0 0 1 
- 0 . 0 0 2 
- 0 . 0 0 3 
0 . 0 0 0 
- 0 . 0 0 1 
- 0 . 0 0 2 
0 . 0 0 7 
- 0 . 0 0 1 
0 . 0 0 0 
- 0 . 0 0 4 
- 0 . 0 0 7 
0 . 0 0 1 
0 . 0 0 2 





4 6 4 . 2 3 3 
466 .447 
4 6 7 . 8 7 3 
4 6 9 . 6 2 2 









4 9 0 . 6 1 3 
4 9 2 . 6 3 3 
4 9 2 . 7 6 9 
493 .527 
4 9 3 . 6 7 6 






























2 1 6 3 4 3 . 4 
215772 .8 
2 1 5 4 0 9 . 0 
2 1 4 3 8 6 . 5 
2 1 3 7 3 3 . 0 
212937 .0 
212138 .0 
2 1 1 8 1 6 . 3 
2 1 0 7 2 3 . 1 
2 0 8 8 9 4 . 3 
208658 .2 
2 0 8 3 3 5 . 9 
207762 .0 
2 0 7 1 4 5 . 0 
203946 .7 





2 0 2 3 9 5 . 0 
2 0 2 2 9 0 . 0 
2 0 2 0 0 8 . 9 















































1 8 0 





























s p ' 'Pi 












s p ' ^2 
sp^ h>i 
Sa'Sp" 3Pi 
s p ' 'P2 
5p5d ^ 3 





sp^ ^ 1 
5 p 5 d D^a 
sp^ ^ 2 
sp^ D^2 
s p ' 'Pi 
sp^ 'Sa 
5s^5p^ ^Pi 
sp^ ^ 2 
5s^5p^ 3po 
5 p 5 d ^ 3 
sp^ 58^ 
5s^5p^ ^P2 
s p ' 'Po 
5p5d ^ 1 
sp^ ^ 3 
5s25p2 3pi • 
5s^5p^ P^a • 
b C s V I I sp^ ^ 3 
5p5d ^Di 
sp^ ^Sa 
sp^ ^ 2 
s p ' 'Si -
5s^5p^ P^a 
5s^5p^ ^Po 
sp^ ^ 1 
sp^ ^ 3 
- 5p7p 1D2 
- 5s5p^5d(^P] 
- 5s5p^5d(^P] 




- 5s5p=^5d(^P) ^2a 
- 5s5p*6s(^D) D^a 
- 5 p 7 p ^ i 
- 5 p 6 s ^Pi 
- 5s5p^5d ( 3 4 3 8 1 6 ) 
- 5pSd^F^ 





- 5p5d ^ 2 
- 5s^5p5f ^Fa 
- 5p7p D^a 
- 5s5p^5d(^D) 





- 5p7p ^Pa 
- 5s5p25d(^D) 
- 5s^5p5f ^F3 
- 5s5p25d(^P) 
- 5s5p^5d( 'P) 
- 5p5d^Po 
- 5s5p^5d(^D) 
- 5p5d h)i 
- 5p7p ^Pa 
- 5s5p25d(^P) 
- 5p5d ^ a 
- 5s5p^5d{^D) 
- 5p7p ^ a 
- 5s5p^5d(^D) 
- 5p5d D^a 






- 5p5d D^3 

























0 . 0 0 2 
0 . 0 0 7 
- 0 . 0 0 6 
0 . 0 0 2 
- 0 . 0 0 1 
- 0 . 0 0 7 
- 0 . 0 0 1 
0 . 0 0 3 
0 . 0 0 1 
3 0 . 0 0 9 
0 .013 
- 0 . 0 0 1 
0 . 0 1 1 
0 .004 
0 .001 
- 0 . 0 0 3 
- 0 . 0 0 5 
- 0 . 0 0 5 
- 0 . 0 0 2 
0 . 0 0 1 
0 .000 
0 . 0 0 3 
0 .006 
0 . 0 0 3 
0 .008 
- 0 . 0 0 3 
0 . 0 0 5 
- 0 . 0 0 6 
- 0 . 0 0 4 
0 .000 
- 0 . 0 0 5 
0 . 0 0 3 
0 . 0 0 1 
0 . 0 0 6 
- 0 . 0 0 3 
- 0 . 0 0 7 
- 0 . 0 0 5 
0 . 0 0 6 
0 . 0 0 5 
0 . 0 0 3 
0 . 0 0 1 
- 0 . 0 0 5 
0 . 0 0 3 
0 . 0 0 1 
0 . 0 0 5 
- 0 . 0 0 1 
0 .002 




5 1 8 . 7 0 2 
5 1 9 . 1 9 2 
5 2 0 . 3 7 5 
5 2 1 . 4 3 4 
5 2 1 . 5 2 1 
5 2 2 . 2 9 4 
5 2 2 . 7 2 1 
5 2 4 . 7 5 8 
5 2 5 . 2 5 6 
5 2 7 . 3 0 4 
5 2 8 . 6 4 2 
5 2 8 . 9 9 7 
5 2 9 . 5 5 2 
5 3 0 . 2 1 4 
5 3 0 . 9 9 4 
5 3 1 . 6 5 9 
5 3 1 . 8 2 9 
5 3 2 . 9 9 2 
5 3 5 . 3 5 1 
5 3 5 . 6 5 0 
5 3 6 . 7 6 6 
5 3 8 . 8 9 5 
5 3 9 . 2 0 0 
5 3 9 . 3 6 6 
5 4 1 . 0 5 5 
5 4 1 . 6 3 8 
5 4 2 . 2 6 7 
5 4 3 . 2 7 2 
5 4 4 . 5 2 9 
5 4 4 . 6 3 3 
5 4 6 . 2 6 3 
5 4 6 . 3 8 8 
5 4 6 . 6 4 2 
5 4 8 . 5 9 1 
5 4 8 . 7 3 6 
5 4 8 . 9 3 7 
5 4 9 . 0 9 7 
5 5 0 . 9 1 7 
5 5 1 . 3 5 3 
5 5 1 . 7 4 8 
5 5 2 . 2 7 0 
5 5 2 . 6 6 5 
5 5 5 . 7 0 3 
5 5 6 . 7 7 7 
5 5 7 . 0 9 4 
5 5 7 . 4 7 9 
5 5 8 . 2 6 8 
5 6 4 . 6 9 7 
5 6 5 . 5 0 3 
5 6 6 . 0 0 5 
1 9 2 7 8 9 . 0 
1 9 2 6 0 7 . 0 
1 9 2 1 6 9 . 0 
1 9 1 7 7 9 . 0 
1 9 1 7 4 7 . 0 
1 9 1 4 6 2 . 9 
1 9 1 3 0 6 . 6 
1 9 0 5 6 4 . 0 
1 9 0 3 8 3 . 4 
1 8 9 6 4 4 . 1 
1 8 9 1 6 4 . 0 
1 8 9 0 3 7 . 0 
1 8 8 8 3 9 . 0 
1 8 8 6 0 3 . 0 
1 8 8 3 2 6 . 0 
1 8 8 0 9 0 . 4 
1 8 8 0 3 0 . 3 
1 8 7 6 2 0 . 1 
1 8 6 7 9 3 . 5 
1 8 6 6 8 9 . 0 
1 8 6 3 0 1 . 0 
1 8 5 5 6 5 . 0 
1 8 5 4 6 0 . 0 
1 8 5 4 0 2 . 9 
1 8 4 8 2 4 . 1 
1 8 4 6 2 5 . 0 
1 8 4 4 1 1 . 0 
1 8 4 0 7 0 . 0 
1 8 3 6 4 5 . 0 
1 8 3 6 1 0 . 0 
1 8 3 0 6 2 . 0 
1 8 3 0 2 0 . 0 
1 8 2 9 3 5 . 0 
1 8 2 2 8 5 . 1 
1 8 2 2 3 7 . 0 
1 8 2 1 7 0 . 4 
1 8 2 1 1 7 . 3 
1 8 1 5 1 5 . 6 
1 8 1 3 7 2 . 0 
1 8 1 2 4 2 . 0 
1 8 1 0 7 1 . 0 
1 8 0 9 4 1 . 3 
1 7 9 9 5 2 . 3 
1 7 9 6 0 5 . 0 
1 7 9 5 0 3 . 0 
1 7 9 3 7 9 . 0 
1 7 9 1 2 5 . 5 
1 7 7 0 8 6 . 2 
1 7 6 8 3 3 . 8 




















































Sp^ ^ 2 
5s^5p^ ^Pz 
Sp^ ^P2 





S p U3 
5p5d ^Pi 
5p5d ^F3 
sp^ ^ 1 
sp^ D^2 
5p5d £^-2 
sp^ ^ 3 
5 p 5 d D^a 
5s^5p^ ^Pi 




s p ' 'P2 
5s*5p2 'Pi 
5 p 5 d 'F3 
s p ' 'Po 
s p ' ' D I 
s p ' 'D3 
5 p 5 d 'Pi 
s p ' ^Pi 
s p ' 'Pi 
s p ' 'P2 
5 o 5 d 'F2 
Sa^Sp" 'Pi 
s p ' D^2 
Sa^Sp" 'P2 
s p ' ' S , 
s p ' 'Px 
s p ' 'Pi 
s p ' 'Pi 
s p ' 'Po 
5s '5p2 ijj^ 
5s^5p2 3p^ 
5s^5p^ ^So 
5 p 5 d ^Pi 




s p ' ^S2 
- 5 s 5 p ' 5 d ( ' P ) 
- 5 s5p25d( 'P) 
- 5p5d^D2 
- 5s5p^5d(^P) 
- 5s5p^5d( 'P) 
- 5 p 5 d ' F 3 
- 5 p 6 s 'Pi 
- 5s5p^5d( 'P) 
- 5s5p^6s(^D) 
- 5s5p^5d('D) 
- 5p7p ^So 
- 5s^5p5f 'Da 
- 5s5p^5d( 'P) 
- 5s^5p5f 'F3 
- 5s^5p5f ^F3 
- 5s5p^5d(^D) 
- 5p7p 'D2 
- 5p5d ' D I 
- 5s5p^5d( 'P) 
- 5 s5p*5d( 'P) 
- 5s5p^5d(^D) 
- 5s5p^5d( 'P) 
- 5s5p^5d(^D) 
- 5 p 5 d ' P 2 
- 5s^5p5f ^64 
- 5s5p^5d( 'P) 
- 5s5p^5d( 'P) 
- 5s5p^5d(^D) 
- 5p7p 'DJ 
- 5s5p^5d( 'P) 
- 5s5p^5d( 'P) 
- 5s5p^5d(^D) 
- 5s5p25d(^S) 
- s p ' ^Pi 
- 5s5p^5d(^D) 
- 5 p 5 d ' D i 
- 5s^5p5f 'FZ 
- 5s5p^5d(^D) 
- 5s5p^5d( 'P) 
- 5s5p^5d(^D) 
- 5s5p^5d(^D) 
- 5p5d 'D2 
- 5 p 5 d ' P 2 
- 5p5d^Pi 
- 5 p 7 p ' P 2 
- 5s5p^5d(^D) 
- 5 p 5 d ' P i 
- 5p5d 'D3 
- s p ' ^Pi 
- 5s5p^5d( 'P) 
'D2b 
' D i . 
' D i b 
' D 3 . 









' P 2 
^Pi 




' P i 
'D2 








- 0 . 0 0 3 
0 . 0 0 2 
0 . 0 0 0 
- 0 . 0 0 4 
0 . 0 1 0 
0 . 0 0 6 
- 0 . 0 0 4 
- 0 . 0 0 9 
0 . 0 0 6 
0 . 0 0 0 
0 . 0 0 6 
0 . 0 0 6 
0 . 0 0 8 
0 . 0 0 5 
0 . 0 1 2 
0 . 0 0 1 
0 . 0 1 0 
- 0 . 0 0 5 
0 . 0 0 0 
0 . 0 0 0 
0 . 0 0 0 
- 0 . 0 0 1 
- 0 . 0 0 2 
0 . 0 0 4 
0 . 0 0 2 
0 . 0 0 5 
- 0 . 0 0 5 
- 0 . 0 0 7 
0 . 0 0 0 
- 0 . 0 0 3 
0 . 0 1 3 
0 . 0 0 2 
- 0 . 0 0 1 
0 . 0 0 4 
0 . 0 0 4 
0 . 0 0 2 
- 0 . 0 0 3 
- 0 . 0 0 5 
0 . 0 0 0 
- 0 . 0 0 9 
- 0 . 0 0 7 
- 0 . 0 0 7 
- 0 . 0 0 3 
- 0 . 0 0 3 
0 . 0 0 3 
- 0 . 0 0 3 
- 0 . 0 0 4 
- 0 . 0 0 4 
0 . 0 0 0 
15: 
5 6 6 . 2 6 7 
5 6 7 . 4 5 0 
5 6 7 . 5 7 9 
5 6 8 . 0 7 5 
5 6 8 . 1 4 6 
5 6 8 . 6 0 5 
5 6 9 . 3 3 2 
5 7 0 . 5 3 5 
5 7 1 . 1 5 6 
5 7 1 . 2 3 3 
5 7 2 . 3 0 7 
5 7 2 . 4 9 2 
5 7 6 . 1 9 0 
5 7 6 . 2 7 8 
5 7 7 . 0 3 4 
5 7 7 . 8 1 8 
5 7 7 . 8 2 4 
5 7 9 . 0 3 2 
5 8 1 . 6 7 6 
5 8 3 . 1 5 2 
5 8 3 . 9 9 3 
5 8 5 . 0 6 9 
5 8 6 . 5 9 3 
5 8 7 . 1 3 4 
5 8 8 . 3 2 9 
5 8 8 . 8 8 3 
5 8 9 . 2 3 4 
5 8 9 . 4 2 5 
5 8 9 . 6 9 1 
5 9 0 . 6 8 8 ' 
5 9 1 . 4 6 7 
5 9 4 . 0 5 4 
5 9 4 . 9 1 1 
5 9 7 . 6 0 4 
5 9 8 . 4 0 3 
5 9 8 . 7 0 9 
6 0 0 . 9 6 8 
6 0 3 . 0 8 2 
6 0 3 . 5 9 5 
6 0 3 . 9 5 6 
6 0 4 . 3 0 3 
6 0 7 . 0 2 0 
6 0 9 . 0 8 8 
6 0 9 . 2 8 5 
6 1 1 . 0 1 2 
6 1 1 . 7 3 5 
6 1 1 . 9 7 3 
6 1 2 . 3 5 7 
6 1 4 . 7 1 9 
6 1 5 . 3 2 0 
1 7 6 5 9 5 . 0 
1 7 6 2 2 7 . 0 
1 7 6 1 8 7 . 0 
1 7 6 0 3 3 . 0 
1 7 6 0 1 1 . 2 
1 7 5 8 6 9 . 0 
1 7 5 6 4 4 . 4 
1 7 5 2 7 4 . 0 
1 7 5 0 8 3 . 5 
1 7 5 0 6 0 . 0 
1 7 4 7 3 1 . 4 
1 7 4 6 7 5 . 0 
1 7 3 5 5 4 . 0 
1 7 3 5 2 7 . 4 
1 7 3 3 0 0 . 0 
1 7 3 0 6 4 . 8 
1 7 3 0 6 3 . 0 
1 7 2 7 0 2 . 0 
1 7 1 9 1 7 . 0 
1 7 1 4 3 1 . 8 
1 7 1 2 3 5 . 0 
1 7 0 9 2 0 . 0 
1 7 0 4 7 5 . 9 
1 7 0 3 1 9 . 0 
1 6 9 9 7 3 . 0 
1 6 9 8 1 3 . 1 
1 6 9 7 1 2 . 0 
1 6 9 6 5 7 . 0 
1 6 9 5 8 0 . 4 
1 6 9 2 9 4 . 1 
1 6 9 0 7 1 . 0 
1 6 8 3 3 5 . 0 
1 6 8 0 9 2 . 4 
1 6 7 3 3 5 . 0 
1 6 7 1 1 1 . 6 
1 6 7 0 2 6 . 0 
1 6 6 3 9 8 . 2 
1 6 5 8 1 5 . 0 
1 6 5 6 7 4 . 0 
1 6 5 5 7 5 . 0 
1 6 5 4 8 0 . 0 
1 6 4 7 3 9 . 1 
1 6 4 1 8 0 . 0 
1 6 4 1 2 6 . 9 
1 6 3 6 6 3 . 0 
1 6 3 4 6 9 . 5 
1 6 3 4 0 6 . 0 
1 6 3 3 0 3 . 3 
1 6 2 6 7 6 . 0 




















































5 p 5 d D^2 
5 p 5 d ^F4 
5 ? 5 d ^Di 
5 p 5 d ^Fa 
Sp Fi 
Ss^Sp^ 3po 
SP^ ^ 2 
sp3 'Da 
5 p 5 d ^Fa 
5s25p2 "Da 




5 p 5 d ^F* 
5 p 5 d 'Pi 
sp^ ^ 3 
s p Si 
5 p 5 d ^Fa 
5 p 5 d ^Po 
sp^ ^P2 
5 p 5 d ^Fa 
sp^ ^ 3 
Sp5d ^Pi 
s p ' ^ 3 
s p ' ^ 3 
Sa'^Sp^ 'Pa 
5s^5p^ 'Pi 
s p ' 'Da 
s p ' 'Da 
s p ' 'Pi 
s p ' 'D3 
s p ' 'Pa 
5 p 5 d 'Pa 
s p ' 'D3 
5 p 5 d 'Da 
5 p 5 d 'Fa 
s p ' ' D I 
5 p 6 s 'Pi 
5 p 5 d 'Pi 
5s^5p^ 'Da 
5 p 5 d 'D3 
5 s 2 5 p ' 'Pa 
5 p 5 d 'Da 
5s^5p^ 'Pi 
5 p 6 s 'Pa 
s p ' 'Pi 
5 p 5 d ^Pi 
5s^5p^ D^a 
- 5s5p^5d( 'p) 
- 5s5p^5d<'P) 
- 5s^5p5f 'G5 
- 5s5p^5d( 'P) 
- 5 s 2 5 p 5 f 'Fa 
- 5 s5p^6s ( 'P ) 
, - s p ' 'Si 






0 . 0 0 1 
0 . 0 0 0 
0 . 0 0 0 
- 0 . 0 0 5 
- 0 . 0 0 4 
0 . 0 0 0 
0 . 0 0 5 
- 0 . 0 0 3 
- 5s5p^5d ( 3 4 3 8 1 £ ) 3 0 . 0 0 5 
- 5 s 5 p 2 6 s { ' P ) 
- 5p5d D^a 
- 5s^5p5f '64 
- 5s5p^5d( 'P) 
- 5s5p^5d(^D) 
- 5s5p^5d{'P) 
- 5s^5p5f 'G4 
- 5 s 5 p ^ 6 s ( ' P ) 
- 5s5p^5d(^D) 
- 5s5p^5d( 'P) 
- 5 s5p 25d ( ' p ) 
- 5s5p^6s(^D) 
- 5s5p^5d( 'P) 
- 5s^5p5f 'Fa 
- 5s5p^5d( 'P) 
- 5s5p^6s{^D) 
- 5 p 6 p 'D3 
- 5s5p^5d( 'p) 
- 5 p 5 d ' F 3 
- 5 p 5 d ' F a 
- 585p^5d( 'p) 
- 5s5p^5d(^D) 
- 5s5p^5d(^D) 
- 5s5p^5d( 'P) 
- 5s5p='5d(^D) 
- 5s5p^5d(^S) 
- 5p6p 'Pa 
- Ss^5p5f D^a 
- 5s5p^5d( 'p) 
- 5s5p^5d( 'P) -
- 5 s 5 p ^ 6 s ( ' P ) 
- 5s^5p5f ' D 2 
- 5 p 5 d ' D I 
- 5 s * 5 p 5 f 'D3 
- 5 p 5 d 'Fa 
- 5s=^5p5f 'Da 
- s p ' 'Si 
- 5s5p^6s(^S) 
- 5s^5p5f 'Fa 
- 5s5p^6s<^D) 

























0 . 0 0 0 
0 . 0 1 6 
- 0 . 0 0 2 
0 . 0 0 0 
- 0 . 0 0 2 
0 . 0 0 0 
0 . 0 1 4 
0 . 0 0 0 
- 0 . 0 1 0 
0 . 0 1 1 
0 . 0 0 0 
- 0 . 0 0 4 
0 . 0 0 2 
0 . 0 0 5 
0 . 0 0 1 
0 . 0 0 3 
- 0 . 0 0 1 
0 . 0 0 0 
0 . 0 0 5 
- 0 . 0 0 9 
- 0 . 0 0 3 
- 0 . 0 1 0 
0 . 0 0 6 
0 . 0 0 2 
0 . 0 0 5 
- 0 . 0 0 2 
- 0 . 0 0 3 
0 . 0 0 0 
- 0 . 0 1 0 
- 0 . 0 0 1 
- 0 . 0 0 2 
- 0 . 0 0 5 
- 0 . 0 0 3 
- 0 . 0 0 3 
- 0 . 0 0 5 
0 . 0 0 4 
0 . 0 0 2 
- 0 . 0 0 2 
0 . 0 0 0 
0 . 0 0 0 
0.000 
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6 1 5 . 5 5 4 
6 1 6 . 7 7 0 
6 1 8 . 2 4 4 
6 1 8 . 9 2 3 
6 1 9 . 5 5 6 
6 2 1 . 6 6 2 
6 2 2 . 8 9 4 
6 2 3 . 7 2 9 
6 2 3 . 9 0 4 
6 2 5 . 6 6 9 
6 2 6 . 6 9 1 
6 2 7 . 3 6 0 
6 3 1 . 7 2 9 
6 3 2 . 8 4 6 
6 3 6 . 1 7 3 
6 3 8 . 2 3 5 
6 3 8 . 7 6 2 
6 4 0 . 8 3 7 
6 4 4 . 2 2 8 
6 4 4 . 2 4 3 
6 4 6 . 8 0 5 
6 4 7 . 2 4 9 
6 4 8 . 5 2 6 
6 5 0 . 7 7 9 
6 5 1 . 4 7 4 
6 5 1 . 8 5 2 
6 5 1 . 9 8 8 
6 5 3 . 5 9 0 
6 5 4 . 6 9 4 
6 5 6 . 2 9 8 
6 5 6 . 9 3 7 
6 5 8 . 1 3 7 
6 5 8 . 3 2 4 
6 5 9 . 2 7 4 
6 6 1 . 0 0 0 
6 6 1 . 2 1 8 
6 6 1 . 8 0 5 
6 6 2 . 5 7 6 
6 6 5 . 3 6 7 
6 6 9 . 8 5 1 
6 7 2 . 6 1 7 
6 7 8 . 4 7 9 
6 7 9 . 1 5 7 
6 7 9 . 4 3 6 
6 8 1 . 6 9 9 
6 8 3 . 8 0 7 
6 8 5 . 3 1 0 
6 8 5 . 4 7 1 
6 8 6 . 8 7 5 
6 9 4 . 1 8 9 
1 6 2 4 5 5 . 2 
1 6 2 1 3 5 . 0 
1 6 1 7 4 8 . 4 
1 6 1 5 7 1 . 0 
1 6 1 4 0 6 . 0 
1 6 0 8 5 9 . 0 
1 6 0 5 4 1 . 0 
1 6 0 3 2 6 . 0 
1 6 0 2 8 1 . 0 
1 5 9 8 2 9 . 0 
1 5 9 5 6 8 . 2 
1 5 9 3 9 8 . 1 
1 5 8 2 9 5 . 7 
1 5 8 0 1 6 . 3 
1 5 7 1 9 0 . 0 
1 5 6 S 8 2 . 0 
1 5 6 5 5 2 . 8 
1 5 6 0 4 6 . 0 
1 5 5 2 2 4 . 5 
1 5 5 2 2 1 . 0 
1 5 4 6 0 6 . 0 
1 5 4 5 0 0 . 0 
1 5 4 1 9 5 . 8 
1 5 3 6 6 2 . 0 
1 5 3 4 9 8 . 0 
1 5 3 4 0 9 . 0 
1 5 3 3 7 7 . 0 
1 5 3 0 0 1 , 0 
1 5 2 7 4 3 . 0 
1 5 2 3 6 9 . 7 
1 5 2 2 2 1 . 7 
1 5 1 9 4 4 . 0 
1 5 1 9 0 1 . 0 
1 5 1 6 8 2 . 0 
1 5 1 2 8 6 . 0 
1 5 1 2 3 6 . 0 
1 5 1 1 0 2 . 0 
1 5 0 9 2 6 . 0 
1 5 0 2 9 3 . 1 
1 4 9 2 8 7 . 0 
1 4 8 6 7 3 . 0 
1 4 7 3 8 8 . 6 
1 4 7 2 4 1 . 4 
1 4 7 1 8 1 . 0 
1 4 6 6 9 2 . 4 
1 4 6 2 4 0 . 0 
1 4 5 9 1 9 . 4 
1 4 5 8 8 5 . 0 
1 4 5 5 8 6 . 8 




















































5 p 6 s ^Pi 
5 p 6 s ^Pi 
5p5d ^Pz 
5p5d ^ 3 
s p ' 'Pz 
5p5d ^F2 
sp^ ^ 1 
5p5d ^ 2 
5p5d ^F3 








5p5d ^ 2 
5p5d ^Di 
5 p 5 d ^Ft 




5 p 6 s ^Pj 
5 p 6 s ^Po 
sp^ ^D2 
5p5d D^2 
5 p 5 d ^Dz 
5 p 5 d F^4 
5s25p^ ^Dz 
5 p 6 s ^P2 
5 p 6 s ^Pi 
5 p 6 s ^Po 
5p5d ^Pi 
sp^ ^ 3 
5S^Sp^ 3p2 
5 p 6 s ^Pi 
sp^ 3pz 
5p5d ^Fz 
5 p 6 s ^Pi 
Sa^Sp" ^Sc 
sp^ ^ 1 
5p5d ^ 3 
5s^5p^ D^z • 
5 p 5 d ^Pz -
sp^ ^ z 














- sp^ ^P, 
- 5s^5p5f ^F3 
- sp^ ^Si 
- 5p6p ^Po 
- 5s^5p5f G^3 
- sp^ D^z 
- 5s5p^5d(^D) 
- 5s5p^5d(^D) 
- 5s^5p5f ^Gs 
- 5s5p25d(^P) 
- 5s5p25d(^P) 
- sp^ 'Px 
- 5p6p ^ z 
- 5p7p ^ 3 




- 5 s25p5f F^4 
- 5p5d^F3 
- 5p7p ^Si 
- 5p7p 3p, 
- 5 p 7 p ^ i 
- 5s5p25d(^S) 
- 5s5p^5d(^P) 
- sp^ D^z 
- 5p7p 3po 
- 5p6p ^Pz 
- 5s5p^5d(^D) 
- 5p7p ^Si 
- 5 p 5 d ^ i 
- 5s5p25d(^P) • 
- 5s5p25d(^S) 






















• 5s5p25d ( 3 4 3 8 1 6 ) 3 
• 5s5p25d(^P) ^ 
5p* D^z 
- 5s=^5p5f G^4 
- 5p* ^P, 
Fi 
0 . 0 0 0 
0 . 0 0 0 
0 . 0 0 0 
0 . 0 0 1 
- 0 . 0 0 4 
0 . 0 0 0 
0 . 0 0 0 
- 0 . 0 0 3 
- 0 . 0 0 5 
0 . 0 0 7 
0 . 0 0 8 
0 . 0 0 4 
- 0 . 0 0 7 
0 . 0 0 6 
- 0 . 0 0 3 
0 . 0 0 7 
0 . 0 1 0 
- 0 . 0 0 2 
0 . 0 0 6 
- 0 . 0 0 8 
0 . 0 0 0 
- 0 . 0 0 2 
0 . 0 1 0 
- 0 . 0 0 2 
- 0 . 0 0 3 
0 . 0 0 0 
0 . 0 1 3 
- 0 . 0 0 6 
- 0 . 0 0 9 
0 . 0 0 0 
0 . 0 1 5 
0 . 0 0 0 
0 . 0 0 3 
- 0 . 0 0 2 
- 0 . 0 0 1 
0 . 0 0 0 
0 . 0 0 5 
0 . 0 0 0 
0 . 0 0 1 
- 0 . 0 0 2 
- 0 . 0 0 2 
0 . 0 0 4 
0 . 0 0 1 
- 0 . 0 0 2 
0 . 0 0 0 
- 0 . 0 0 9 
0 . 0 0 1 
0 . 0 0 2 
- 0 . 0 1 3 




















































































































































5s^5p^ ^ Pa 
sp3 ^Si 
























sp^ ^ Px 
sp^ D^a 
5p5d F^a 
5s^5p^ ^ Pi 
5p5d F^a 
5s^5p^ ^ Pa 
5s^5p^ P^i 






















- sp^ ^Px 
- sp^ 'Pi 
- 5s5p^5d(^D) 






- 5s^5p^f ^1 
- 5s5p^5d{'P) 
- sp' 'Pa 
- 5p* 'So 
- sp' 'Pi 
- 5p6p 'Pi 
- 5s5p^5d('D) 
- sp' 'Da 
- 5s5p^5d('P) 








- 5p* 'Pa 
- 5s5p=5d('P) 
- 5s5p25d('P) 
- sp' 'Si 
- 5p* 'Po 
- 5p6p 'Da 
- 5p6p 'Pi 
- sp' 'Da 
- 5p6p 'Da 
- sp' 'Da 
- sp' 'DI 
- sp' 'PI 
- 5p6p 'Pa 
- 5s5p25d('P) 
- sp' 'Da 
- 5s5p^5d('P) 
- sp' 'DI 
- 5s5p^5d('p) 
- 5p^ 'P^  
- 5p6p 'Da 











































































































































































































































5p5d ^ 2 





SpSd ^ 2 -
SpSd D^2 -
SpSd ^ 3 -
Sp6p ^ 1 
SpSd ^ 2 




SpSd ^ a -
SpSd ^ 2 -
SpSd 'Pi -
Sp6p 'Pa -
5p6p ^ 3 
SpSd ^Fa -
SpSd ^ 3 -




5p6p ^ 1 
5p6p ' P i -
5p6p ^ 1 
5p6p ^P2 -
5p6p ' P i -
Ss^Sp^ ^Dj -
5 p 6 p 'P i -
5 p 6 p 
5 p 6 p 
5 p 6 p 
'S, 
'P2 -
5 p 6 p 1D2 
5 p 6 p 3D3 
5p6p D3 
Sp6p ^ D2 





SsSp2Sd<^D) ^ 64 
Ss5p2Sd('D) ^ F4 
sp^ ^2 
sp^ ^1 
SsSp2Sd(3p) ^ Fs 
Sp6p ^ D2 
Sp6p ^3 
5p6p ^ Pz 
sp^ 5S2 
Sp6p ^2 
Sp6p ^ Pi 
5p6p ^ Si 
5p6p 'Pi 
5p6p ^ P2 
Sp7s ^ Pi 
Sp6p ^3 
5p7s ^ Po 
Sp6p ^ Pa 
Sp* 'D2 
sp^ SS2 
5p6p ^ Po 
Sp6p ^ Pz 
Sp6p ^ Pi 
Sp7s ^ Pz 
Sp7s ^ Pa 
Sp6p ^ Dz 
Ss5p2Sd(^P) ^ D4 
5p7s ^ Pi 
5p7s 3po 
5p7s ^ Pi 
5p6d ^ Fa 
Sp6d ^1 
Sp6d ^ Pi 
Sp6d ^ F2 
5p6d ^ P2 
5p73 ^ Pi 
sp^ SS2 
5p6d ^ Dz 
5p6d ^ Pi 
5p6d ^ Di 


























































































- 5p6d 3P0 
- 5p6d 3D3 
- 5p6d 3P2 
- 5p6d 3F3 
- 5p6d 3D2 
- 5p6d 3D2 
- 5p6d 3P2 
- 5p6d 3F2 










int: visual estimate of the photographic blackening on the plates. 
Ch: line character, b: blended line, 
AX= X(observed)- X(calculated wavelength from levels in table 6.2 & 6.3) 
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Table 6.2: Observed and least squares fitted levels in 
(cm"^ ) for odd parity configurations of Cs W 
J E(obs) 










































- 1 8 2 . 0 
0 . 0 
2 6 . 0 
-
-
- 8 4 . 0 





















































































5 s 5p^ «1>='P)^P 
58^ 5p 5d P^ 
5s^ 5p 5d P^ 
5s 5p^ (<l>2p) P^ 
5s^ 5p 6s P^ 
5 s 5p^ 4f {«2>^P)*P)^D 
5 s 5p2 4 f ( « 2 > ^ D ) 2 D ) ^ P 
58^ 5p 7s P^ 
58^ 5p 6d P^ 
5 s 5p^ 6p ( « 2 > ^ P ) * P ) ^ 
58 5p^ 6p («2>^P)*P)^P 
5s 5p2 6p («0>^S)2S)^P 
5 s 5p2 6p ({<2>^P)*P)^P 
58 5p2 6p ((<2>^P) *P) =D 
5s 5p2 6p («2>^D)^D)^P 
5 s 5p^ 6p («2>^P)^P)^S 
5s 5p^ 6p («0>^S)^S>^P 
5 s 5p^ 6p («2>^P)^P)^P 
5p^ 5d (<3>*S)^D 
5p^ 5d (<l>2p)^P 
5s^ 5p 88 P^ 
5 s 5p^ 6p ({<2>3P) ^P) P^ 
5 s 5p^ 6p { «2>1D) ^D) P^ 
5 s 5p2 6p ((<2>3P) ^P) P^ 
5 s 5p2 6p { « 0 > 1 S ) ^S) P^ 
5 s 5p2 6p ( «2>3P) 2p) S^ 
5s^ 5p 7d 3P 
5s 5p2 6p { « 0 > 1 S ) 2g) 3p 
5p^ 5d (<3>2D)^S 
5s 5p^ 6p («0>1S)^S)^P 
5s 5p2 6p ((<2>3P) ^P) S^ 
5 s 5p2 6p («2>3P)^P)^S 
58 5p^ 6p («0>1S)^S)^P 
5p^ 5d (<3>2D)^S 
58^ 5p 7d P^ 
5 s 5p^ 6p <«2>3P)2p)^P 
58 5p^ 6p («0>1S)^S)^P 
58 5p^ 6p («2>3P)^P)^S 
58^ 5p 7d P^ 
5p' 5d ( < 3 > 2 D ) ^ P 
5p^ 5d (<1>^P)^P 
5p^ 5d ( < 3 > 2 D ) ^ S 
5p^ 5d (<1>^P)^P 
5p^ 5d ( < 3 > 2 D ) ^ P 
5p^ 6s (<1>^P)^P 
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131767.0 132011.0 -244.0 
154198.0 154099.0 99.0 
175646.0 175457.0 189.0 
194460.0 194955.0 -495.0 
199800.0 199684.0 116.0 
214186.0 214081.0 105.0 
232015.0 231730.0 285.0 
243719.0 243756.0 -37.0 








358194.0 358055.0 139.0 
374901.0 374814.0 87.0 
376520.0 376671.0 -151.0 
























































































































































































































































«1>'P) ^ P 
«1>'P) ^ P 









«1>'P) ^  
P^ 












































































+ 8% 5s 5p^  6p { «2>^P) *P) ^D 
+ 6% 5s 5p^  6p ( «2>^P) *P) ^S 
44% 5s 5p^  6p ( «2>^P) *P) ^  
+ 15% 5s 5p^  6p ( «2>^P) *P) ^S 
+ 14% 5s^ 5p 6d ^ P 
+ 11% 5s 5p^  6p («2>^P)*P)^P 
44% 5s 5p^  6p («2>^P)*P)3s 
+ 41% 5s 5p^  6p («2>^P)*P)^ 
+ 8% 5s 5p^  6p («2>^P)*P)=P 
52% 5s 5p^  6p ({<2>^P)*P)^ 
+ 32% 5s 5p^  6p («2>^P)*P)^P 
+ 8% 5s 5p^  6p («2>^P)*P)^P 
;.0 69% 5s^  5p 7s ^ P 
+ 30% 5s^ 5p 7s ^ P 
45% 5s 5p^  6p ( «2>^P) *P) ^P 
+ 32% 5s 5p^  6p ( «2>^P) *P) ^D 
+ 18% 5s 5p^  6p ( «2>^P) *P) ^S 
71% 5s 5p* 6p ( «2>^P) *P) ^P 
+ 12% 5s 5p* 6p ( «2>^P) ^P) ^S 
+ 4% 5s 5p2 6p («2>^D)^D)^D 
74% 5s 5p^  6p ( «2>^D) ^D) ^D 
+ 7% 5s 5p^  6p ( «2>^D) ^D) ^P 
43% 5s^ 5p 7d hi 
+ 21% 5s^  5p 7d ^ P 
+ 12% 5s^  5p 7d ^ P 
+ 10% 5s 5p^  6p («2>^P)2p)^D 
57% 5s 5p^  6p («2>^D)2D)3p 
+ 10% 5s 5p^  6p («2>^D)2D)^P 
+ 7% 5s 5p^  6p («2>^P)^P)^S 
+ 6% 5s 5p^  6p («2>^D)2D)^ 
90% 5p^  5d {<3>*S)=D 
+ 5% 5p^  5d «1>^P)^P 
39% 5s 5p2 6p («2>^D)2D)^P 
+ 11% 5s 5p2 6p («2>^D)2D)^P 
+ 9% 5s 5p^  6p («0>^S)2S)^P 
+ 6% 5s 5p2 6p («0>^S)2s)^P 
64% 5s* 5p 8s ^ P 
+ 30% 5s* 5p 8s ^ P 
35% 5s 5p* 6p («2>3p)*P)^ 
+ 23% 5s 5p* 6p { «2>^D) *D) ^P 
+ 11% 5s 5p* 6p («2>^D)*D)^P 
+ 8% 5s 5p* 6p («0>^S)*S)^P 
20% 5s 5p* 6p («0>^S)*S)^P 
+ 13% 5s 5p* 6p ( «2>^P) *P) 3p 
+ 12% 5s* 5p 7d h) 
+ 11% 5s* 5p 7d ^ P 
50% 5s* 5p 7d ^ P 
+ 19% 5s 5p* 6p («2>^P)*P)^P 
+ 16% 5s* 5p 7d hi 
+ 6% 5s 5p* 6p («0>1S)*S)^P 
44% 5p^  5d (<3>*S)^ D 
+ 44% 5p^  5d (<3>*D)^ D 
53% 5s* 5p 7d ^ P 
+ 17% 5s* 5p 7d ^ P 
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+ 12% 5s^  5p 7d ^ D 
+ 5% 5s 5p2 6p ((<0>^ S)^ S)^ P 
457768.0 - 66% 5s^  5p 8s ^ P 
+ 32% 5s^ 5p 8s ^ P 
461097.0 - 30% 5s 5p* 6p («0>^S)2s)^P 
+ 25% 5s 5p2 6p ({<2>^ P) 2p) ^S 
+ 14% 5s 5p^  6p ( «2>^P) 2p) ^  















36% 5s 5p=' 
+ 15% 5p^ 5d 
+ 11% 5s 5p^ 
+ 7% 5p^ 5d 
31% 5p^ 5d 
+ 12% 5s 5p=^  
+ 9% 5s 5p2 
+ 8% 5p^ 5d 
44% 5s 5p^ 
+ 29% 5s 5p^ 
+ 12% 5s 5p^ 
25% 5p^ 5d 
+ 24% 5p^ 5d 
+ 21% 5p^ 5d 
+ 11% 5p^ 5d 
59% 5s 5p2 
+ 11% 5p^ 5d 
+ 8% 5p^ 5d 
+ 7% 5s 5p^ 
64% 5p^ 5d 
+ 10% 5s 5p2 
+ 5% 5p^ 5d 
+ 5% 5p^ 5d 
40% 5p^ 5d 
+ 25% 5p^ 5d 
+ 14% 5p^ 5d 
+ 13% 5p^ 5d 
66% 5p^ 5d 
+ 24% 5p^ 5d 
45% 5p^ 5d 
+ 27% 5p^ 5d 
+ 12% 5p^ 5d 
+ 11% 5p^ 5d 
69% 5p^ 6s 
+ 11% 5p^ 6s 
+ 9% 5p^ 6s 
+ 6% 5p^ 6s 
71% 5p^ 6s 
+ 20% 5p^ 6s 
76% 5p^ 5d 
+ 7% 5p^ 5d 
•>• 4% 5p^ 5d 
75% 5p^ 6s 
+ 20% 5p^ 6s 
63% 5p^ 6s 











( «2>^P) ^'P) ^ S 
«3>^D) ^ P 
( «0>^S) ^ S) ^ P 
«l>2p) h> 
«3>^D) ^ P 
( «2>^P) 2p) ^ D 
(«0>^S)2S)^P 
«1>^P) ^ D 
( «2>^P) ^ P) ^ P 
(«0>^S)2S)^P 
( «0>^S) ^ S) ^ P 
«3>^D) ^ D 
«3>^D) ^ P 
«1>^P) ^ D 
«1>^P) ^ P 
( «2>^P) 2p) ^ P 
«3>^D) ^ P 
«l>2p) ^ P 
( «2>^P) 2p) 3s 
(<3>2D) 3p 
( «2>^P) ^ P) ^ P 
(<l>2p) ^ D 
«3>*S) ^ 
«l>2p) 3p 
(<3>2D) ^ S 
(<3>^D) ^ P 
« 3 > ^ D ) ^ P 
{<3>^D)^S 
(<1>^P) ^ P 
(<l>2p) ^ D 
«3>*S)^D 
(<3>2D) h> 
(<l>2p) ^ P 
(<3>*S)^S 
(<3>2D) ^ 
(<l>2p) ^ P 
(<l>2p) 3p 
(<3>2D) ^ 
« 3 > * S ) 3 S 
«1>^P) ^ P 
« 3 > * S ) ^ D 
« 3 > ^ D ) ^ P 
«1>^P) 3p 
«1>^P) ^ P 
«1>^P) ^ P 































































+ 13% 5p^  6s «l>2p)^P 
+ 6% 5p^  6s «3>^S)^S 
92% 5s 5p^  (<3>*S) ^S 
+ 7% 5s 5p^  {<l>2p) ^P 
73% 5s 5p^ (<3>^ D) ^  
+ 14% 5s 5p^  (<l>2p) ^P 
+ 6% 5s^ 5p 5d ^ D 
42% 5s 5p^  (<l>2p) ^P 
+ 23% 5s 5p^  (<3>2D) ^ D 
+ 15% 5s 5p^ (<3>^D)^D 
+ 9% 5s^ 5p 5d ^ D 
36% 5s 5p^  (<3>^ D)^ D 
+ 27%. 5s 5p^  (<l>2p) ^P 
+ 25% 5s^ 5p 5d ^ D 
+ 4% 5s^  5p 5d ^ F 
87% 5s=^  5p 5d ^ F 
+ 8% 5s 5p^  (<3>^ D) ^D 
44% 5s* 5p 5d ^ P 
+ 23% 5s* 5p 5d ^ D 
+16% 5s* 5p 5d ^ D 
+ 10% 5s 5p^  (<3>^ D) ^D 
39% 5s* 5p 5d ^ D 
+ 36% 5s* 5p 5d ^ D 
+ 14% 5s 5p^  (<3>*D) ^D 
+ 6% 5s* 5p 5d ^ F 
45% 5s* 5p 5d ^ P 
+ 25% 5s* 5p 5d ^ 
+ 13% 5s* 5p 5d ^ D 
+ 6% 5s 5p^  «1>*P)^P 
98% 5s* 5p 6s ^ P 
88% 5s 5p* 4f («2>^P)*P)^6 
+ 5% 5s 5p* 4f («2>^P)*P)^F 
56% 5s 5p* 4f («2>^P)*P)^ 
+ 29% 5s 5p* 4f («2>^P)*P)^F 
+ 9% 5s 5p* 4f («2>^P)*P)^ 
+ 6% 5s 5p* 4f («2>^P)*P)^G 
41% 5s 5p* 4f («2>^P)*P)^D 
+ 34% 5s 5p* 4f («2>^P)*P)^ 
+ 14% 5s 5p* 4f («2>^P)*P)^F 
49% 5s 5p* 4f («2>^P)*P)^F 
+ 37% 5s 5p* 4f («2>^P)*P)^ 
+ 7% 5s 5p* 4f («2>^P)*P)^ 
87% 5s 5p* 4f («2>3p)*P)^F 
79% 5s 5p* 4f < (<2>^ D) *D) ^F 
+ 11% 5s 5p* 4f ((<0>^ S)*S)^ F 
87% 5s 5p* 4f ((<2>^D)*D)^ 
61% 5s 5p* 4f ((<2>^ D)*D)^ D 
+ 13% 5s 5p* 4f ((<2>^ P) *P) ^D 
+ 13% 5s 5p* 4f ((<2>^ D) *D) ^P 
+ 4% 5s 5p* 4f {(<2>^ P) *P) ^F 
52% 5s 5p* 4f («2>^D)*D)^P 
+ 15% 5s 5p* 4f ((<2>3p) *P) ^D 






356402.0 356359.0 43.0 
358028.0 358170.0 -142.0 
373884.0 373962.0 -78.0 
376992.0 376775.0 217.0 
- 386473.0 
- 391926.0 


































8% 5s 5p^ 
5P= 




















5p^ 4f («2>^P)2p)^F 
5p^ 4f («0>^S)2S)^F 





12% 5s^ 5p 6d ^ F 
5% 5s 5p^ 4f ( «2>^P) ^ P) ^ D 
54% 5s^ 5p 6d ^ F 
23% 58^ 5p 6d ID 
15% 5s 5p^ 4f («2>^P)2p)^F 
38% Ss^ 5p 6d ^ 
36% 5a^ 5p 6d ^ P 
13% 5s^ 5p 6d 
5% Ss^ 
41% 5s^ 5p 6d 
30% 5s2 5p 6d 
25% 5s^ 5p 6d 
58% 5s^ 5p 6d 
+ 23% 5s^ 5p 6d 
+ 15% 5s^ 5p 6d 
65% 5s 5p^ 6p ( «2>^P) *P) ^  
+ 21% 5s 5p^ 6p ( «2>^P) *P) *P 
+ 8% 5s 5p^ 6p («2>^P)*P)5s 
34% 5s 5p^ 6p ( «2>^P) *P) ^S 
+ 26% 5s 5p^ 6p («2>^P)*P)5D 
+ 21% 5s 5p^ 6p ({<2>^P)*P)^P 
+ 8% 5s 5p^ 6p ( «2>^P) *P) ^  
97% 5s^ 5p 7s ^ P 
43% 5s 5p^ 6p ( «2>^P) *P) ^ S 
+ 39% 5s 5p^ 6p ((<2>^P) *P) ^  
+ 9% 5s 5p^ 6p ( «2>^P) *P) ^P 
42% 5s 5p^ 6p ( «2>^P) *P) =P 
+ 36% 5s 5p^ 6p { «2>3p) *P) ^  
+ 8% 5s 5p^ 6p ( «2>^P) *P) ^P 
+ 8% 5s 5p^ 6p ( «2>^P) *P) ^S 
70% 5s 5p^ 6p ( «2>^P) *P) 3p 
+ 7% 5s 5p^ 6p ((<2>^D) ^ D) ^D 
+ 6% 5s 5p^ 6p ( «2>^P) *P) ^ D 
+ 6% 5s 5p^ 6p ( «2>^D) ^ D) ^  
51% 5s 5p^ 6p 
18% 5s 5p^ 6p 
15% 5s^ 5p 7d 
( «2>^D) ^ D) ^ F 
( «2>^D) ^ D) ^ D 
F^ 
4% 5s^ 5p 7d ^ D 
55% 5s 5p^ 6p ( «2>'D) ^ D) ^ D 

















+ 8% 5s^ 5p 7d F^ 
+ 7% 5s 5p2 6p ( «2>^D) ^ D) ^ D 
39% 5s 5p2 6p ( «2>^D) ^ D) ^ D 
+ 21% 5s 5p2 6p ( «2>^D) ^ D) ^ P 
+ 14% 5s^ 5p 7d ^ F 
+ 11% 5s 5p^ 6p ( «2>^D) ^ D) ^  
33% 5s^ 5p 7d P^ 
+ 27% 5s^ 5p 7d D^ 
+ 15% 5s^ 5p 7d ^ 
+ 11% 5s 5p2 6p ( «2>^D) ^ D) ^  
33% 5s 5p2 6p ( «2>^D) ^ D) ^ F 
+ 12% 5s^ 5p 7d ^ 
+ 6% 5s 5p2 6p ( «2>^D) ^ D) ^D 
+ 4%. 5s^ 5p 7d ^ D 
81% 5p^ 5d «3>*S)^ 
+ 5% 5p^ 5d «1>^P)^ 
53% 5s 5p^ 6p ( «2>^D) ^ D) ^P 
+ 12% 5s 5p2 6p ( «2>^D) ^ D) ^ D 
+ 10% 5s 5p^ 6p ( «2>^P) *P) ^P 
+ 7% 5s 5p^ 6p («0>^S)^S)^P 
22% 5p^ 5d «3>*S)^D 
+ 21% 5p^ 5d «3>^D)^ 
+ 20% 5p^ 5d «3>^D)^F 
+ 10% 5p^ 5d «3>*S)^D 
28% 5s 5p2 6p («2>^P)^P)^D 
+ 24% 5a' 5p 7d ^ D 
+ 13% 5s 5p2 6p («0>^S)^S)^P 
+ 11% 5s' 5p 7d ^ F 
20% 5s' 5p 7d ^ 
+ 16% 5s' 5p 7d b 
+ 14% 5s 5p' 6p {{<0>^S) 'S) ^P 
+ 13% 5s' 5p 7d F^ 
49% 5s' 5p 7d ^ P 
+ 24% 5s' 5p 7d ^ D 
+ 18% 5s' 5p 7d ^ D 
+ 5% 5s 5p' 6p («0>^S)'S)^P 
48% 5p^ 5d «3>'D)3F 
+ 24% 5p^ 5d «3>'D)^D 
+ 14% 5p3 5d «3>*S)^ 
+ 8% 5p^ 5d «1>'P)^F 
98% 5s' 5p 8s ^ P 
50% 5s 5p' 6p («2>^P)'P)^ 
+ 31% 5s 5p' 6p («0>^S)'S)^P 
+ 6% 5s' 5p 7d ^ 
42% 5s 5p' 6p («2>^P)'P)3p 
+ 24% 5s 5p' 6p («2>^P)'P)^D 
+ 19% 5s 5p' 6p («0>^S)'S)^P 
40% 5s 5p' 6p («2>^P)'P)^D 
+ 34% 5s 5p' 6p («2>^P)'P)^P 
+ 6% 5p^ 5d (<3>'D)^P 
20% 5p^ 5d (<l>2p)^P 
+ 18% 5p^ 5d {<3>'D)3p 
+ 11% 5p^ 5d (<3>'D)^D 












138043.0 137755.0 288.0 
187286.0 187430.0 -144.0 
212146.0 211941.0 205.0 
226528.0 226817.0 -289.0 
- 269833.0 
- 277289.0 
41% 5p^ 5d 
+ 31% 5p^ 5d 
+ 9% 5p^ 5d 
+ 8% 5p^ 5d 
32% 5p' 5d 
+ 25% 5p' 5d 
+16% 5p^ 5d 
+ 13% 5p^ 5d 
59% 5p^ 5d 
+ 20% 5p^ 5d 
+ 4% 5p^ 5d 
+ 4% 5p^ 5d 
49% 5p^ 5d 
+ 24% 5p^ 5d 
+ 9% 5p^ 5d 
+ 5% 5p^ 5d 
33% 5p^ 5d 
+ 24% 5p^ 5d 
+ 18% 5p^ 5d 
+ 13% 5p^ 5d 
86% 5p^ 6s 
+ 9% 5p^ 6s 
48% 5p^ 5d 
+ 20% 5p^ 5d 
+ 14% 5p^ 5d 
+ 9% 5p^ 5d 
65% 5p^ 6s 
+ 13% 5p^ 6s 
+ 10% 5p^ 6s 
+ 7% 5p^ 6s 
75% 5p^ 6s 
+ 19% 5p^ 6s 
71% 5p^ 6s 
+ 11% 5p^ 6s 
+ 11% 5p^ 6s 
+ 5% 5p^ 6s 
91% 5s 5p^ 
+ 7% 5s^ 5p 
89% 5s^ 5p 
+ 5% 5s2 5p 
78% 5s^ 5p 
+ 7% Ss^ 5p 
+ 6% 5s^ 5p 
+ 5% 5s 5p^ 
88% 5s^ 5p 
+ 8% Ss^ 5p 
73% 5s 5p^ 
+ 12% 5s 5p2 
+ 7% 5s 5p^ 
51% 5s 5p^ 
+ 20% 5s 5p^ 
+ 17% 5s 5p^ 

















«l>2p) ^ D 
«l>2p) ^ F 
«3>^D) ^D 
(<l>2p) ^  
{<3>^ D) h) 
{<3>*S)^ 
«l>2p) ^ P 
«1>^P) ¥ 
« 3 > 2 D ) ^ F 
«3>2D) ^ P 
«3>2D) h> 
«l>2p) ^ P 
{<3>2D) ^ P 
«1>^P) ^D 
«3>*S)^ 






«3>^D) ^ D 
«l>2p) ^ D 
«1>^P) ^  
«3>*S) ^D 
« 3 > 2 D ) ^ 
«l>2p) ^P 
«3>^D) ^ D 
«3>*S)^S 
«3>^D) ^ D 
« 3 > 2 D ) ^ D 
«1>^P) ^ P 
«3>^D) ^D 
«3>^D) b 








«3>^D) ^  
ip 
^ 
( «2>3p) *P) =G 
( «2>^P) *P) ^ F 
( «2>^P) *P) ^  
( «2>^P) *P) =D 
( «2>^P) *P) ^G 
( «2>3p) *P) ^D 
( «2>^P) *P) ^ F 
166 
- 280079 .0 
- 283887.0 
- 288578.0 
- 302790 .0 
- 309773 .0 
- 310231 .0 
- 316477 .0 
- 324283.0 
- 331136 .0 
- 333898 .0 
- 345934 .0 
- 348775.0 
- 353840 .0 
358622 .0 358665 .0 - 4 3 . 0 
- 363823 .0 

















































































5 s 5p^ 
5 s 5p2 
5 s 5p^ 
5 s 5p^ 
5 s 5p^ 
5 s 5p^ 
5 s 5p^ 
5s 5p^ 
5 s 5p^ 
5s 5p^ 
5 s 5p^ 
5s 5p^ 
5 s 5p=^  
5 s 5p^ 
5 s 5p^ 
5s 5p^ 
5 s 5p^ 
5 s 5p^ 
5 s 5p^ 
5 s 5p^ 
5 s 5p2 
5s 5p^ 
5 s 5p2 
5s 5p^ 
5 s 5p^ 
5s 5p^ 
5 s 5p^ 
5 s 5p^ 
5 s 5p' 
5 s 5p| 
5 s 5p 
5 s 5p' 
5 s 5p 
5 s 5p' 
5 s 5p' 
5s 5p' 
5 s 5p' 
5 s 5p' 
5 s 5p' 
5 s 5p= 
5 s 5p' 
5 s 5p' 
5 s 5p' 



























5a^ 5p 6d 
5 s 5p^ 4 f 
5s^ 5p 6d 
5s2 5p 6d 
5s2 5p 6d 
5 s 5p^ 4f 
5 s 5p^ 4 f 
bs^ 5p 6d 
5s^ 5p 6d 






















((<2>^P) *P) G^ 


























( « 0 > ^ S 
( « 2 > ^ P 
( «2>^D 
{(<2>^P 
( « 2 > ^ P 
((<0>^S 








{ « 2 > ^ P 
{{<0>^S)^S)^F 
3F 
( «2>^D) ^D) ^ F 
^F 
^F 
( « 2 > ^ P ) ^P) ^ F 













+ 36% 58^ 5p 6d ^ F 
380728.0 380796.0 -68.0 70% Ss^  5p 6d ^ F 
+ 11% 5s 5p2 4f ((<2>3p) 2p) ^F 
+ 9% Ss^ 5p 6d ^ 
+ «% 53^  5p 6d ^ F 
- 394331.0 - 88% 5s 5p^  6p ((<2>^P)*P)^ 
+ 10% 5s 5p2 6p {«2>3p)*P)5p 
- 399627.0 - 57% 5s Sp^  6p («2>^P)*P)^P 
+ 25% 5s 5p^  6p («2>^P)*P)^ 
+ 9% 5s 5p2 6p ((<2>^ D) ^D) ^D 
+ 6% 5s 5p2 6p ((<2>^P)*P)^ 
- 408734.0 - 63% 5s 5p^  6p ((<2>^P)*P)^ 
+ 27% 5s 5p2 6p ((<2>^ P) *P) =P 
+ 5% 5s 5p^  6p ((<2>^ D) ^D) ^F 
- 428407.0 - 45% 5s 5p^ 6p (,«2>^D)^D)^F 
+ 25% Ss^ 5p 7d ^ P 
+ 10% 5a^ 5p 7d ^ 
+ 9% 5s^ 5p 7d ^ F 
- 430783.0 - 69% 5s 5p^  6p ((<2>^B)^D)^ 
+ 13% 5s 5p2 6p ( (<2>^ D) ^D) ^F 
+ 5% 5s 5p^  6p {(<2>^ P)*P)5p 
- 434375.0 - 28% 5s 5p^ 6p ((<2>^ D)^ D)^ F 
+ 17% Ss^ 5p 7d ^ F 
+ 15% 5s 5p^  6p U<2>^ t>)2D)^ E> 
+ 15% 5s2 5p 7d ^ F 
- 435382.0 - 78% 5p^  5d «3>*S)^D 
' + 5% 5p^  5d {<1>^ P)^ F 
+ 5% 5p^ 5d «l>2p)^D 
- 4 3 6 4 0 6 . 0 - 77% 5s 5p2 6p ({<2>^D) ^D) F^ 
+ 7% 5s^ 5p 7d F^ 
+ 4% 5s 5p2 6p ( « 2 > ^ P ) * P ) ^ 
- 448960.0 - 27% 58^ 5p 7d ^ D 
+ 18% 5p' 5d «3>^D) ^D 
+ 18% 5p^  5d «3>*S) ^D 
+ 10% 58^ 5p 7d ^ F 
- 449628.0 - 36% 5s^5p 7d ^ 
+ 19% 58* 5p 7d ^ F 
+ 12% 5p^  5d «3>*D) ^  
+ 11% 5p^  5d (<3>*S)^ D 
- 451537.0 - 68% 5s^ 5p 7d ^ F 
+ 24% 5s* 5p 7d ^ F 
+ 6% 5s* 5p 7d ^ 
- 454358.0 - 59% 5p^  5d {<3>*D)^ F 
+ 15% 5p^  Sd «3>*D)^D 
+ 10% 5p^  5d «3>*S)^D 
+ 8% 5p^  5d «1>*P)^F 
- 458273.0 - 70% 5p^  5d «3>*D)^6 
+ 16% 5p^  5d (<3>*D)^ F 
+ 5% 5p^  5d (<1>*P)^ F 
- 466581.0 - 85% 5s Sp* 6p («2>^P)2p)^ 
+ 5% 5s* 5p 7d ^ D 
- 482475.0 - 34% 5p^  5d {<1>*P)^ F 
+ 22% 5p^  5d (<3>*D)^ D 























































































8% 5p^ 5d 
37% 5p^ 5d 
26% 5p^ 5d 
14% 5p^ 5d 
8% 5p^ 5d 
33% 5p^ 5d 
29% 5p^ 5d 
24% 5p^ 5d 
10% 5p^ 5d 
34% 5p^ 5d 
33% 5p^ 5d 
17% 5p^ 5d 
5% 5p^ 5d 
41% 5p^ 5d 
41% 5p^ 5d 
7% 5p^ 5d 
6% 5p^ 5d 
97% 5p^ 6s 
98% 5s^ 5p 5d 
38% 5s 5p^ 4f 
38% 5s 5p2 4f 
17% 5s 5p^ 4f 
52% 5s 5p^ 4f 
46% 5s 5p2 4f 
43% 5s 5p2 4f 
29% 5s 5p^ 4f 
11% 5s 5p^ 4f 
9% 5s 5p^ 4f 
47% 5s 5p^ 4f 
41% 5s 5p^ 4f 
5% 5s 5p^ 4f 
66% 5s 5p^ 4f 
11% 5s 5p^ 4f 
11% 5s 5p^ 4f 
10% 5s 5p^ 4f 
52% 5s 5p2 4f 
28% 5s 5p^ 4f 
6% 5s 5p^ 4f 
62% 5s 5p2 4f 
12% 5s 5p^ 4f 
11% 5s 5p^ 4f 
59% 5s 5p^ 4f 
12% 5s 5p^ 4f 
11% 5s 5p^ 4f 
5% 5s 5p^ 4f 
34% 5s 5p^ 4f 
30% 5s 5p^ 4f 
16% 5s 5p^ 4f 
8% 5s 5p* 4f 
41% 5s 5p^ 4f 
25% 5s 5p^ 4f 
10% 5s 5p^ 4f 
10% 5s 5p^ 4f 
«3>^D) ^ F 
«l>2p) ^ F 
(<l>2p) ^ 
(<3>2D) ^ 
« 3 > * S ) ^ 
(<3>*S)^ 
(<3>^D) ^ F 
«1>^P) ^ D 
(<3>2D) ^ 
«1>^P) ^ F 
(<1>^P)^ 
« 3 > 2 D ) '^ F 
« 3 > 2 D ) ^ F 




(<3>2D) ^ D 
3F 
( «2>^P) *P) =G 
( «2>^P) *P) ^  
( «2>^P) *P) ^ F 
( « 2 > ^ P ) * P ) 5 G 
( «2>^P) *P) ^  
( «2>^P) *P) ^ G 
( «2>^P) *P) ^ F 
{ {<2>^D) ^ D) ^ G 
( «2>^P) *P) h) 
( «2>^P) *P) *F 
( «2>^P) *P) ^ G 
( (<2>^D) ^ D) ¥ 
((<2>3p)*P)^F 
((<2>^D) ^ D) ^ G 
( (<2>^D) ^ D) ^ G 
((<2>b)^D)^F 




((<2>^D) ^ D) ^ F 
(«2>^D)^D)^G 
( «2>^D) ^ D) ^ H 
((<2>^P) *P) ^ F 
( (<2>^D) ^ D) ^ G 
{ «2>^P) ^ P) ^ G 
((<2>^D) ^ D) ^ H 
( (<2>^D) ^ D) ^ 6 
( «2>^P) *P) ^ F 
( «2>^P) *P) ^ G 
{ «2>^P) 2p) ^ G 
(«0>^S)^S)^F 
( «2>3p) ^ P) ^ G 


































































































































5s 5p^ 4f 
5s 5p^ 4f 
5s 5p^ 4f 
5s 5p2 4f 
5s 5p^ 4f 
5s 5p2 4f 
5s 5p^ 4f 
5s 5p2 4f 
5s^ 5p 6d 
5s 5p^ 6p 
5 s 5p^ 6p 
5s 5p^ 6p 
5s 5p^ 6p 
5s^ 5p 7d 
5p^ 5d 
5p^ 5d 
5s^ 5p 7d 













5s 5p^ 4f 
5s 5p^ 4f 
5s 5p^ 4f 
5s 5p^ 4f 
5s 5p^ 4f 
5s 5p^ 4f 
5s 5p2 4f 
5s 5p^ 4f 
5s 5p^ 4f 
5s 5p^ 4f 
5s 5p^ 4f 
5s 5p* 4f 
5s 5p^ 4f 
5s 5p^ 4f 
5s 5p* 4f 
5s 5p^ 4f 
5s 5p^ 4f 
5p^ 5d 
5s 5p^ 4f 
5s 5p^ 4f 
5s 5p2 4f 
5s 5p^ 4f 
((<0>^S)2S)^F 
((<2>^P) 2p) ^ G 
((<2>^P) ^ P) ^ G 
((<2>^P)2p)3F 
((<0>^S)2S)^F 
( «2>^P) 2p) ^ G 
( (<2>^P) 2p) ^ F 
( «2>^P) 2p) ^ G 
F^ 
((<2>^P) *P) ^  
((<2>^D)^D)^F 
{ (<2>^D) ^ D) ^ F 
( «2>^P) *P) ^ D 
3F 
«3>*S) ^ 
(<1>^P) ^ F 
F^ 
( «2>^D) ^ D) ^ F 
«3>^D) ^ F 
«3>^D) ^ G 
«1>^P) ^ F 
«3>*S)^D 
(<3>^D)^F 
«3>^D) ^ G 
« 3 > 2 D ) ^ G 
«3>^D) ^ G 
«1>^P) ^ F 
«3>^D) ^ G 
«3>^D) ^ G 
«3>*S)*D 
( (<2>^P) *P) ^ G 
((<2>^P) *P) ^ F 
((<2>^P) *P) ^ F 
((<2>^D) ^ D) ^ G 
{(<2>^P) *P) ^ G 
( (<2>^P) *P) ^ G 
{ «2>^P) *P) ^ G 
( (<2>^P) *P) ^ F 
( {<2>^D) ^ D) ^ G 
( (<2>^P) *P) ^ F 
((<2>^D) ^ D) ^ H 
((<2>^D)2D)^H 
( «2>^P) ^ P) ^ G 
( «2>^D) =^ D) ^ H 
( «2>^P) *P) ^ G 
( «2>^P) 2p) ^ G 
( «2>^D) ^D) ^ H 
«3>^D) ^ G 
( «2>^P) *P) =G 
(«2>^D)^D)^H 
((<2>^D)2D)^H 
((<2>^P)*P) ^ G 
170 
Table 6.3: Observed and least squares fitted levels in 
(cm"^ ) for even parity configurations of Cs VI 
E(obs) E(LSF) diff. LS percentage composition. 
0 . 0 - 1 2 . 0 1 2 . 0 
52410.0 52418.0 -8.0 
277203.0 277272.0 -69.0 
288957.0 288968.0 -11.0 
292308.0 292250.0 58.0 
312392.0 312293.0 99.0 
320387.0 320331.0 56.0 
324900.0 324852.0 48.0 
335440.0 335385.0 55.0 
354452.0 354411.0 41.0 
361947.0 362187.0 -240.0 
378071.0 377963.0 108.0 
- 392227.0 
394645.0 394663.0 -18.0 






























87% 5s^ 5p^ <2>^P 
12% 5s^ 5p^ <0>^S 
86% 5s^ 5p^ <0>^S 
12% 5s^ 5p2 <2>^P 
55% 5p* <2>^P 
25% 5s 5p2 5d («2>^P)*P)^P 
13% 5p* <0>^S 
83% 5s^ 5p 6p ^ P 
15% 53^ 5p 6p ^ S 
94% 5s 5p^ 5d ( «2>^P) *P) ^  
48% 5p* <0>^S 
25% 5s 5p^ 5d ( «2>^P) *P) ^ P 
17% 5s 5p2 5d ( «2>^D) ^ D) ^ S 
79% 5s^ 5p 6p ^ S 
14% 5s2 5p 6p ^ P 
31% 5s 5p^ 5d («2>^P)*P)^P 
30% 5p* <2>^P 
12% 5s 5p^ 5d («2>^D)2D)^S 
8% 5s 5p^ 5d ( «2>^P) 2p) ^ P 
74% 5s 5p^ 5d C «2>^D) ^ D) ^ P 
12% 5s^ 5d^ <2>^P 
8% 5s 5p^ 5d { «2>^P) *P) ^P 
91% 5s 5p^ 6s ( «2>2p) *P) 3p 
6% 5s 5p2 6s («0>^S)2S)'S 
40% 5s 5p2 5d ( «2>^D) ^ D) ^ S 
28% 5s 5p^ 5d («2>^P)^P)^P 
21% 5p* <0>^S 
9% 5s2 5d^ <0>^S 
58% 5s 5p2 5d («2>^P)2p)^P 
11% 5s 5p^ 5d ((<2>^D)2D)^S 
10% 5p* <2>^P 
7% 5p* <0>^S 
43% 5s2 4f2 
32% 5s^ 5p 7p P^ 
9% 5s^ 5p 7p S^ 
8% 5s^ 5d^ <2>^P 
40% Ss^ 4f^ 
35% 5s^ 5p 7p ^ P 
11% 5s^ 5p 7p ^ S 
7% 5s 5p^ 6s ( «2>^P) ^ P) ^ P 
37% 5s 5p2 6s («2>^P)^P)^P 
16% 5s 5p^ 6s («0>^S)^S)^S 
11% 5s^ 5p 7p S^ 




421178.0 421171.0 7.0 
426682.0 426661.0 21.0 
- 446440.0 
12176.0 12198.0 -22.0 
- 209306.0 
277142.0 277328.0 -186.0 
279009.0 278990.0 19.0 
283032.0 283171.0 -139.0 
291333.0 291183.0 150.0 
292443.0 292753.0 -310.0 
303064.0 303055.0 9.0 
309274.0 309216.0 58.0 
309683.0 309740.0 -57.0 
316180.0 316076.0 104.0 
325695.0 325454.0 241.0 
333702.0 333530.0 172.0 






















































5s 5p^  6s 
5s^ 5p 7p 
53^ 5d^  
5s 5p^  6s 
5s' Sd" 
5s' 4f' 
5s 5p' 5d 
5s' 5p 7p 
5s' 5p 7p 
5s' 5p 7p 
5s 5p' 6s 
5s 5p' 6s 
5s 5p' 6s 
5s' 5d' 
5s 5p' 5d 
5s' 5p' 
5s' 5p 4f 
5s 5p' 5d 
5P* 
5s 5p' 5d 
5s 5p' 5d 
5s 5p' 5d 
5p* 
5s 5p' 5d 
5s' 5p 6p 
5s' 5p 6p 
5s' 5p 6p 
5s' 5p 6p 
5s' 5p 6p 
5s' 5p 6p 
5s 5p' 5d 
5s 5p' 5d 
5s' 5p 6p 
5s' 5p 6p 
5s' 5p 6p 
5s 5p' 5d 
5s' 5p 6p 
5s' 5p 6p 
5s' 5p 6p 
5s 5p' 5d 
5s' 5p 6p 
5s 5p' 5d 
5P* 
5s 5p' 5d 
5s 5p' 5d 
5s 5p' 5d 
5s 5p' 5d 
5s 5p' 5d 
5s 5p' 5d 
5s 5p' 5d 
5s 5p' 5d 
5s 5p' 5d 
5s 5p' 5d 





( «2>^D) 'D) ^P 
3p 
( «0>^S) 'S) ^ S 
( « 0 > ^ S ) ' S ) ^ S 
( «2>^P) 'P) ^ P 
<0>1S 
( « 2 > ^ D ) ' D ) ^ S 
<2>^P 
( «2>^P) *P) F^ 
<2>^P 
( «2>^P) *P) P^ 
( «2>^P) *P) D^ 
( «2>^P) *P) F^ 
<2>^P 
(«2>^P) *P) P^ 
I n 
P^ 
( «2>3p) *P) D^ 
{ «2>3p) *P) F^ 
"P 
( «2>3p) *P) P^ 
P^ 
( «2>3p) *P) P^ 
3p 
({<2>3p) *P) 3p 
<2>3p 
( (<2>3p) *P) D^ 
( «2>3p) 'P) 3p 
( «2>3p) *P) h) 
( « 0 > ^ S ) ' S ) ^ 
{ «2>3p) *P) 3p 
(«2>^D)'D)3p 
( «2>^D) ' D ) ^D 
( «2>3?) ^P) ^ 
( «2>3p) 'P) P^ 
( «2>^D) ^D) P^ 
172 
337799.0 337657.0 142.0 
345441.0 345572.0 -131.0 
346554.0 346702.0 -148.0 
350969.0 350984.0 -15.0 
362377.0 362644.0 -267.0 
362796.0 363362.0 -566.0 
365470.0 365345.0 125.0 
375831.0 375935.0 -104.0 
381546.0 381447.0 99.0 
384159.0 384365.0 -206.0 
- 392866.0 
393893.0 393506.0 387.0 
395621.0 395683.0 -62.0 








































































































































































5s 5p^ 6s 
5s^ 5p 7p 











































































412899.0 412996.0 -97.0 
- 418055.0 
424359.0 424414.0 -55.0 
429801.0 429589.0 212.0 
17628.0 17628.0 0.0 




264857.0 264716.0 141.0 
280432.0 280187.0 245.0 
283928.0 284026.0 -98.0 
291704.0 291698.0 6.0 
292649.0 292704.0 -55.0 
297441.0 297483.0 -42.0 
305068.0 304874.0 194.0 





































17% 58=* 5p 7p ^ D 
6% 5s 5p2 6s ( «2>^P) 2p) 3p 
60% 5s^ 5p 7p ^ S 
18% 5s^ 5p 7p ^ P 
6% 5s 5p^ 6s { «0>^S) ^ S) ^ S 
6% 5s 5p* 6s («2>^P)2p)^P 
72% 5s^ 5d^ <2>^P 
9% 5s 5p^ 5d («2>^D)2D)^P 
42% 5s 5p2 6s ( «0>^S) ^ S) ^ S 
37% 5s 5p^ 6s («2>^P)^P)^P 
10% 5s^ 5p 7p ^ S 
5% 5s^ 5p 7p ^ P 
70% 5s 5p^ 6s ( «2>^P) 2p) ^P 
12% 5s 5p=* 6s ((<2>^P) 2p) ^ P 
8% 5s^ 5p 7p ^ P 
62% 5s^ 5p^ <2>^P 
37% 5s^ 5p^ <2>^D 
61% 5s^ 5p^ <2>^D 
37% 5s^ 5p^ <2>^P 
80% 5s^ 5p 4f ^ F 
10% 5s^ 5p 4f ^ 
8% 5s^ 5p 4f ^ D 
76% 5s^ 5p 4f ^ 
16% 5a^ 5p 4f ^ F 
7% 5s^ 5p 4f ^ D 
83% 5s^ 5p 4f ^ D 
13% 5s^ 5p 4f hi 
56% 5p* <2>^P 
23% 5s 5p^ 5d ( «2>^P) *P) ^ P 
13% 5p* <2>^D 
81% 5s 5p2 5d ((<2>^P) *P) ^ F 
11% 5s 5p^ 5d ( «2>^P) *P) ^  
54% 5p* <2>^D 
20% 5s 5p2 5d («2>^D)^D)^D 
10% 5p* <2>^P 
7% 5s 5p^ 5d ( «2>^P) *P) ^ P 
66% 5s^ 5p 6p ^ 
16% 5s* 5p 6p ^ D 
14% 5s' 5p 6p ^ P 
63% 5s 5p' 5d ((<2>^P) *P) ^  
11% 5s 5p' 5d ( «2>^P) *P) ^F 
7% 5s 5p* 5d {(<2>^D)2D)^F 
7% 5s 5p* 5d ( «2>3p) *P) =P 
46% 5s 5p' 5d («2>^P)*P)3F 
34% 5s 5p' 5d {(<2>^D)'D)^F 
9% 5s 5p' 5d ( «2>3p) *P) h) 
48% 5s' 5p 6p ^ P 
30% 5s' 5p 6p ^ 
21% 5s' 5p 6p ^ D 
70% 5s 5p' 5d ( «2>^P) *P) =P 
11% 5s 5p' 5d («2>^D)'D)^P 
8% 5s 5p' 5d ( «2>^P) *P) ^ P 
5% 5p* <2>^P 
174 
3 0 8 3 6 0 . 0 308440 .0 - 8 0 . 0 
3 1 2 0 6 1 . 0 3 1 2 3 1 7 . 0 - 2 5 6 . 0 
3 2 0 6 0 8 . 0 3 2 0 8 8 3 . 0 - 2 7 5 . 0 
331040 .0 3 3 0 8 1 2 . 0 2 2 8 . 0 
3 3 5 7 1 3 . 0 3 3 5 2 7 8 . 0 4 3 5 . 0 
3 4 0 2 3 5 . 0 3 4 0 6 6 1 . 0 - 4 2 6 . 0 
3 4 2 6 1 3 . 0 342707 .0 - 9 4 . 0 
3 4 7 5 6 6 . 0 347397 .0 1 6 9 . 0 
354526 .0 3 5 4 3 2 5 . 0 2 0 1 . 0 
355025 .0 354765 .0 2 6 0 . 0 
3 5 7 7 6 4 . 0 3 5 7 9 2 4 . 0 - 1 6 0 . 0 
362539 .0 362756 .0 - 2 1 7 . 0 
364689 .0 364414 .0 2 7 5 . 0 
3 7 0 5 4 5 . 0 370350 .0 1 9 5 . 0 



























































































5 s 5p^ 5 d ((<2>^P) *P) ^P 
5p* 
5 s 5p2 
5 s 5p^ 
5s^ 5p 
5s2 5p 
5 s 5p2 
5 s 5p^ 
5 s 5p^ 
5 s 5p^ 
5 s 5p2 
5 s 5p2 

















5 s 5p^ 
5 s 5p^ 
5 s 5p^ 
5 s 5p2 
5 s 5p^ 
5 s 5p^ 
5s2 5d2 
5 s 5p^ 
5 s 5p^ 
5s^ 5p 
5 s 5p2 
5 s 5p^ 
5 s 5p^ 
5 s 5p2 
5 s 5p2 
5 s 5p^ 
5 s 5p^ 
5 s 5p2 
5p* 
5s2 Sd" 
5 s 5p^ 6 s 













« 2 > ^ P 
« 2 > ^ P 
D 
'P 
« 2 > ^ P 
« 2 > ^ P 
«2>^D 
« 2 > ^ P 















« 2 > ^ P 

















4 p ) 5 p 
*P)^D 
* P ) ^ 
2p)3p 
2 D ) ^ F 
< P ) 3 F 
< P ) 3 D 
2 D ) 3 D 
< P ) 3 F 
' D ) ^ F 
2 D ) 3 D 
< P ) 3 D 
2p)3p 
2 D ) ^ P 
4pj3p 
2 D ) ' D 
2p)3p 
2 D ) 3 F 
<p)3p 
2p)3D 
2 D ) ^ 
2p)3p 
4pj5p 




5 s 5p^ 5 d ( « 2 > ^ P ) 2p) ^F 
Ss^ * 5p 
5 s 5p2 
5s^ 5p 
5 s 5p2 
58 5p2 
5 s 5p^ 
5 s 5p^ 
5s^ 5p 












{ « 0 > ^ S ) ^ S ) ^ 
( « 2 > ^ P ) *P) ^ 
(«0>^S)^S)^D 
( « 2 > ^ P ) 2p) ^ D 
(«0>^S)^S)^D 
5 s 5p^ 6 s ( « 2 > ^ P ) *P) ^P 
( « 2 > ^ P ) 2p) ^P 
( « 2 > ^ D ) 2 D ) ^ D 
( «2>^D) ^D) D^ 
5 s 5p^ 5 d 
5 s 5p^ 6 s 
5 s 5p^ 6 s 
5 s 5p^ 5 d { (<2>^P) ^P) ^ P 
* * > * ^ 
^h* 
175 
376196.0 376090.0 106.0 
379664.0 379875.0 -211.0 
- 381576.0 
386422.0 386284.0 138.0 
- 390155.0 
- 393952.0 
394690.0 394581.0 109.0 
395758.0 395513.0 245.0 
397829.0 397410.0 419.0 
- 405017.0 
411517.0 411719.0 -202.0 





































27% 5s 5p2 6s ( «2>^P) *P) ^ P 
5% 5s^ 5p 5f ^ D 
5% 5s 5p2 5d («0>^S)2S)^D 
37% 5s^ 5p 5f ^ D 
19% 5s^ 5p 5f ^ F 
13% 5s 5p^ 5d («0>^S)^S)^D 
9% 5s 5p^ 5d («2>^P)2p)3p 
48% 5s2 5p 5f ^ 
11% 5s^ 5p 5f ^ D 
10% 5s 5p^ 5d ( «2>^P) 2p) h> 
7% 5s 5p2 5d («0>^S)2S)^ 
8% 5s^ 5p 5f ^ 
70% 5s 5p2 6s ( «2>^D) ^ D) hi 
10% 5s 5p^ 6s ( «2>^D) ^ D) ^ D 
6% 5s^ 5d 6s 3D 
6% 5s2 5d^ <2>^D 
10% 5s^ 5d2 <2>^P 
4% 5s 5p^ 5d ( «2>3p) 2p) ^b 
51% 5s 5p^ 6s («2>^D)2D)^D 
16% 5s 5p^ 5d («2>^P)2p)^D 
8% 5s 5p^ 6s { «2>^P) *P) ^P 
5% 5a^ 5d 6s ^ D 
48% 5s 5p^ 5d ( «2>^P) ^ P) ^ D 
14% 5s 5p^ 6s { «2>^D) ^ D) ^D 
5% 5s 5p^ 5d ( «0>^S) ^ S) ^ D 
45% 5s^ 5p 7p ^ 
22% 5s2 5p 7p ^ D 
17% 5s^ 5p 7p ^ P 
5% 5s 5p^ 6s {«2>^D)^D)^D 
73% 5s^ 5d^ <2>^F 
12% 5s 5p^ 5d ( «2>^D) ^ D) ^ F 
41% 5s2 5p 7p ^ P 
40% 5s^ 5p 7p ^ 
11% 5s^ 5p 7p ^ D 
4% 5s 5p2 6s ((<2>^P) 2p) 3p 
53% 5s^ 5p 7p b 
28% 5s^ 5p 7p ^ P 
5% 5s^ 5d^ <2>^D 
4% 5s^ 5p 7p 3D 
47% 5s^ Sd^ <2>^D 
21% 5s^ 5d2 <2>3P 
9% 5s 5p^ 5d ( «2>^D) ^ D) ^ D 
50% 5s^ 5d2 <2>^P 
19% 5s^ 5d^ <2>^D 
7% 5s 5p2 5d («2>^D)^D)3p 
52% 5s^  5p 4f ^ G 
+ 42% 5s^  5p 4f ^ F 




















+ 31% 5s^  5p 4f ^ F 
176 
- 205780.0 
283555.0 283653.0 -98.0 
- 293038.0 
302382.0 302099.0 283.0 
306136.0 306199.0 -63.0 
307856.0 307807.0 49.0 
322111.0 322422.0 -311.0 
324835.0 324776.0 59.0 
328301.0 328932.0 -631.0 
334478.0 334400.0 78.0 
342031.0 342195.0 -164.0 
343816.0 343715.0 101.0 
354262.0 354392,0 -130.0 
357335.0 357209.0 126.0 
359327.0 359663.0 -336.0 







































28% 5s^ 5p 4£ 
75% 5s^ 5p 4f 
15% 53^ 5p 4f 
9% 5s^ 5p 4f 
77% 5s 5p=^  5d 
18% 5s 5p^ 5d 
47% 5s 5p2 5d 
18% 5s 5p^ 5d 
13% 5s 5p^ 5d 
12% 5s 5p^ 5d 
33% 5s 5p^ 5d 
30% 5s 5p2 5d 
26% 5s 5p2 5d 
52%. 5s 5p2 5d 
28% 5s 5p^ 5d 
7% 5s 5p2 5d 
6% 5s 5p^ 5d 
97% 5s^ 5p 6p 
46% 5s 5p^ 5d 
26% 5s 5p^ 5d 
10% 5s 5p2 5d 
8% 5s 5p2 5d 
37% 5s 5p2 5d 
25% 5s 5p^ 5d 
10% 5s 5p^ 5d 
9% 5s 5p2 5d 
31% 5s 5p2 5d 
20% 5s 5p^ 5d 
17% 5s 5p2 5d 
12% 5s 5p2 5d 
50% 5s 5p^ 5d { 
14% 5s 5p^ 5d { 
11% 5s 5p^ 5d ( 
6% 5s 5p^ 5d { 
37% 5s 5p^ 5d { 
24% 5s 5p^ 5d ( 
13% 5s 5p2 5d ( 
7% 5s 5p^ 5d < 
15% 5s 5p^ 5d ( 
14% 5s 5p^ 5d < 
12% 5s 5p^ 5d ( 
11% 5s 5p2 5d { 
46% 5s^ 5p 5f ^  
29% 5s^ 5p 5f ^  
10% 5s^ 5p 5f ^  
24% 5s^ 5p 5f ^  
20% 5s 5p^ 5d ( 
18% 5s^ 5p 5f ^  
9% 5s 5p^ 5d ( 
37% 5s 5p2 5d ( 
22% 5s 5p^ 5d ( 
13% 5s^ 5p 5f ^  
9% 5s^ 5p 5f ^  





( (<2>^P) *P) ^F 
((<2>^P) *P) ^ D 
; «2>^P) *P) h> 
;«2>^P)*P)''F 
(«2>^P)*P)^P 
( «2>^D) ^ D) ^ F 
( «2>^P) *P) ^ F 
( «2>^D) ^ D) ^ F 
; «2>^P) *P) ^ P 
: «2>^P) *P) 5p 
U<2>^P)*P)^ 
( «2>^P) *P) ^ F 
( «2>^D) ^ D) ^  
^ 
( «2>b) ^D) ^ G 
( «2>^D) ^ D) ^ F 
( «2>^P) *P) ^ D 
( «2>^P) ^ P) ^ F 
( «2>^P) *P) ^D 
( «2>^D) ^ D) ^ G 
( «2>^D) ^ D) ^ D 
; «2>^P) 2p) ^ F 
( «2>^D) ^ D) ^ F 
: «2>^D) ^ D) ^ F 
[(<2>^D)^D)^G 
; «2>^P) *P) ^ F 
«2>^D)2D)^D 
(<2>^P) *P) ^ F 
«2>^D) ^ D) ^ F 
(<2>3p) 2p) ^ F 
«2>^P) *P) ^ D 
«2>^P) 2p) ^F 
«2>^D) ^ D) ^  
«2>^P) 2p) ^ F 
«0>^S)2S)^D 
«2>^P) 2p) ^ F 
«2>^D) ^ D) ^ F 







«2>^P) 2p) ^ F 
«0>^S) ^ S) ^ D 
(<2>^P)2p) ^ F 
G 
D 
«2>^P) *P) ^ P 
177 
362350.0 362692.0 -342.0 
370082.0 369755.0 327.0 
376325.0 376325.0 0.0 
- 381935.0 
386024.0 385800.0 224.0 
389423.0 389579.0 -156.0 
- 405780.0 




289279.0 289303.0 -24.0 
296581.0 296410.0 171.0 
310742.0 310787.0 -45.0 
326138.0 326105.0 33.0 
327689.0 327110.0 579.0 
340336.0 340446.0 -110.0 






























5s 5p^ 5d 
5s^ 5p 5f 
5s 5p^ 6s 
5s 5p^ 6s 
5s 5p^ 5d 





5s 5p2 5d 
5s^ 5p 5f 







5 s 5 p ' 
5 s 5p^ 
63% 5 s 5p2 5 d 
+ 14% 5s^ 5p 5 f 
+ 9% 5 s 5p^ 5 d 
80% 5 s 5p^ 6 s 
+ 11% 5 s 5p^ 6 s 
+ 7% 5s^ 5d 6 s 
80% 5s^ 5d^ 
+ 11% 5 s 5p^ 5 d 





























5s^ 5p 4f 
5s=^  5p 4f 
5s^ 5p 4f 
5s=^  5p 4f 
5s^ 5p 4f 
5s^ 5p 4f 
5s 5p^ 5d 
5s 5p2 5d 
5s 5p^ 5d 
5s 5p2 5d 
5s 5p2 5d 
5s 5p2 5d 
5s 5p=^  5d 
5s 5p^ 5d 
5s 5p^ 5d 
5s 5p=^  5d 
5s 5p^ 5d 
5s 5p^ 5d 
5s 5p^ 5d 
5s 5p^ 5d 
5s 5p2 5d 
5s 5p^ 5d 
5s 5p^ 5d 
5s 5p^ 5d 
5s 5p2 5d 
5s 5p^ 5d 
5s^ 5d^ 













2n\ 1 P)^F 
2p)3D 
2p)3p 
( « 2 > ^ P ) 2 p ) ^ F 
^F 
{ «2>^D) ^D) ^ F 
( « 2 > ^ D ) ^ D ) ^ 
( « 2 > ^ P ) *P) 5p 
3D 
<2>^F 
( «2>^D) ^D) ^ F 
3 F 
3 F 
{ « 2 > ^ P ) *P 
( « 2 > ^ P ) *P 
((<2>^P) *P 
( «2>^D) D^ 
( « 2 > 3 p ) * P 
( « 2 > ^ P ) *P 
( « 2 > ^ P ) *P 
( « 2 > ^ P ) *P 
( «2>^D) D^ 
( «2>^D) D^ 
( «2>^D) D^ 
( «2>^D) D^ 
((<2>^D)^D 
( (<2>^D) ^ D 
( «2>^D) D^ 
( (<2>^D) ^ D 
((<2>^P) 2p 
((<2>^P) *P 























































33% 5s 5p^  5d ( «2>^P) ^P) ^F 
12% 5s^ 5p 5f ^ G 
9% 5s^ 5p 5f ^ G 
42% 5s 5p2 5d ( «2>^P) ^P) ^F 
29% 58^ 5p 5f ^ 6 
24% 5s^ 5p 5f ^ G 
47% 5s^ 5p 5f ^ G 
33% 5s^ 5p 5f ^ F 
6% 5s 5p^  5d ( «2>^P) 2p) ^F 
5% 5s^  5d^  <2>16 
55% 5s^ 5p 5f ^ G 
25% 5s^ 5p 5f ^ F 
8% 58^ 5p 5f ^ 6 
7%.5s5p2 5d («2>^P)^P)^F 
99% 5s^ 5p 4f ^ G 
94% 5s 5p^  5d ( «2>^P) *P) ^F 
6% 5s 5p^  5d ( «2>^D) ^D) ^G 
92% 5s 5p^  5d ( «2>^D) ^ D) ^ G 
6% 5s 5p2 5d ( «2>^P) *P) =F 
98% 5s^ 5p 5f ^ G 
<2> represents s e n i o r i t y number 
179 
Table 6.4 : Fitted energy parameter values in cm'^  of odd 
parity configurations of Cs VI 
Configuration 
5s 5p^  
5s^  5p 6s 
5s^  5p 7s 
5s^  5p 8s 
5s^  5p 5d 
5s^  5p 6d 







Eave (5s^ 5p 6s) 
Csp 
G'(5p.6s) 
Eave (5S^ 5p 7S) 
^5p 
G'(5p,7s) 
Eave (5S^ 5p 8S) 
C5P 
G' ( 5p. 8s) 













G'( 5p, 6d) 
G (^ 5p, 6d) 
G'(5p,6d) 






























































































































5s 5p^  4f 





































































































































































5s 5p^ -5s^ 5p 6s 
5s 5p^ -5s^ 5p 7s 
5s 5p^ -5s^ 5p 8s 
5s 5p^ -5s^ 5p 5d 
5s 5p^ -5s^ 5p 6d 
5s 5p^ -5s^ 5p 7d 
5s 5p' -5p^ 5d 
5s 5p^ -5p' 6s 
5s 5p^ -5s 5p^ 4f 












G'( 5S, 5p) 




R \ 5p, 5p; 5s, 6s) 
R'( 5p, 5p; 5s, 7s) 
R'( 5p, 5p; 5s, 8s) 
R'( 5p, 5p; 5s, 5d) 
R'( 5p, 5p; 5s, 6d) 
R'(5p,5p;5s,7d) 
R'(5s,5p;5p,5d) 
R^( 5s, 5p; 5d, 5p) 
R'( 5S, 5p; 5p, 6s) 
R \ 5S, 5p; 6s, 5p) 
R2(5p,5p;5p,4f) 
R°( 5s, 5p; 5s, 6p) 
R'( 5S, 5p; 6p, 5s) 
R°(5p,5p;5p,6p) 
R2(5p,5p;5p,6p) 
R°( 5p, 6s; 5p, 7s) 
R'( 5p, 6s; 7s, 5p) 
R°( 5p, 6s; 5p, 8s) 
R'( 5p, 6s; 8s, 5p) 
R^( 5p, 6s; 5p, 5d) 
R'( 5p, 6s; 5d, 5p) 
R^( 5p, 6s; 5p, 6d) 
R'( 5p, 6s; 6d, 5p) 












































































































































5s^  5p 7s -5s^ 5p 6d 
5s^  5p 7s -5s^ 5p 7d 
5s^  5p 7s -5p^ 6s 
5s^5p7s -5s5p^6p 
5s^  5p 8s -5s^ 5p 5d 
5s^  5p 8s -5s^ 5p 6d 
5s^  5p 8s -5s^ 5p 7d 
5s^  5p 8s -5p^ 6s 
5s^5p8s -5s5p^6p 
5s^5p5d -5s^5p6d 
5s^  5p 5d -5s^ 5p 7d 
5s^  5p 5d -5p^ 5d 
5s^5p5d -5s5pMf 
R' ( 5p, 6s 
R' ( 5S, 5S 
R ' ( 5S, 6S 
R ' ( 5S, 6S 
R°( 5p, 7s 
R' ( 5p, 7s 
R (^ 5p, 7s 
R' ( 5p, 7s 
R (^ 5p, 7s 
R' ( 5p, 7s 
R (^ 5p, 7s; 
R' ( 5p, 7s: 
R' ( 5S, 5s 
R ' ( 5S, 7S 
R ' ( 5S, 7S 
R (^ 5p, 8s 
R ' ( 5p, 8s 
R (^ 5p, 8s 
R' ( 5p, 8s 
R (^ 5p, 8s 
R''( 5p, 8s 
R ' ( 5S, 5s 
R' ( 5S, 8S 
R ' ( 5S, 8S: 
R°(5p.5d 
R (^ 5p, 5d 
R'(5p,5d 
R (^ 5p, 5d 
R\ 5p, 5d 
R (^ 5p, 5d 
R' ( 5p, 5d 
R\ 5p, 5d: 
R' ( 5S, 5S; 
R ' ( 5S, 5d 












































































































































































5s^  5p 5d -5s 5p^ 6p 
5s^  5p 6d -5s^ 5p 7d 
5s^  5p 6d -5p^ 5d 
5s^  5p 6d -5s 5p^ 4f 
5s^  5p 6d -5s 5p^ 6p 
5s^  5p 7d -5p^ 5d 
5s^5p7d -5s5p^4f 
5s^  5p 7d -5s 5p^ 6p 
5p^  5d -5p^ 6s 
5p^  5d -5s 5p^ 4f 

































• 5p, 6d; 
• 5p, 6d; 
' 5s, 5s; 
• 5 s, 6d; 
[5s, 6d; ' 
• 5s, 6d; 
[ 5s, 6d; 
[ 5s, 5s; 
:5s,7d; 
: 5s, 7d; 
: 5s, 7d; 
: 5s, 7d; 
[ 5p, 5d; 




































































































































-4453 (fixed) -5937 0.750 
252 
184 
Table 6.5: Energy parameter values (in cm"^ ) of even 
parity configurations of Cs VI 
Configuration 
5s^ 5p^ 
5s^  5p 6p 
5s^5p4f 
5s^  5p 7p 




















































































































































5s 5p^ 5d 
















G'( 5S, 5p) 








G'( 5S, 5p) 
G°( 5s, 6s) 






F^ ( 5d, 5d) 




































































































































5s^ 5p^ -5s^ 5p 6p 
5s^ 5p^ -5s^ 5p 4f 
5s^ 5p^ -5s^ 5p 7p 
5s^ 5p^ -5s^ 5p 5f 
5s^ 5p^ -5s 5p^ 5d 
5s^ 5p^ -5s 5p^ 6s 
5s^5p^-5p^ 
5s^ 5p^ -5s^ 5d^ 
5s^ 5p^ -5s^ 6s^ 
5s^5p^-5s^5d6s 
5s^5p^-5sMf' 
5s^ 5p 6p -5s^ 5p 4f 
5s^ 5p 6p -5s^ 5p 7p 
Csd 
Eave (5S2 6s2) 
Eave (5s2 5d 6s) 
Csd 
G^( 5d, 6s) 








Ro (5p, 5p; 5p, 6p) 
R^ (5p, 5p; 5p, 6p) 
R^(5p,5p;5p,4f) 
R°(5p.5p;5p,7p) 
R^ (5p, 5p; 5p, 7p) 
R'(5p,5p;5p,5f) 
R' (5s, 5p; 5p, 5d) 
R^ (5s, 5p; 5d, 5p) 
R° (5s, 5s; 5s, 6s) 
R' (5s, 5p; 5p, 6s) 
R° (5s, 5p; 6s, 5p) 
R' (5s, 5s; 5p, 5p) 
R' (5p, 5p; 5d, 5d) 
R^ (5p, 5p; 5d, 5d) 
R' (5p, 5p; 6s, 6s) 














































































































































5s^ 5p 6p 
5s^ 5p 6p 
5s^ 5p 6p 
5s^ 5p 6p 
5s^ 5p 6p 
5s^ 5p 6p 





5s^ 5p 4f • 
5s^5p4f • 
5s^ 5p 7p 
5s^ 5p 7p 
5s^ 5p 7p 





-5s^ 5d 6s 
-Ss'Af 
-5s^ 5p 7p 
-5s^ 5p 5f 
-5s5p^5d 
-5s^  Sd^ 




-5s 5p2 6s 
R°(5p,6p;7p,5p) 
R^ (5p, 6p; 7p, 5p) 
R'(5p.6p;5p,5f) 
R'(5p,6p;5f,5p) 
R' (5S, 6p; 5p, 5d) 
R^ (5s, 6p; 5d, 5p) 
R' (5S, 6p; 5p, 6s) 
R° (5s, 6p; 6s, 5p) 
R' (5p, 6p; 5d, 5d) 
R^ (5p, 6p; 5d, 5d) 
R' (5p, 6p; 6s, 6s) 
R' (5p, 6p; 5d, 6s) 









R'( 5S, 4f; 5p, 5d) 
R^( 5s, 4f; 5d, 5p) 
R'( 5p, 4f; 5d, 5d) 
R\5p,4f;5d,5d) 
R^(5p,4f;5d,6s) 





R'( 5S, 7p; 5p, 5d) 
R^(5s.7p;5d,5p) 










































































































































Ss^ 5p 7p -5s^ 5d^ 
5s^ 5p 7p -5s^ 6s^ 
5s^ 5p 7p -5s^ 5d ^ s 
5s^ 5p 7p -5s^ 4f 
5s^5p5f-5s5p2^d 
5s^ 5p 5f -5s^ 5d^ 
5s^5p5f-5s^5d*s 
5s^ 5p 5f -5s^ 4f 
5s 5p^ 5d -5s 5p^ 6s 
5s 5p^ 5d -5p'* 
5s 5p^ 5d -5s^ 5d^ 
5s5p^5d -5s^5d6s 
5s 5p^ 6s -5p* 
5s 5p^ 6s -5s^ 6s^ 
5s5p^6s -5s^5d6s 
5s^ 5d^ -5s^ 6s^ 
5s^5d2-5s^5d6s 




R \ 5S, 7p; 6s, 5p) 
R'( 5p, 7p; 5d, 5d) 
R \ 5p, 7p; 5d, 5d) 
R'( 5p, 7p; 6s, 6s) 
R'( 5p, 7p; 5d, 6s) 
R'( 5p, 7p; 6s, 5d) 
R'(5p,7p;4f,4f) 
R\5p,7p;4f,4f) 
R'( 5S, 5f; 5p, 5d) 
R^( 5s, 5f; 5d, 5p) 
R'( 5p, 5f; 5d, 5d) 
R^( 5p, 5f; 5d, 5d) 
R\5p,5f;5d,6s) 
R'( 5p, 5f; 6s, 5d) 
R^( 5p, 5f; 4f, 4f) 
R'(5p,5f;4f,4f) 
R^( 5p, 5d; 5p, 6s) 
R' (5p, 5d; 6s, 5p) 
R' (5S, 5d; 5p, 5p) 
R'(5p, 5p; 5s, 5d) 
R'(5p, 5p; 5s, 6s) 
R' (5S, 6S; 5p, 5p) 
R'(5p, 5p; 5s, 6s) 
R' (5p, 5p; 5s, 5d) 
R^(5d, 5d; 6s, 6s) 
R^( 5d, 5d; 5d, 6s) 
R'( 5d, 5d; 4f, 4f) 
R^( 5d, 5d; 4f, 4f) 
R^(5d,5d;4f.4f) 
R\6s,6s;4f,4f) 
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